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Abstract
This thesis investigates learning-based resource allocation techniques for future
wireless networks (FWNs). Motivated by recent technological developments,
two types of FWNs are studied: energy harvesting (EH) wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), and high-capacity cellular networks (HC-CNs) with caching capabilities.
In an EH-WSN, each node is powered by a rechargeable battery and harvests
energy from the environment. First, a multi-access throughput optimisation
problem is studied, when the access point schedules EH sensor nodes without
the knowledge of their battery states. A low-complexity policy is shown to be
optimal in certain cases, and a scheduling algorithm, which takes into account
the random processes governing the energy arrivals in the system, is proposed,
and compared to an upper bound. Second, a point-to-point communication
system with an EH transmitter is considered. Since the characteristics of the
environment in which the sensor will be deployed are not known in advance,
we assume no a priori knowledge of the random processes governing the system,
and propose a learning theoretic optimisation for the system operation. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is compared to that of two upper bounds,
obtained by providing more information to the transmitter about the random
processes governing the system.
We then turn our attention to content-level selective ooading to an infosta-
tion terminal in an HC-CN. The infostation, which stores high data-rate content
in its cache memory, allows cellular users in the vicinity to directly download
the stored content through a broadband connection, reducing the latency and
the load on the cellular network. The goal of the infostation cache controller is
to store the most popular content such that the maximum amount of traﬃc is
ooaded to the infostation. The optimal cache content management problem
when content popularity is unknown is studied, and a number of algorithms to
learn the content popularity proﬁle are proposed. The performances of these
algorithms are compared to that of an informed upper bound, obtained when
the content popularity proﬁle is known.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Technology is evolving rapidly, shaping the world we live in and changing the
way we see things. Out of a gamut of new technology areas, Mobile Internet (MI)
and Internet-of-Things (IoT) have been identiﬁed within the 12 most disruptive
technologies that have the potential for a massive impact on how people live and
work, and on industries and economy [1]. Most emerging technologies and ser-
vices including MI and IoT1 heavily rely on transmission of information through
wireless technology. These technologies exploit wireless networks for their control
and communication with other devices, and it is envisioned that in the coming
years, the vast majority of new applications and services will beneﬁt from the
autonomy provided by wireless communication [2]. It is essential to understand
the design tradeoﬀs and engineering challenges that these new technologies and
applications impose on future wireless networks (FWNs), and to research novel
techniques to boost performance of the FWNs in order to guarantee exceptional
wireless data transmission in the upcoming years.
FWNs present several engineering challenges and diﬀerent design require-
ments according to the application they are designed for. For the case of IoT
applications, such as autonomous cars and remote health care, latency and re-
liability are predominant design constrains when compared to MI applications,
such as catch-up TV and ﬁle sharing, in which data rate is most critical and
moderate latency and reliability can be tolerated.
1Note that MI and IoT include a large number of new technologies and applications, such
as smart phones and on-demand TV, and e-health applications and smart grid monitoring,
respectively.
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In this thesis, based on the speciﬁc requirements inherent in those new ap-
plications and emerging technologies, we classify FWNs into two groups:
1. Low-power wireless sensor networks, which represent wireless networks for
machine-based applications, such as IoT, and are characterized as low-data
rate and energy-constrained communication systems.
2. High-capacity cellular networks, representing many wireless networks for
human-based communication services, such as MI applications, which are
characterized by being bandwidth expensive communication systems.
In the rest of this section we outline the basic building blocks as well as the
design challenges and key enablers for these classes of FWNs.
1.1 Low-power Wireless Sensor Networks
The number of physical objects that are able to be tracked, coordinated, or con-
trolled remotely is growing rapidly. IoT applications, which use wireless tech-
nologies for its control and information transfer, are becoming more popular.
In the near future, IoT-enabled devices will constitute an important share of
the total number of wireless devices and Internet traﬃc. In 2013 machine-to-
machine (M2M) devices represented 5% of the total number of wireless-enabled
devices, and their number is expected to grow about 50% yearly. In particular,
M2M devices are expected to be 20% of the total number of wireless devices in
2018 [2]. The range of potential applications for IoT technologies includes home
and oﬃce security and automation, smart metering and utilities, maintenance,
building automation, automotive, structure monitoring, health care, consumer
electronics, delivery tracking, wearable devices, and others. IoT applications de-
mand energy-eﬃcient transceivers, which can operate over long periods of time
without human intervention, and are more tolerant about the range and the data
rate of their wireless communication technology.
In order to study the design tradeoﬀs that IoT-like applications impose on
FWNs we study wireless networks formed by low-power wireless devices, such
as low-power wireless sensor networks (LP-WSNs). LP-WSNs consist of a large
number of sensor nodes, deployed over an area of interest, which measure and
transmit local information to an access point. Each node consists of a radio
22
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transceiver, a sensor, a microcontroller, and a battery that powers the node's
components. A node's lifetime is limited by its battery capacity. In general, due
to cost-related limitations or size constrains, battery capacity is small, and can
supply only a small amount of energy. Hence, in order to maximise the network
lifetime, LP-WSN nodes use low-power electronics and transceivers, have short
duty cycles, and transmit with low power and at low data rates. Sometimes, it
is either impossible or not cost-eﬃcient to replace nodes' batteries, e.g., nodes
embedded in structures or deployed over a large area, and eventually batteries
deplete and the nodes become obsolete. Nodes' lifetime can be extended by
increasing the capacity of the battery at the expense of higher economic cost and
larger sensor size. Hence, there is a tradeoﬀ between each node's economic cost
and its expected lifetime, which are the two important parameters of design in
LP-WSNs [3].
Enabled by the evolution of low-power electronics, which can run on mi-
nuscule amounts of energy, energy harvesting (EH) has emerged as a promising
technology to extend the lifetime of LP-WSNs; complementing current battery-
powered nodes by harvesting the available ambient energy (e.g., solar, vibration
and thermal-gradient) and recharging the batteries. As opposed to battery-
limited nodes, an EH node can theoretically operate over an unlimited time.
Promising perpetual operation for LP-WSNs, the EH market is expanding at
an unprecedented rate, and by 2017 it is expected to reach $1.89B, growing
approximately 24% each year [4].
Whereas minimising energy consumption is crucial to prolong network life-
time in battery-powered nodes, in energy harvesting wireless sensor networks
(EH-WSNs) the objective is to manage the available energy in order to en-
sure long-term, uninterrupted operation while guaranteeing a minimum level of
quality-of-service (QoS) [4]. Recent advances have improved the eﬃciency, size,
and cost of energy harvesters [5,6] and storage devices [7], which have paved the
way for the ﬁrst commercial EH nodes [8, 9].
Energy sources in the environment are diverse and vary in controllability, pre-
dictability and magnitude [10]. Most of the energy sources are non-controllable,
and their energy has to be harvested once it is available. Natural energy sources,
such as solar or wind, and machine-vibration are examples on non-controllable
energy sources. On the other hand, controllable energy sources provide energy
when required, typical examples are human-activated piezoelectric energy har-
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vesters, such as footfalls and ﬁnger motion [11, 12], and radio frequency (RF)
energy harvesters which are charged by RF readers [13]. Although most energy
sources are non-controllable, energy availability can be predicted in some cases,
and mathematical models can be used to forecast the next recharge cycle. Whilst
outdoors solar energy can be accurately forecasted [5], and its availability can be
modeled based on historical data [14,15], vibration energy and human-breathing
are likely to be harder to predict [5]. The amount of energy harvested depends
on the origin of the energy source and on the size of the harvester. One of
the most abundant energy sources is light, with a total available energy density
of 100µW/cm2 and 100mW/cm2 indoors and outdoors, respectively [6]. With
conventional solar cells having eﬃciencies around 15%, solar is one of the most
promising energy sources for EH-WSNs [5]. With a similar range as outdoors
solar energy harvesting, wind turbines for EH-WSNs harvest around 70mW at
wind speeds of 2− 9m/s [16], and human body and motion can generate energy
arround 100mW [12]. In general, the amount of energy available for thermoelec-
tric and RF energy harvesters is several orders of magnitude smaller than that
available from indoor lighting [17].
Energy harvested from the environment has to be stored into the node for
future use. Two of the most common energy storage components are batteries
and capacitors. Lifetime of the storage components is limited by the number
of charging/discharging cycles they can complete before suﬀering an important
decrease in their storage capacity. While batteries lifetime is of few hundred
cycles, capacitors have a lifetime in the order of hundreds of thousand cycles
[18]. On the other hand, batteries can store more energy per unit volume than
capacitors.
1.2 High-capacity Cellular Networks
Recent reports show evidence that MI explosion will continue [2]. In particular,
it has been estimated that mobile data traﬃc will grow 11-fold between 2013
and 2018, and the general consensus is that the cellular network capacity per
unit area, i.e., aggregate data rate, will need to increase by roughly 3 orders of
magnitude compared to the current state-of-the-art cellular technology in the
upcoming years [19]. The need to support high-data rate mobile traﬃc is the
main driver and motivation to design high-capacity cellular networks (HC-CN).
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Whilst capacity is central in HC-CNs design, mobile network operators (MNOs)
and service providers are interested in economically feasible and energy eﬃcient
solutions. The aim is thus to design HC-CNs which are energy and cost eﬃcient
whilst providing enough capacity to match the growing demand.
Although the only viable way to boost the capacity of cellular networks by
several orders of magnitude is to combine technologies across diﬀerent research
areas, network densiﬁcation and ooading, that is, deploying dense networks of
base stations (BSs) and allowing necessary mechanisms to ooad traﬃc to other
networks, such as WiFi, are considered to be two of the most promising options
[19, 20]. Thus, it is of upmost importance to study the engineering challenges
that arise in such dense and heterogeneous networks.
Present cellular networks are highly complex with a large number of com-
ponents, functional entities and protocols. In this section we introduce brieﬂy
the basic building blocks that are relevant to the content of this thesis. Cellular
networks are divided into cells, each cell is served by at least one BS. Frequency
resources in each cell are decided in advance by frequency planning, which en-
sures that nearby cells use orthogonal channels, such that interference occurs
mainly only among distant cells. Each BS serves mobile users in its coverage
area through a wireless broadband connection. The access link is the connec-
tion between each BS and its mobile users. Each BS is typically provided with
a dedicated high-capacity backhaul link (e.g., ﬁber or microwave) to the core
network. The core network, which is formed by switches and routers connected
through high speed wired links, connects BSs with content providers (CPs), data
servers, and other network entities. Usually CPs store their contents in content
distribution networks (CDNs), which are distributed systems of data centres. In
order to reduce the latency and alleviate congestion in the core network, Internet
content that is requested from a BS is delivered from the CDN that is closest to
that BS. While the highest data rate a user can enjoy is limited by the minimum
of the data rates that can be supported by the access, the backhaul, and the core
network link to the CDN, the latency is limited by the sum of the latencies of
all those links.
Currently, BSs in cellular wireless networks have large coverage areas, e.g.,
fractions of a square kilometer in urban areas, and they can be complemented by
a dense network of small cells of diﬀerent sizes (i.e., micro-, pico-, and femtocells),
which can be deployed by either private users or MNO, and have smaller coverage
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areas and lower transmit power. In general, small cells are deployed in areas with
low coverage and/or high traﬃc demand, such as buildings and metro stations, in
order to boost network capacity, and to ooad traﬃc from the rest of the cellular
network. The major beneﬁt of increasing BS density is the higher spectrum reuse
within a geographic area and fewer users associated to each BS [19].
Due to physical and cost-related limitations, small-cell BSs (sBSs) are typi-
cally connected to the core network through low-capacity and unreliable backhaul
links, which can jeopardize the capacity of the whole cellular system. Network
traﬃc varies largely throughout a day. In particular, peak to average traﬃc ra-
tio was about 66% in 2013, and its is envisioned that it will rocket to a 83%
by 2018 [2]. If backhaul links were to be dimensioned to match the demand
in peak traﬃc periods, most solutions to increase backhaul capacity, such as
in-band backhauling, mmWave backhaul, and joint-access and backhaul opti-
mization [21,22], are likely be economically infeasible. An alternative to increase
backhaul capacity is to alleviate the pressure in the backhaul link by exploiting
the temporal and contextual properties of the network traﬃc.
An example of such contextual and temporal properties is mobile video
streaming. With the advent of smart hand-held devices with large high-deﬁnition
(HD) displays, video streaming has emerged as the main payload in cellular net-
works, and by 2018 about 70% of the total mobile traﬃc will be generated by
video applications [2]. Recent studies show that video traﬃc is dominated by
a relatively small number of popular video ﬁles [23]. Contrary to web and data
usage which is spread throughout the day, mobile video consumption has clear
peak periods over which it is predominant. This divides traﬃc throughout a
day into peak-traﬃc periods, in which backhaul link is saturated, and low-traﬃc
periods, in which the backhaul has extra bandwidth available.
Enabled by the drastic reduction in price and size of data-storage devices,
signiﬁcant amount of popular content, such as news feeds or YouTube videos, can
be stored in sBSs during low-traﬃc periods and reliably delivered to users when
requested, reducing the pressure in the backhaul link, and alleviating congestion
in the rest of the cellular network. Caching popular content at the network
edges, e.g., at sBSs, has received great attention from the academia as well as
industry with the development of storage-enabled sBSs, such as CODS-AN form
Saguna [24] and Data-at-the-Edge from Altobridge [25].
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1.3 Motivation and Objectives
While the number of wireless devices and volume of traﬃc demand is growing
rapidly, the available radio resources for FWNs are scarce; and hence, it is of ut-
most importance to design proper mechanisms to exploit these limited resources
in an eﬃcient manner. Most of the state-of-the-art literature assumes a cer-
tain prior knowledge about the communication system parameters (e.g., energy
arrival proﬁle, or users' requests for high-data rate content), and the resource
allocation is optimised before-hand based on this knowledge. For example, in
cellular networks some radio resources are shared in a before-hand ﬁxed basis,
and some parameters are conﬁgured manually in the deployment phase, such as,
antenna tilting, orientation and frequency planning. In HC-CNs, due to the high
number of devices with highly dynamic demand, conﬁguration, optimization, and
operation of the network, that is, resource allocation, ought to be automated.
Similarly, in EH-WSNs, due to random and unknown energy availability, it is
critical to automate the resource allocation algorithms.
Machine learning techniques, which allow for an automated optimisation,
are a potential techniques to optimize resource allocation in FWNs in a dynamic
fashion, and without assuming any prior knowledge of the communication system
parameters. Machine learning techniques are able to learn the network dynam-
ics, and to optimise the long term resource allocation based on observations of
the instantaneous demands. The main objective of this thesis is to study and
design learning-based resource allocation techniques for FWNs. We focus on two
scenarios that capture most of the tradeoﬀs and challenges of FWNs design:
1. Energy harvesting wireless sensor networks.
2. Content-caching and ooading in high-capacity cellular networks.
Besides the apparent diﬀerences in the two scenarios we study, the communi-
cation problems and design tradeoﬀs that arise in those networks share some
connections and similarities. This allows us to use similar mathematical tech-
niques for the design of resource allocation algorithms in these networks.
Due to the ﬁnite amount of energy available in the system, the main de-
sign goal in battery-powered LP-WSNs is the lifetime maximisation while guar-
anteeing a certain QoS. The potential amount of energy available in an EH-
WSN over long periods of time is unlimited, which promises perpetual operation
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for EH nodes, and hence, lifetime maximisation is no longer crucial. However,
in EH-WSNs energy is not always available; energy sources are generally non-
controllable and vary over time [6]. Thus, the main design goal is to make
intelligent use of the energy, that is, to use resource allocation strategies that
adapt to the current energy state and predict the future availability of energy.
Whilst the harvested energy has to be stored for future use in order to guaran-
tee perpetual operation, the system has a limited storage capacity, and battery
overﬂows have to be avoided in order not to jeopardize energy. However, energy
arrives to the system in unknown time instants and amounts, and in order to
design eﬃcient resource allocation strategies that adapt to the energy availabil-
ity, the energy arrival proﬁle has to be either modeled or predicted based on
historical observations. In the case of EH-WSNs the objectives of this thesis are
to design and study the potential impact of intelligent resource allocation tech-
niques for EH-WSNs. This includes comparing the algorithms' performance with
that of other techniques that assume more knowledge about the energy availabil-
ity, and investigating simpler techniques which can have impact in real EH-WSN
deployments.
One of the most promising options to boost the capacity of current cellular
networks is to deploy a dense network of sBSs equipped with a large cache mem-
ory where popular content can be stored. However, the appropriate business
model for the implementation of these CDNs on the network edges, owned by
MNOs raises further challenges, as it requires signiﬁcant coordination and data
exchange between the MNOs, traditional CDNs and CPs. An alternative to
MNO's network edge CDNs is to consider caching as a service, that is, an inde-
pendent third party service provider installs wireless infostation terminals, which
store high data rate content (e.g., video), and serve these directly to its users
through a high data-rate connection [26]. In order to minimise the congestion in
the rest of the network the most popular content has to be stored in the cache.
However, to estimate the popularity of content in the locality of each network
base station (e.g., sBSs and infostation terminals) requires a certain degree of
coordination between the infostation operators, CDNs, CPs, MNOs, and privacy
regulatory authorities. Hence, we assume that the ﬁle popularity proﬁle is not
known, and that, in order to optimise the cache content, it has to be learnt based
on historical observations of the users' requests. For the case of content-selective
ooading in HC-CN, the objective of this thesis is to design and study the poten-
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tial impact of learning-based cache content optimisation techniques in a wireless
infostation terminal. This includes measuring the loss due to not knowing the
popularity proﬁle by comparing the performance of the proposed algorithms with
that of other techniques that know the ﬁle popularity proﬁle; and investigating
practical algorithms for cache content management.
Although the two scenarios under study may look diﬀerent at the ﬁrst glance,
they share a common denominator. In particular, in EH-WSNs the aim is to
optimize the resource allocation by intelligently exploiting the limited energy,
that is, by predicting the energy availability and utilizing the radio resources
as well as the energy stored in the battery based on this prediction. In HC-
CNs, the users request may arrive at random time instants, and diﬀerent users
may request diﬀerent Internet content. In order to optimize the cache content
it is important to predict which contents are going to be requested, that is, to
estimate the content popularity. In both cases, the resource allocation of the
network has to be optimized in the face of the random behaviour of the system
(i.e., energy arrival and user requests). This is the main motivation for using
learning-based techniques for resource allocation optimisation in FWNs.
1.4 Learning-Based Optimisation
Learning-based techniques, which learn by observing the system outcomes, can
predict the system randomness and optimise the resource allocation dynamically.
Most previous work and relevant literature in the ﬁeld of wireless networks re-
source allocation has either assumed that the system parameters remain ﬁxed,
or a certain knowledge about the random processes governing the communica-
tion system is available in advance. However, in most practical applications,
this assumption is too optimistic. By using learning-based techniques, we design
intelligent algorithms for optimal resource allocation, which do not rely on this
assumption, and, as a result, are more relevant to practical applications.
Accordingly, the resource allocation problems in this thesis are modelled as
optimisation problems with unknown parameters, such as matching the active
arm in a restless multi-armed bandit problem, ﬁnding the optimal policy in a
Markov decision process, and ﬁnding the best arm in a stochastic multi-armed
bandit problem. In order to solve those optimisation problems, which are used
to model resource allocation problems in various wireless networks settings, we
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explore a computational approach to learning from interaction. In particular,
the algorithms we propose and analyze are aligned with reinforcement learning
[27], and are more focused on goal-directed learning from interaction than other
approaches to machine learning, in which the learner is trained oine.
In reinforcement learning, ideas from optimal control and stochastic optimisa-
tion are used to address the problem of optimal decision making in an unknown
environment. We refer to learning-based techniques as algorithms that learn
what to do, or how to map situations to actions, in order to maximise a reward
when the system is initially unknown and new knowledge has to be acquired
over time. The learner2, i.e., the decision maker, must discover which actions
are good by trying them repeatedly. In the most general and challenging case,
the actions aﬀect both the immediate and the future rewards. One of the most
important challenges in learning-based optimisation is the exploration and ex-
ploitation trade oﬀ: to obtain a high reward, the learner must play actions that
she has tried in the past and found to yield a high reward. But to discover such
actions, she has to try new actions that have not been selected before. That
is, the learner has to simultaneously exploit what she has already learnt, and
explore new actions in order to make better decisions in the future.
2Note that the role of the learner changes along the thesis. In particular, the access point,
the energy harvesting node, and the cache controller are the learners in Chapters 3, 4, and 5,
respectively.
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Outline and Contributions
The technical content of the thesis is organized into three main chapters, namely,
Chapters 3, 4, and 5. While Chapters 3 and 4 focus on energy harvesting wireless
sensor networks (EH-WSNs) and study a multi-access and a point-to-point com-
munication system, respectively, Chapter 5 focuses on a high-capacity cellular
network (HC-CN), and studies optimal cache content management in a wireless
infostation terminal. The content in each of the technical chapters is organized
following the same structure, which consists of a motivation section, in which
the speciﬁc problem at hand is motivated and the chapter contributions are out-
lined, a background section that covers the relevant literature and introduces the
mathematical background for the rest of the chapter, a system model section,
several technical sections, a numerical results section, and a discussion section.
Finally, Chapter 6 summaries the contributions of Chapters 3, 4, and 5, and
draw the conclusions of the thesis. Throughout the thesis we encounter with
several optimisation problems that are hard to solve numerically. A brief intro-
duction to computational complexity is provided in Appendix A, which contains
the necessary background on this topic.
In Chapter 3 we study a multiple access communication system with energy
harvesting (EH) nodes. We consider an EH-WSN with several nodes and one
access point (AP). The EH process at each node is modeled as a Markov chain,
and at each time instant a node can be either operative or inoperative with a
certain probability, which depends on the data availability and on the channel
state. The AP does not know either the battery state of the nodes or the state of
the EH process, but has knowledge of its transition probabilities. The objective
of the AP is to schedule at each time slot a ﬁxed number of nodes in order to
maximise the sum throughput. The problem is modeled as a restless multi-armed
bandit problem, which is hard to solve numerically. Under certain assumptions
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regarding the EH process and the nodes' battery size, we show the optimality of
a low-complexity scheduling policy. For the general case, we compare the per-
formance of the low-complexity scheduling policy with that of an upper bound.
The main contribution of Chapter 3 are:
1. We study intelligent resource allocation policies in multi-access communi-
cation systems with EH, in which the AP does not know the battery level
of the nodes or the state of the EH processes.
2. We show the optimality of a low-complexity policy for two cases.
3. We provide an upper bound on the performance of any policy for the general
case.
4. We show numerically that the low-complexity policy performs close to the
upper bound for the general case.
The content of Chapter 3 has been partially published/submitted in
 P. Blasco and D. Gündüz, Multi-access communications with energy har-
vesting: A multi-armed bandit model and the optimality of the myopic
policy, [revised] Special Issue on Wireless Communications Powered by
Energy Harvesting and Wireless Energy Transfer, IEEE J. Sel. Areas in
Commun., Mar. 2015.
 P. Blasco, D. Gündüz, and M. Dohler, Low-complexity scheduling poli-
cies for energy harvesting communication networks, in IEEE International
Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT), Istanbul, Turkey, Jul. 2013.
Chapter 4 studies a point-to-point wireless communication system in which
the transmitter node is equipped with an energy harvester. Energy and data
arrivals as well as the channel state are modeled as Markov chains. Contrary
to Chapter 3, in Chapter 4 we assume that the transmitter does not know the
statistics of the Markov processes governing the system, but has causal knowl-
edge about its instantaneous realisations. In order to maximise the throughput, a
learning-based scheduling policy, which does not assume any a priori information
regarding the Markov processes governing the system, is introduced. We compare
the performance of the learning-based scheduling with that of two upper bounds
that assume non-causal knowledge and statistical knowledge, respectively, re-
garding the random processes. The main contribution of Chapter 4 are:
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1. We provide, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst learning theoretic opti-
mization approach to EH-WSN optimisation.
2. We ﬁnd the optimal transmission policy for the case in which the realiza-
tions of the random processes are know non-causally, and for the case in
which the statistics of the random processes are known a priori.
3. We propose a reinforcement learning algorithm, whose performance con-
verges to that of an upper bound, which assumes that the statistics of the
random processes are known.
4. We compare the performance of the learning theoretic optimization with
that of the upper bounds numerically.
Part of the content of Chapter 4 has been published/submitted in
 P. Blasco, D. Gündüz, and M. Dohler, A learning theoretic approach to en-
ergy harvesting communication system optimization, IEEE Trans. Wire-
less Commun., vol. 12, no. 4, pp. 18721882, Apr. 2013.
 P. Blasco and D. Gündüz, Optimization of energy harvesting wireless sen-
sor networks, in Energy Harvesting (poster session), London, UK, Mar.
2013.
 P. Blasco, D. Gündüz, and M. Dohler, A learning theoretic approach to
energy harvesting communication system optimization, in IEEE Global
Communications Conference Exhibition & Industry Forum Workshops (GC
Wkshps), Anaheim,CA, USA, Dec. 2012.
The last technical chapter of this thesis is Chapter 5, in which we consider
downlink traﬃc ooading to a wireless infostation terminal. In this scenario,
users in the vicinity of the infostation can ooad their traﬃc to the infostation
by downloading content directly from the infostation cache. When a user requests
a content, and the content is not located in the infostation cache, the request
is sent directly to the cellular system, otherwise, if the content is located in the
cache, it is directly downloaded from the infostation. This we call content-level
selective ooading. The cache controller is in charge of managing the cache
content, and placing new content into the infostation cache has a cost, which is
related to the bandwidth consumption in the infostation backhaul. The objective
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of the cache controller is to cache the most popular ﬁles in order to maximise the
total traﬃc ooaded to the infostation and alleviate congestion in the celluar
network. When the popularity proﬁle is known the problem has a combinatorial
nature, which depends on the topology of the network. However, we consider,
that due to the locality of the infostation, the content popularity proﬁle is not
known. The cache controller can learn the popularity proﬁle only by observing
the instantaneous demands of the infostation users. We propose an intelligent
cache content management algorithm that learns the popularity proﬁle and, at
the same time, takes the most out of the cache memory by caching the most
popular ﬁles. This is the well known exploration vs. exploitation tradeoﬀ. We
model this problem as a stochastic multi-armed bandit problem with switching
cost, and propose a number of learning algorithms to solve it. We measure
the performance of the algorithms using the cache eﬃciency, and show that the
accumulated loss compared to the upper bound that knows the popularity proﬁle
grows slowly over time. We propose a number of practical algorithms for cache
content management and compare numerically their performance. It is shown
that the proposed algorithms learn the popularity proﬁle quickly for a wide range
of system parameters. The main contributions of Chapter 5 are:
1. We consider content-level selective ooading to an infostation connected
to the core network, and study online optimisation of its cache content in
order to maximise the hit rate.
2. We propose an intelligent cache management algorithm to address the op-
timal content placement problem in a wireless infostation terminal.
3. We prove bounds on the performance of the intelligent cache management
algorithm, and propose a number of practical intelligent cache management
algorithm.
4. We provide numerical results illustrating the impact of the system param-
eters on the performance of our algorithms, and measure numerically the
loss due to the lack of information about the popularity proﬁle.
The content of Chapter 5 has been partially published/submitted in
 P. Blasco and D. Gündüz, Content-level selective ooading in hetero-
geneous networks: Multi-armed bandit optimization and regret bounds,
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[submitted to] Special issue on Recent Advances in Heterogeneous Cellular
Networks, IEEE J. Sel. Areas in Commun., 2015.
 P. Blasco and D. Gündüz, Multi-armed bandit optimization of cache con-
tent in wireless inforstation networks, in IEEE International Symposium
on Information Theory (ISIT), Honolulu, HI, Jun. 2014.
 P. Blasco and D. Gündüz, Learning-based optimzation of cache content in
a small cell base station, in IEEE International Conference in Communi-
cations (ICC), Sydney, Australia, Jul. 2014.
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Chapter 3
Low-Complexity Scheduling in
Energy Harvesting Multi-Access
Communication Systems
3.1 Motivation
Typically, energy harvesting wireless sensor networks (EH-WSN) are comprised
of a large number of energy harvesting (EH) nodes and an access point (AP),
which collects data from the EH nodes. Network radio resources, such as time
slots (TSs) and frequency channels, are limited and are shared among all nodes
in network. The central scheduler is interested in allocating the radio resources
to the nodes that have data to transmit and energy to use in order to maximise
some network performance metric, e.g., throughput. However, energy availability
at the EH nodes is scarce, and, due to the random nature of the energy sources,
it arrives at random times and in arbitrary amounts. Hence, in order to take full
advantage of the scarce energy in the system, it is critical to make an intelligent
management network resources based on the energy availability.
Research in EH-WSN resource allocation can be grouped into two frame-
works, based on the information (about the energy and data arrival processes)
assumed to be available. In the oine optimization framework, non-causal infor-
mation on the exact data/energy arrival instants and amounts is assumed [2836].
In the online optimization framework, assumes knowledge about the statistics of
the underlying EH and data arrival processes; and causal information about their
realizations [3647].
In the online optimisation framework, the EH communication system is mod-
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eled as a Markov decision process (MDP) [37], or as a partially observable MDP
(POMDP) [38], and numerical methods, such as linear programming (LP) and
dynamic programming (DP) [48, 49], can be used to optimise the EH communi-
cation system. However, in many practical applications, the state space of the
MDPs and POMDPs is large, and numerical methods become computationally
prohibitive [50], and the numerical results do not provide much intuition about
the structure of the optimal scheduling policy. A brief introduction to MDP and
to computational complexity is in Chapter 4 and Appendix A, respectively.
In order to circumvent the inherent complexity of scheduling problems in
EH-WSN, is important to characterize the behaviour of the optimal scheduling
policy and identify properties about its structure; however, this is possible only
in some special cases [4146].
In this chapter, we consider a multiple access scheduling problem in an EH-
WSN, consisting of an AP and several EH nodes, in the online optimisation
framework. We consider that the nodes are data-backlogged, that is, there is
always data to transmit to the AP. At each TS a node is operative with a certain
probability, which depends on the conditions of its channel to the AP. The EH
process at each node is modelled as an independent Markov process, and at each
TS, a node either harvests one unit of energy or does not harvest any. At each
TS, the AP is in charge of scheduling the EH nodes to the available orthogonal
channels. The AP does not know the nodes' EH process states or the battery
levels, and is interested in maximising the expected sum throughput within a
given ﬁnite time horizon. This problem can be modeled as a POMDP and solved
numerically using DP at the expense of a high-computational cost. Instead, we
model it as a restless multi-armed bandit (RMAB) problem [51], and prove the
optimality of a low-complexity policy in two special cases. Moreover, by relaxing
the constraint on the number of nodes that the AP has to schedule at each TS,
we obtain an upper bound on the performance of the optimal scheduling policy.
Finally, the performance of the low complexity policy is compared to that of the
upper bound numerically. The main technical contributions of the chapter are
summarised as follows:
 We study optimal scheduling policies in multi-access communication with
EH, in which the AP does not know the battery level of the nodes or the
state of the EH processes.
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 We show the optimality of a myopic policy for the case in which the nodes
do not harvest energy and transmit data at the same time, and the EH pro-
cess is aﬀected by the scheduling policy. This optimality result is obtained
for a broad class of reward functions and state transition functions.
 We show the optimality of a myopic policy for the case in which the nodes
do not have batteries and transmit only if they have harvested energy in the
previous TS. This optimality result is also applicable to a class of multiple
channel access problems with sensing errors, which has not been addressed
in the literature previously.
 We provide an upper bound on the performance of any scheduling policy
for the general case by relaxing the constraint on the number of nodes that
have to be scheduled at each TS.
 We study the performance of the myopic policy scheduling for the general
case. The myopic policy assumes that the transition probabilities of the
EH processes are known, and is less complex to compute than the optimal
policy. We show numerically that the myopic policy performs close to the
upper bound for the general case.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 is dedicated to a
summary of the related literature. In Section 3.3, we present the multi-access EH
wireless network system model. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we characterize explicitly
the structure of the optimal policy that maximises the sum throughput for two
special cases. In Section 3.6, we provide an upper bound on the performance of
the optimal policy of Section 3.3.
3.2 Background
3.2.1 Energy Harvesting Communication System Optimization
There is a growing literature on the optimization of EH communication system
within both online and oine optimization frameworks. Optimal oine trans-
mission strategies have been characterized for point-to-point systems with both
data and energy arrivals in [28], with battery imperfections in [29], and with pro-
cessing energy cost in [30]; for various multi-user scenarios in [29,3134]; and for
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fading channels in [36]. Oine optimization of precoding strategies for a MIMO
channel is studied in [35].
In general, in the online framework the system is modeled as an MDP and
numerical solutions using DP are provided. Ozel et al. [36] study online as well
as oine optimization of a throughput maximization problem with stochastic
energy arrivals and a fading channel. A point to point EH communication system
is studied in [37], in which data and energy arrivals are modeled as Bernoulli
and Markov processes, respectively. Since each transmitter knows its battery
state and the state of the EH process, the problem is modeled as an MDP, and
the policy that minimises the transmission error is found numerically using DP.
Optimal scheduling in an EH cooperative relay network is studied in [38], where
source and relay are both EH nodes, and the source does not know the battery
state of the relay. The problem is modeled as a POMDP, and the optimal relaying
policy is found numerically.
In general an MDP can be solved numerically using DP, or by a reformulation
as an equivalent LP problem. In Chapter 4 we introduce the MDP optimality
criteria as well as the Bellman equations [49], and a numerical method to solve
MDPs is presented. Since LP problems belong to complexity class P, and can be
solved in polynomial time, MDPs are solvable in polynomial time also. However,
in practice, the equivalent LP runs extremely slow, and is rarely used to solve
MDPs. DP, on the other hand, uses iterative algorithms to solve MDPs. While
several DP algorithms have been found to solve each iteration in polynomial time,
no general result exists on the number of iterations required [50]. The complexity
of MDPs has been studied in [52], and in [53] for parallel algorithms, and [50]
compares complexity of good theoretical algorithms with that of more practical
algorithms, such as DP. A POMDP can be reformulated into an equivalent MDP,
but with an inﬁnite or potentially large state space, and hence, LP and DP can
not be applied directly. POMDP are PSPACE-complete problems, i.e., are hard
to solve, and usually, only approximate numerical solutions can be found [54,55].
In a some particular, yet rare, cases is possible to characterise some properties
of MDP's solution. In [41], the authors assume that the data packets arrive at
the EH transmitter as a Poisson process, and each packet has an intrinsic value
assigned to it, which also is a random variable. The system is modeled as an
MDP and under the assumption that the battery state is known, the authors
characterize the optimal transmission policy that maximizes the average value of
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the received packets at the destination to be a threshold policy. That is, for each
possible battery level there is a threshold value, and only packets with a higher
value than the threshold are transmitted while the rest are dropped. Under a
similar Markov model, [42] studies the properties of the optimal transmission
policy. The problem in [41] is extended to time correlated EH processes in [43].
In [44], the multi-access case, in which several nodes access the channel without
central coordination, is considered.
Multi-access in EH wireless networks with a central scheduler, static channels
and data-backlogged nodes, has been studied in [4547]. The network central
scheduler in [45] does not know the battery level or the state of the EH process
at the nodes. Under the assumption that the nodes have unit size batteries,
the system is modeled as an RMAB, and the policy that maximises the sum
throughput of the EH nodes to the AP is shown to be the myopic policy (MP),
which has a round robin (RR) structure. Reference [46] considers nodes with
batteries of arbitrary capacity, and MP is found to be optimal in two special
cases. In contrast to the work in this chapter, [46] considers static channels, and
the optimality proof exploits the RR structure of MP. In [47] the UROP policy
is proposed, and, under the assumption that the EH nodes have inﬁnite battery,
is shown to be asymptotically optimal.
In the online framework, [39] and [40] model the EH communication system
by a queueing system, and study the long-term average rate optimization for
point-to-point and multi-hop scenarios, respectively.
3.2.2 Restless Multi-armed Bandit Problem (RMAB)
The problem studied in this chapter is modeled as an RMAB problem. In the
classic RMAB problem there are several arms, and each arm is modelled as a
Markov chain [51]. The arms' states are unknown, and at each TS an arm is
played. The arm played reveals its state and yields a reward, which is a function
of the state. The objective is to ﬁnd a policy that maximises the total reward
over time. RMAB problems have been shown to be, in general, PSPACE hard
[56], and knowledge on the structure of the optimal policy for general RMAB
problems is limited.
Recently, the RMAB model has been used to study channel access and cogni-
tive radio problems, and new results on the optimality of MP have been obtained
[5762]. The structure and the optimality of MP for the two-arms problem is
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proven in [57]. It is extended to an arbitrary number of arms in [58] for single
plays, and in [59] for multiple plays, under certain conditions on the Markov
transition probabilities. In [60] the assumption that arms' state is a two state
Markov chain is relaxed, and the optimality of MP for a general class of mono-
tone aﬃne functions is shown. The optimality of MP is proven in [61] when the
arms' states follow non-identical Markov chains. The case of imperfect channel
detection is studied in [62], and MP is found to be optimal when the false alarm
probability of the channel state detector is below a certain value.
3.3 System Model
We consider an EH wireless network with N EH nodes and one AP, as depicted
in Figure 3.1. Time is divided into TSs of constant duration, and the AP is in
charge of scheduling K of the N nodes to the K available orthogonal channels
at each TS. The nodes are data-backlogged, and have always data available to
transmit. We consider that a node is in the operative state if its channel to the
AP is in a good state, while it is inoperative otherwise even if is scheduled to
a channel. Regardless of the amount of energy stored in the battery, a node is
operative at each TS with a ﬁxed probability p, independent over TSs and among
nodes and inoperative otherwise. The EH process is modeled as a Markov chain,
which can be either in the harvesting or in the non-harvesting state, denoted by
states 1 and 0, respectively. We denote by pij the transition probability from
state i to j, and assume that p11 ≥ p01, that is, the probability of remaining
in the harvesting state is higher than switching to the harvesting state from the
non-harvesting state. We denote by Esi (n) and E
h
i (n) the state of the EH process
and the amount of energy harvested by node i, respectively, in TS n. The energy
harvested in TS n is available for transmission in TS n + 1. We assume that
one fundamental unit of energy is harvested when the Markov process makes a
transition to the harvesting state, that is, Ehi (n) = E
s
i (n + 1). The nodes are
equipped with batteries of capacity B, and we denote by Bi(n) ∈ {0, . . . , B} the
amount of energy stored in the battery of node i at the beginning of TS n. The
state of node i in TS n, Si(n), is given by its battery level and EH process state,
and we have that Si(n) = (Esi (n), Bi(n)) ∈ {0, 1}×{0, . . . , B}. The joint Markov
process governing the EH and battery states is depicted in Figure 3.2 The system
state is characterised by the joint states of all the nodes. We consider that the
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Figure 3.1: System model with N nodes and one AP. The EH process associ-
ated with each node is modeled by independent two-state Markov processes, the
batteries have a capacity of B units, and Ehi (n) energy units are harvested by
node i in TS n.
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Figure 3.2: Energy harvesting node state transition probabilities. Note that the
eﬀect of the scheduling policy, which forces the state to either (0, 0) or (1, 0), is
not shown in the diagram.
number of nodes is very large compared to the number of available orthogonal
channels, and hence, the AP can not query all the nodes before scheduling them
to a channel in order to acquire their state (i.e., battery level, EH process state,
and operative or inoperative). As a consequence, the AP schedules the nodes
based on its belief about their states.
The system works as follows. At the beginning of each TS, the AP schedules
K nodes out of N , such that a single node is allocated to each channel. When
a node is scheduled, if it is operative in that TS, i.e., its channel is in a good
state, it transmits data as well as the state of its EH process to the AP over
its scheduled channel. If the node is inoperative it transmits a status beacon
to the AP, and backs oﬀ. We say that a node is active in a TS if it scheduled
by the AP and it is operative in this TS, that is, the node transmits data to
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the AP, otherwise we say that the node is idle in this TS, that is, the node is
not scheduled or it is scheduled but it is inoperative. We denote by K(n) and
Ka(n) the set of nodes scheduled by the AP, and the set of active nodes in TS
n, respectively, where Ka(n) ⊆ K(n).
We assume that the nodes use low transmit power, and hence, their transmis-
sion rate is a linear function of their transmit power. This is a typical assumption
for low-power sensor nodes. Note that, when the power-rate function is linear
the total number of bits transmitted to the AP by any scheduling policy is max-
imised when an active node transmits at a constant power throughout the TS,
and uses all the energy in its battery. The optimality results of this chapter are
valid when the node uses all the available energy for transmission when it is ac-
tive. If the nodes use a part of the energy available in the battery in each TS, one
could use similar techniques as those in [47] and [63] to prove the optimality of
the myopic policy for the case of EH nodes with inﬁnite capacity batteries. Note
that, the optimal scheduling policy would assign a node to each available channel,
such that no channel remains unassigned. To simplify notation we normalise the
power-rate function such that the number of bits transmitted by a node within a
TS is equal to the total energy used for transmission. The expected throughput
in TS n is then given by
R(K(n)) = E
 ∑
i∈Ka(n)
Bi(n)
 = p∑
i∈K(n)
Bi(n). (3.1)
The objective of the AP is to schedule the best set of nodes, K(n), at each TS
in order to maximize the system throughput, without knowing which nodes are
operative, the battery levels, or the EH states, and by simply learning the EH
state of the nodes that are active. Note that the AP also knows the battery state
of active nodes after transmission since they use all their energy.
A scheduling policy is an algorithm that schedules nodes at each TS n, based
on the previous observations of the EH states and battery levels. The objective
of the AP is to ﬁnd the scheduling policy K(n), ∀n ∈ [1, T ], that maximizes the
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total discounted throughput, which is given by
max
{K(n)}Tn=1
T∑
n=1
βn−1R(K(n)),
s.t. Bi(n+ 1) = min{Bi(n) + Ehi (n), B} · 1i/∈Ka(n) + Ehi (n) · 1i∈Ka(n),
(3.2)
where, 0 < β ≤ 1 is the discount factor, and 1a, is the indicator function, deﬁnes
as 1a = 1 if a is true, and 1a = 0, otherwise.
If the AP knows the states of all the nodes at each TS, in addition to the
EH process transition probabilities, this problem is an MDP, and can be solved
using LP or DP.
In this thesis we take a more practically relevant approach and assume that
the AP does not know the nodes' states; in which case the appropriate model is
a POMDP. It can be shown that a suﬃcient statistic for optimal decision making
in a POMDP is given by the conditional probability of the system states given
all the past actions and observations [49], which, in our problem, depends only
on the number of TSs each node has been idle for, and on the realisation of each
node's EH state last time it was active. Hence, we can reformulate the POMDP
into an equivalent MDP with an extended state space. The belief states, that is,
the states in the equivalent MDP, are characterized by all the past actions and
observations. We denote by li and hi the number of TSs that node i has been idle
for, and the state of the EH process the last time it was active, respectively. The
belief state of node i, si(n), is given by si(n) = (li, hi), and the belief state of the
whole system by the joint belief states of all the nodes. In TS n, the belief state
is updated as si(n+ 1) = (0, Esi (n)), if i ∈ Ka(n), and as si(n+ 1) = (li + 1, hi),
otherwise. That is, at each TS, li is set to 0 if node i is active, and increased
by one if it is idle. In principle, since the number of TSs a node can be idle is
unbounded, the state space of the equivalent MDP is inﬁnite, and, hence, the
POMDP in (3.2) is hard to solve, and numerical techniques such as DP turn out
to be PSPACE-complete. In Sections 3.4-3.5, we focus on two particular settings
of the problem in (3.2), and show that, under certain assumptions regarding the
EH processes and the battery sizes, there exist optimal low-complexity scheduling
policies, which we characterize explicitly.
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3.4 Non Simultaneous Energy Harvesting and Data
Transmission
In this section the EH communication network of Section 3.3 is studied under
the assumption that the nodes are not able to harvest energy and transmit data
simultaneously, and that if node i is active in TS n−1, then its EH state in TS n,
Eis(n), is either 0 or 1 with probabilities e0 and e1, respectively, independent of
the EH state in TS n− 1, where e0 ≤ p10p01+p10 . These assumptions may account
for nodes equipped with electromagnetic energy harvesters in which the same
antenna is used for harvesting and transmission; and hence, it is not possible to
transmit data and harvest energy simultaneously, and the RF hardware has to
be set into harvesting mode after transmission.
Since, we assume that after a node is active the state of its EH process is
either 0 or 1 with ﬁxed probabilities, the EH process state that is observed when
a node is active is not relevant. As a consequence, the belief state of a node,
si(n), is characterized only by the number of TSs the node has been idle, li.
There is a one to one correspondence between li and the expected amount of
energy in the battery of node i, hence, we redeﬁne the belief state, si(n), as the
expected battery level of node i in TS n, normalised by the battery capacity.
The expected throughput in (3.1) can be written as
R(K(n)) = pB
∑
i∈K(n)
si(n). (3.3)
Notice that si(n) is normalised, i.e., si(n) ∈ [0, 1]. If the belief states of all the
nodes are 1, that is, the AP is certain that all the batteries are full, the expected
throughput would be p · B ·K; whereas if the belief state is 0 for all the nodes,
the expected throughput would be 0.
Due to the Markovian nature of the EH process, the future belief state is only
a function of the current belief state and the scheduling policy. The belief state
of node i in TS n+ 1 is
si(n+ 1) =
{
τ(si(n)) if i /∈ Ka(n),
0 if i ∈ Ka(n), (3.4)
where, since the node uses all the available energy in the battery when is active
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and do not harvest energy while it is active, the belief state is set to 0 in TS n+1
if the node is active in TS n, and evolves according to the belief state transition
function τ(·) if the node is idle.
Property 1. The belief state transition function, τ(·), is a monotonically in-
creasing contracting map, that is, τ(si(n)) > τ(sj(n)) if si(n) > sj(n), and
‖τ(si(n))− τ(sj(n))‖ ≤ ‖si(n)− sj(n)‖.
Proof. The proof is in Appendix B.
We denote by s(n) = (s1(n), . . . , sN (n)) the belief vector in TS n, which
contains the belief state of all the nodes, by sE(n) the belief vector of the nodes
in set E . For the sake of clarity we drop the n from s(n), and sE(n) when the time
index is clear from the context. By R(sE) we denote the expected throughput if
the belief vector is s and nodes in E are scheduled.
The probability that a particular set of nodes, Ka(n) ⊆ K(n), is active while
the rest of the scheduled nodes remain idle in TS n is a function of the cardinality
of Ka(n) and the probability that a node is operative, p. For a = |Ka(n)| we
denote this probability
q(a,K) = (1− p)K−apa, (3.5)
where a and K−a are the number of active and idle nodes in K(n), respectively.
The AP is interested in ﬁnding the scheduling policy pi, which, in each TS,
schedules the nodes according to the belief vector, s(n), that is K(n) = pi(s(n)),
such that the expected throughput within the time horizon T is maximised.
The associated optimization problem is expressed through the Bellman value
functions,
V pin (s) = R(spi(s)) +β
∑
E⊆pi(s) q(|E|,K)V pin+1((s1(n+ 1), . . . ,
, . . . , sj(n+ 1) = 0, . . . , si(n+ 1) = τ(si(n)), . . .)),
(3.6)
where the sum is over all possible sets of active nodes, E , among the scheduled
nodes, K(n) = pi(s(n)), and nodes j and i are active and idle, respectively. The
optimal policy, pi∗, is the one that maximises (3.6).
3.4.1 Deﬁnitions
Deﬁnition 1. (Myopic policy) At TS n the myopic policy (MP) schedules the K
nodes that maximise the expected instantaneous reward function, R(·). For the
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reward function in (3.3) the MP schedules the K nodes with the highest belief
states.
MP schedules the nodes similarly to a RR policy that orders the nodes ac-
cording to the time they have been idle for, and at each TS schedules the nodes
with the highest idle time values. If a node is active in this TS, it is sent to the
bottom of this ordered list the next TS. If a node is idle it moves forward in the
order. Notice that due to the monotonicity of τ(·) the order of the idle nodes is
preserved.
We denote by sΠ = (sΠ(1), . . . , sΠ(N)), the permutation of the vector s, where
Π(·) is a permutation function, by sKΠ = (sΠ(1), . . . , sΠ(K)) the vector containing
the ﬁrst K elements of sΠ. By SKΠ = {Π(1), . . . ,Π(K)}, the set of indices
of the nodes in positions from 1 to K in vector sΠ. We say that a vector is
ordered if its elements are in decreasing order of its value. We denote by
◦
Π the
permutation that orders a vector, that is, the vector s ◦
Π
is ordered such that
s ◦
Π(1)
≥ s ◦
Π(2)
≥ . . . ≥ s ◦
Π(N)
. By T(sE) = (τ(s ◦
Π(1)
), · · · , τ(s ◦
Π(|E|))) we denote the
vector operator that ﬁrst applies τ(·) to each of the components of sE , and second
orders the resulting vector. By 0(k) we denote the zero vector of length k.
Deﬁnition 2. (Pseudo value function)
Wn(sΠ) = R(s
K
Π ) + β
∑
E⊆SKΠ
q(|E|,K)Wn+1(
[
T(sE) ,0(|E|)
]
),
WT (sΠ) = R(s
K
Π ),
(3.7)
where [·] is the vector concatenation operator. The pseudo value function is
characterized solely by the belief vector s and its initial permutation Π. In TS
n, the ﬁrst K nodes according to permutation Π are scheduled, and the nodes
are scheduled according to MP thereafter. The belief vector in TS n + 1 is
s ◦
Π
(n + 1) =
[
T(sE),0(|E|)
]
, where E is the set of active nodes in TS n, and,
since T(·) implicitly orders the output vector, sΠ(n + 1) is ordered. Hence, the
nodes that are active in TS n have belief state 0 in TS n + 1, and are moved
to the rightmost position in the belief vector. If the vector sΠ is ordered, (3.7)
corresponds to value function of MP, that is, corresponds to (3.6) where pi is MP.
Deﬁnition 3. (Swap permutations)
 A permutation Π is an i, j-swap of permutation Π̂ if Π(k) = Π̂(k), for
∀k 6= {i, j}, and Π(j) = Π̂(i) and Π(i) = Π̂(j). That is, all nodes but those
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in positions i and j are in the same positions in sΠ and sΠ̂, and nodes in
positions i and j are swapped.
 A permutation Π is an i, j-swap if Π(k) = k, for ∀k 6= {i, j}, and Π(i) = j
and Π(j) = i, that is, all nodes but those in positions i and j are in the
same position in s and sΠ, and nodes is position i and j are swapped in s
and sΠ.
Deﬁnition 4. (Regularity) [61]. A function f(x), f : Rk → R and x =
(x1, . . . , xk), is said to be regular if it is symmetric, monotonically increasing,
and decomposable.
 Symmetry: f(x) is symmetric if
f(. . . , xi, . . . , xj , . . .) = f(. . . , xj , . . . , xi, . . .). (3.8)
 Monotonicity: f(x) is monotonically increasing in each of its components,
that is, if xj ≤ x˜j then
f(. . . , xj , . . .) ≤ f(. . . , x˜j , . . .). (3.9)
 Decomposability: f(x) is decomposable if
f(. . . , xj , . . .) = xjf(. . . , 1, . . .) + (1− xj)f(. . . , 0, . . .). (3.10)
We say that a regular function f(x) is bounded if ∆l≤f(. . . , 1, . . .)−f(. . . , 0, . . .)≤
∆u. We note that the expected throughput R(·) is a linear map of the belief vec-
tor, which has bounded elements, and that all nodes that are scheduled have
the same coeﬃcient, hence, it is a bounded regular function. The pseudo value
function, Wn(·), is symmetric, that is,
Wn(sΠ) = Wn(sΠ̂), (3.11)
where Π is a i, j-swap permutation of Π̂, and j, i ≤ K or j, i > K. To see this
we can use the symmetry of R(·), and the fact that T(·) orders the belief vector
in decreasing order.
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3.4.2 Proof of the optimality of MP
In this section we prove the optimality of MP under the assumptions that τ(·) is
a monotonically increasing contracting map1, and that R(·) is a bounded regular
function. Hence, the results in this section can be applied to a boarder class of
EH processes and reward functions than those studied in this chapter.
The proof of the optimality of MP is structured as follows: Lemma 3.1 gives
suﬃcient conditions for the optimality of MP in TS n, given that MP is optimal
from TS n+ 1 onwards. In Lemma 3.2 we show that the diﬀerence in the value
of the pseudo value function of two diﬀerent vectors is bounded. In particular,
we bound the diﬀerence between the value functions of two belief vectors s ◦
Π
and
s˜ ◦
Π
, which are both ordered and diﬀerent only for the belief state of node i. In
Lemma 3.3 we show that, under certain conditions, the suﬃcient conditions for
the optimality of MP given in Lemma 3.1 hold. In Theorem 3.1 we prove the
optimality of MP, and Theorem 3.2 proves the optimality of MP for the EH
scheduling problem studied in this section.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that MP is optimal from TS n+1 until TS T . A suﬃcient
condition for the optimality of MP in TS n is
Wn(s) ≥Wn(sΠ), (3.12)
for any Π that is an i, j-swap, with sj ≥ si and j ≤ i.
Proof. In general, to prove that a policy is optimal, we need to show that it
maximizes (3.6). By assumption MP is optimal from TS n + 1 onwards, and
hence, it is only necessary to prove that scheduling any set of nodes and following
MP thereafter is no better than following MP directly in TS n. The latter
is Wn([sO, sO]), where sO contains the K nodes with the highest belief states
in s, and sO contains the rest of the nodes not necessarily ordered, and the
former is Wn([sU , sU ]), where sU contains the K nodes scheduled in TS n, and
sU is the set of the remaining nodes. There exist at least a pair of nodes si
and sj such that, j ∈ U and j /∈ O, i ∈ U and i /∈ O, and sj ≥ si. By
swapping each pair of such nodes, that is, swapping j ∈ U for i ∈ U , we can
obtain Wn([sO, sO]) from Wn([sU , sU ]) through a cascade of inequalities by using
1Our results can also be applied to the case in which the state transition function is a
monotonically increasing contracting map with parameter α, that is, τ(si(n)) > τ(sj(n)) if
si(n) > sj(n), and ‖τ(si(n))− τ(sj(n))‖ ≤ α‖si(n)− sj(n)‖, if 0 ≤ α · β ≤ 1.
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(3.12). Accordingly, Wn([sO, sO]) is an upper bound for any Wn([sU , sU ]), and,
hence, MP is optimal.
In general, the optimality of a policy can be established by showing that it
maximises the value function in (3.6). Lemma 3.1 shows that, under certain
conditions, the optimality of MP can be established through the pseudo value
function. In particular, under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, if swapping a node
in the belief vector with another node with a lower position and a lower belief
state value does not decrease the pseudo value function, then MP is optimal.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a pair of belief vectors s and s˜, that diﬀer only in one
element, that is, si = s˜i for ∀i 6= j and sj ≥ s˜j. If R(·) is a bounded regular
function, τ(·) a monotonically increasing contracting map, and β ≤ 1, then we
have
Wn(s ◦
Π
)−Wn(s˜ ◦
Π
) ≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j)u(n), with u(n) ,
T−n∑
i=0
(β(1− p))i (3.13)
Proof. See Appendix B.
The result of Lemma 3.2 establishes that increasing the belief state of a node
j from s˜j to sj may increase the value of the pseudo value function, which is
bounded by a linear function of the increase in the belief, sj−s˜j , and the function
u(n), which decreases with n and corresponds to the maximum accumulated loss
from TS n to TS T .
Lemma 3.3. Consider two belief vectors s and sΠ, such that permutation Π is
a i, j-swap, and sj ≥ si for some j ≤ i. If R(·) is a bounded regular function,
τ(·) a monotonically increasing contracting map, and β ≤ 1, then
Wn(s)−Wn(sΠ) ≥ 0 if ∆l ≥ ∆uβp1− (β(1− p))
T+1
1− β(1− p) . (3.14)
Proof. See Appendix B.4.
Theorem 3.1. If R(·) is a bounded regular function, τ(·) a monotonically in-
creasing contracting map, β ≤ 1, and ∆l ≥ ∆uβp1−(β(1−p))
T+1
1−β(1−p) , then MP is the
optimal policy, that is, it maximises (3.6).
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Proof. The proof is done by backward induction. We have already shown that
MP is optimal at TS T . Then we assume that MP is optimal from TS n + 1
until TS T , and we need to show that MP is optimal at TS n. To show that MP
is optimal at TS n, using Lemma 3.1, we only need to show that (3.12) holds.
This is proven in Lemma 3.3, which completes the proof.
The result of Theorem 3.1 holds for any R(·) that is a bounded regular func-
tion. The reward function of the scheduling problem studied in this chapter, that
is, the sum expected throughput in (3.3) is a bounded regular function, and we
have ∆u = ∆l = pB.
Theorem 3.2. If the reward function R(·) is deﬁned as the expected throughput
in (3.3), and the state transition probabilities of the EH are such that p11 ≥ p01
and e0 ≤ p10p01+p10 , then MP is the optimal policy, that is, it maximises the sum
discounted throughput in (3.6).
3.5 Simultaneous Energy Harvesting and Data Trans-
mission with Batteryless Nodes
Now we consider another special case of the general system model introduced
in Section 3.3. We assume that the nodes can not store energy, and that the
harvested energy is lost if not used immediately. This is practically relevant
for low-cost batteryless nodes with physical size constraints. Energy available
for transmission in TS n is equal to the energy harvested in TS n − 1, that is,
Bi(n) = E
h
i (n− 1). We denote by si(n) the belief state of node i at TS n, which
is the expected energy available for transmission, that is, the probability that
the node is in the harvesting state. The belief state transition probabilities are
si(n+ 1) =

τ(si(n)) if i /∈ Ka(n),
p11 if i ∈ Ka(n) w.p. si(n),
p01 if i ∈ Ka(n) w.p. 1− si(n),
(3.15)
where τ(s) = (p11 − p01)s + p01, which is an aﬃne function. We note that
i ∈ Ka(n) with probability p, if i ∈ K(n). The problem is to ﬁnd a scheduling
policy, K(n), such that the expected discounted sum throughput, R(K(n)) =
p
∑
i∈K(n)
si(n), is maximised over a time horizon T under the battery constraint.
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3.5.1 Deﬁnitions
We deﬁne the pseudo value function as follows
Wn(sΠ) = R(s
K
Π ) + β
∑
E⊆SKΠ
∑
lE∈{0,1}|E|
h(lE ,K)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sE),P01
(
ΣlE
))
,
WT (sΠ) = R(s
K
Π ),
(3.16)
where by E we denote the set of active nodes, and by lE = (lE(1), . . . , lE(|E|)), such
that lE(i) = 1 if the EH process of the corresponding node is in the harvesting
state and lE(i) = 0 otherwise. We deﬁne the function h(lE ,K) , q(|E|,K)
∏
j∈E
s
lj
j (1−
sj)
(1−lj), where q(|E|,K) is deﬁned in (3.5). We denote by P01(a) and P11(a) the
vectors (p01, . . . , p01) and (p11, . . . , p11), respectively, of length a, and we deﬁne
ΣlE ,
∑
i∈E
li, and ΣlE , |E| −
∑
i∈E
li. The operator τ (·) applies the mapping τ(·)
to all its components. Note that, the pseudo value function schedules the nodes
according to the permutation Π, and if sΠ is ordered (3.16) is the value function
of MP.
We note that swapping the order of two nodes that are scheduled does not
change the value of the pseudo value function, that is the pseudo value function
is symmetric. This property is similar to that in (3.11), but only for i, j ≤ K.
Similarly, to [58] and [59], the mapping τ(·) is linear, and hence, the pseudo value
function is aﬃne in each of its elements. This implies that, if Π is an i, j-swap
of Π̂, then
Wn(sΠ)−Wn(sΠ̂)=(sΠ(j)−sΠ(i))
(
Wn(. . . , sΠ(j)=1, . . . , sΠ(i)=0, . . .)
−Wn(. . . , sΠ(j)=0, . . . , sΠ(i)=1, . . .)
)
. (3.17)
MP has the following structure: it schedules the nodes whose EH process are
more likely to be in the harvesting state at each TS. Initially, nodes are ordered in
the queue according to an initial belief. If a node is active, it is either sent to the
ﬁrst or the last position of the queue if it is in the harvesting and non-harvesting
state, respectively, the idle nodes are moved forward in the queue. Due to the
monotonicity of τ(·), MP continues scheduling a node until it is active and its
EH process is in the non-harvesting state.
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3.5.2 Proof of the optimality of MP
We note that the result of Lemma 3.1 is applicable in this case. If Lemma 3.4
holds, the same arguments as in Theorem 3.1 can be used to prove the optimality
of MP.
Lemma 3.4. Let Π be an i, j-swap, and consider a permutation Π̂, such that
Π̂(k) = k− 1, for ∀k 6= 1 and Π̂(1) = N . If sj ≥ si for some j ≤ i, then we have
the inequalities
1 +Wn(sΠ̂) ≥Wn(s), (3.18a)
Wn(s) ≥Wn(sΠ). (3.18b)
Proof. The proof can be done following the similar arguments as in [59]. In
particular, we can use backward induction in (3.18a) and (3.18b) simultaneously,
and a sample-path argument. A sketch of the proof is provided in Appendix B.5.
Note that (3.18a) and (3.18b) are similar to (3.13) and (3.14), respectively.
Theorem 3.3. If the reward function is R(K(n)) = p
∑
i∈K(n)
si(n), and the EH
processes of the nodes fulﬁl that p11 ≥ p01, MP is the optimal policy, that is, the
scheduling policy that maximises the sum discounted throughput in (3.6).
Proof. By using the same arguments as in Theorem 3.1 and the results of Lem-
mas 3.1 and 3.4.
Remark 3.1. This problem is similar to an opportunistic multi-channel access
problem [5762], in which the unknown channel states change following a two-
state Markov chain, and for each attempt to sense a channel, it can not be sensed
with probability 1−p. The user has to sense K out of the N available channels, if
a channel is sensed and is in the good state, the user gains a positive reward and
observes the state of the channel. If an attempt to sense a channel fails the user
gets zero reward, and no information about the channel state. The objective is
to maximize the discounted accumulated reward over time. For the case in which
there are no sensing errors, that is, all attempts to sense channels are successful,
i.e., p = 1, the MP has been shown to be optimal [59]. The case in which there
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are sensing errors, i.e., p 6= 1, has not been covered in the literature. Note that
this model of imperfect channel detection is diﬀerent from that in [62].
Remark 3.2. Using similar techniques as in [58] the results of Sections 3.4 and
3.5 can be extended from the ﬁnite horizon discounted reward criteria to the
inﬁnite horizon with discounted reward, and to the inﬁnite horizon with average
reward criteria.
3.6 Upper Bound on the Performance of the Optimal
Scheduling Policy
We derive an upper bound on to the performance of the optimal policy by fol-
lowing a general approach to RMAB problems. The decision of scheduling a
node in a TS aﬀects the scheduling of the other nodes in the same TS, since
exactly K nodes have to be scheduled each time. Whittle [51] proposed to relax
the original problem constraint, and impose instead that the number of nodes
that are scheduled each TS is K on average. Under this relaxation, the AP can
schedule more than K nodes in the TSs when it believes that there is a surplus
of energy in the system, and less than K nodes when he believes that there is
not suﬃcient energy, provided that the average number of nodes scheduled over
all TSs is K. In the relaxed problem, since the nodes are symmetric, one can de-
couple the original RMAB problem into N RMAB problems, one for each node.
The case of RMAB problem with inﬁnite horizon and discounted reward criteria
is studied in [64], and it is shown that the independent optimization problem
for each node is an LP. In this section we study the inﬁnite horizon case with
average reward criteria. As before, we denote by s = (l, h) ∈ W the belief state
of a node, where l is the number of TSs the node has been idle for, and h the EH
state last time the node was scheduled, and W the belief state space. We denote
by pi(s) the probability that a node is scheduled if it is in state s, by p(s) the
steady state probability of state s, and by ps˜,s(a) the state transition probability
function from state s˜ to s if action a ∈ {0, 1} is taken, where if a = 1 the node
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is scheduled in this TS, and a = 0 otherwise. The optimization problem is
max
pi(s),p(s)
∑
s∈W
R(s)pi(s)p(s)
s.t. p(s) =
∑
s˜∈W
p(s˜)((1− pi(s))ps˜,s(0) + pi(s)ps˜,s(1)),
∑
s∈W
pi(s)p(s) =
K
N
, and
∑
s∈W
p(s) = 1,
(3.19)
where 0 ≤ pi(s), p(s) ≤ 1, and R(s) is the expected throughput of a node if it
is in state s. Note that the constraint
∑
pi(s)p(s) = KN imposes that the node is
scheduled on average every NK TSs. This implies that, for p = 1, the maximum
time a node can be idle is ﬁnite, and hence, the state space W is ﬁnite. The
problem (3.19) has linear objective functions and constrains, the state space is
ﬁnite, therefore it can be solved in polynomial time with LP. For the case that
p 6= 1, one can truncate the state space by bounding the maximum time a node
can be idle, i.e., l, and solve the problem using LP.
3.7 Numerical Results
In this section we study the performances of diﬀerent scheduling policies for the
general case described in Section 3.3 numerically. In particular, we consider MP
which is optimal for the cases studied in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the upper bound of
Section 3.6, the RR policy, which schedules the nodes in a cyclic fashion according
to an initial random order, and a random policy, which at each TS schedules K
random nodes regardless of the history. We consider β = 1, and measure the
performance of the scheduling policies as the average throughput per TS over
a time horizon of T = 1000, and perform 100 repetitions for each experiment.
Note that the upper bound in Section 3.6 applies only to the inﬁnite horizon
case. We assume that the time horizon we use to obtain our numerical results
is large enough, and consider that the upper bound in Section 3.6 is valid. We
assume, unless otherwise stated, a total of N = 30 EH nodes, K = 5 available
channels, and a probability p = 0.5 that a node is operative in each TS. We
assume that all the nodes and EH processes are symmetric, the batteries have
a capacity of B = 5 energy units, and the transition probabilities of the EH
processes are p11 = p00 = 0.9. Notice that, on average, each node is scheduled
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every NK TSs. Hence, if
N
K is large the nodes remain idle during more TSs. This
implies that when NK is large, since the nodes harvest over more TSs, there are
more energy overﬂows in the battery.
In Figure 3.3(a) we investigate the impact of the number of nodes in the
network when the number of available channels, K, is ﬁxed on the throughput.
The throughput increases with the number of nodes, and, due to the battery
overﬂows, saturates when the number of nodes is large. By increasing the battery
capacity, hence reducing the battery overﬂow, more nodes are required to saturate
the throughput. In general, we observe that MP has a performance close to that
of the upper bound, and that the random policy has a lower performance than
the others.
In Figure 3.3(b) we investigate the eﬀect of the battery capacity, B, on the
system throughput when the number of nodes is ﬁxed. Clearly, the larger the
battery capacity the fewer battery overﬂows will occur. The throughput increases
with the battery capacity, and due to the limited amount of energy that the
nodes can harvest, it saturates when the battery capacity is larger than a certain
value. By increasing the number of channels available, which also reduces the
battery overﬂow, the throughput saturates at smaller battery capacity values.
The performances of the scheduling policies are similar to those observed in
Figure 3.3(a).
MP is a policy which maximises the immediate throughput at each TS, and
does not take into account the future TSs. Figure 3.4 shows the throughput
for diﬀerent EH process transition probabilities. We observe in Figure 3.4(a)
that if the EH state has low correlation across TSs, that is, p11 = {0.5, 0.6},
the throughput obtained with MP is similar to that of the upper bound. On
the contrary, if it has high correlation across TSs, that is p11 = {0.8, 0.9}, as
in Figure 3.4(b), the throughput of MP is lower compared to that of the upper
bound. This is due to the fact that when the state transitions have low correlation
it is diﬃcult to reliably predict the impact of the actions on the future rewards,
and no transmission strategy can improve upon MP. We note that for B = 3,
MP has a performance very close to the upper bound.
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Figure 3.3: Average throughput for diﬀerent number of nodes, N , with K = 5
available channels, and battery capacity B = 3, 5, 10 (top), and for diﬀerent
battery capacities, B, for N = 30 nodes, and available channels K = 1, 5, 10
(bottom).
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Figure 3.4: Average throughput for diﬀerent EH process transition probabilities,
for N = 30 nodes, K = 5 available channels, and battery capacity B = 3, 5, 10.
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3.8 Discussion
Due to the large number of nodes in EH-WSN, optimal scheduling policies are
hard to obtain, and most numerical methods are impractical when the number
of nodes and system states is large. In this chapter we have studied a scheduling
problem in a multi-access communication system with EH nodes, and proved the
optimality of a low-complexity scheduling policy in two instances of the general
system model. We have considered an EH-WSN in which an AP schedules a
subset of K nodes in each TS with the goal of maximising the total throughput
without the knowledge of the states of the EH processes or the nodes' batteries.
In each TS a node is operative with a certain probability, which may model the
state of the channel to the AP. This problem can be modeled as a POMDP,
which is computationally hard to solve. Instead, we have modeled the system
as an RMAB problem, and shown the optimality of a low-complexity scheduling
policy (i.e., MP) in two settings, namely, when the nodes cannot harvest energy
and transmit simultaneously and the EH process state is independent of the past
states after a node is active, and when the nodes have no battery. Inspired by
these optimality results, we have proposed MP for the nodes scheduling in the
general case. We have also provided an upper bound for the general case, and
compared the performance of MP to that of the upper bound numerically.
The analytical and numerical results of this chapter can have an impact on
the design of scheduling policies for large LP-WSNs equipped with low-power
energy harvesting devices, such as vibration and thermal gradient, and a lim-
ited capacity rechargeable battery. In particular, these results are interesting for
network deployments which have an inherent symmetry, such as vibration-based
EH nodes deployed in industrial machines of a factory in a star topology with
the AP located at the centre, e.g., in the factory roof. Our ﬁndings suggest
that although the optimal scheduling in large EH networks requires high com-
putational complexity, in some cases there exist simple and practical scheduling
policies that have almost optimal performance.
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Learning-Based Optimisation of
Energy Harvesting Point-to-Point
Communication Systems
4.1 Motivation
In Chapter 3 we have seen that prior research in energy harvesting (EH) com-
munication systems optimisation can be grouped into two frameworks, based
on the information assumed to be available at the EH node. Whilst the oine
optimisation framework, assumes that the EH node/transmitter has non-causal
information on the exact realisations of the random processes governing the EH
communication system [2836], the online optimisation framework assumes to
know the statistics of random processes; and causal information about their re-
alizations [3647].
Nonetheless, in many practical scenarios either the characteristics of the EH
and data arrival processes change over time, or it is not possible to have reliable
statistical information about these processes before deploying the nodes. For ex-
ample, in a sensor network with wind-powered EH nodes distributed randomly
over a geographical area, the characteristics of each node's harvested energy will
depend on its location, and will change based on the time of the day or the season.
Moreover, non-causal information about the data/energy arrival instants and
amounts is too optimistic in practice, unless the underlying EH process is highly
deterministic. Hence, neither online nor oine optimisation frameworks will be
satisfactory in most practical scenarios. To adapt the transmission scheme to the
unknown EH and data arrival processes, we propose a learning theoretic approach.
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We consider a point-to-point wireless communication system in which an EH
node equipped with a ﬁnite-capacity rechargeable battery transmits data to an
access point (AP). Data and energy arrive at the EH node in a time-slotted
fashion. At the beginning of each time-slot (TS), a data packet arrives and it
is lost if not transmitted within the following time slot (TS). This can be either
due to the strict delay requirement of the underlying application, or due to the
lack of a data buﬀer at the node. Harvested energy can be stored in the ﬁnite
capacity rechargeable battery/capacitor for future use, and we consider that
the transmission of data is the only source of energy consumption. We assume
that the wireless channel between the EH node and the AP is constant for the
duration of a TS but may vary from one TS to the next. We model the data
packets and energy arrivals as well as the channel state as Markov processes. The
activation time of an EH node is not limited by the available energy; however, to
be more realistic we assume that the node might terminate its operation at any
TS with a certain probability. This can be due to physical limitations, such as
blockage of its channel to the receiver, failure of its components, or because it is
forced to switch to the idle mode by the network controller. The objective of the
EH node is to maximize the expected total transmitted data to the AP during
its activation time under the energy availability constraint and the individual
deadline constraint for each packet.
For this setting, we provide a complete analysis of the optimal system opera-
tion studying the oine, online and the learning theoretic optimisation problems.
The solution for the oine optimisation problem constitutes an upperbound on
the online optimisation, and the diﬀerence between the two indicates the value
of knowing the system behavior non-causally. In the learning-based optimisa-
tion problem we take a more practically relevant approach, and assume that the
statistical information about the underlying Markov processes is not available
at the node, and that, all the data and energy arrivals as well as the channel
states are known only causally. Under these assumptions, we propose a machine
learning algorithm for the node operation, such that the node learns the optimal
transmission policy over time by performing actions and observing their immedi-
ate rewards. We show that the performance of the proposed learning algorithm
converges to the solution of the online optimisation problem as the learning time
increases. The main technical contributions of this chapter are summarized as
follows:
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 We provide, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst learning theoretic opti-
misation approach to the EH communication system optimisation problem
under stochastic data and energy arrivals.
 For the same system model, we provide a complete analysis by ﬁnding the
optimal transmission policy for both the online and oine optimisation
approaches in addition to the learning theoretic approach.
 For the learning theoretic problem, we propose a Q-learning algorithm
and show that its performance converges to that of the optimal online
transmission policy as the learning time increases.
 For the online optimisation problem, we propose and analyze a transmission
strategy based on the policy iteration algorithm.
 We show that the oine optimisation problem can be written as a mixed
integer linear program. We provide a solution to this problem through the
branch-and-bound algorithm. We also propose and solve a linear program-
ing relaxation of the oine optimisation problem.
 We provide a number of numerical results to corroborate our ﬁndings, and
compare the performance of the learning theoretic optimisation with the
oine and online optimisation solutions numerically.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 is dedicated
to a literature summary of learning-based optimisation for EH-WSN, and the
Markov Decision Process (MDP) is introduced. In Section 4.3 we present the
EH point-to-point communication system model. In Section 4.4 we study the
online optimisation problem and characterize the optimal transmission policy.
In Section 4.5 we propose a learning theoretic approach, and show that the EH
node is able to learn the stochastic system dynamics and converge to the optimal
transmission policy. The oine optimisation problem is studied in Section 4.6.
Finally in Section 4.7, the three approaches are compared and contrasted in
diﬀerent settings through numerical analysis. Section 4.8 discusses the results
and contributions of this chapter.
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4.2 Background
4.2.1 Learning-based optimisation of energy harvesting commu-
nication systems
Similar to the work presented in this chapter, references [6568] optimize EH com-
munication systems under mild assumptions regarding the statistical information
available at the node. In [65] a forecast method for a periodic EH process is con-
sidered. Reference [66] uses historical data to forecast energy arrival and solves
a duty cycle optimisation problem based on the expected energy arrival proﬁle.
Similarly to [66], the node duty cycle is optimized in [67] and [68] by taking
advantage of techniques from control theory and machine learning, respectively.
However, [6668] consider only balancing the harvested and consumed energy
regardless of the underlying data arrival process and the cost associated to data
transmission. In contrast, in our problem setting we consider the data arrival
and channel state processes together with the EH process. This complicates the
problem signiﬁcantly since, besides balancing the harvested and consumed en-
ergy, the node has to decide which are the best opportunities to transmit so that
the expected total transmitted data is maximized.
4.2.2 Markov Decision Processes and the Bellman Equations
An MDP provides a mathematical framework for modeling decision-making sit-
uations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control of the
decision maker [69]. An MDP is deﬁned via the quadruplet 〈S,A, pxi(sj , sk),
Rxi(sj , sk)〉, where S is the (ﬁnite) set of possible states, A is the set of actions,
pxi(sj , sk) denotes the transition probability from state sj to state sk when ac-
tion xi is taken, and Rxi(sj , sk) is the immediate reward yielded when in state
sj action xi is taken and the state changes to sk. The immediate reward yielded
by action xi ∈ A when the state changes from S(n) to S(n + 1) in TS n is
Rxi(S(n), S(n + 1)). The are three variants of the problem: ﬁnite horizon, inﬁ-
nite horizon with discounted reward, and inﬁnite horizon with average reward.
In the inﬁnite horizon discounted reward criteria the objective is to ﬁnd the op-
timal transmission policy pi(·) : S → A that maximizes the expected discounted
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sum reward, which is deﬁned by
max
pi:S(n)→xi
lim
T→∞
E
[
T∑
n=1
βnRxi(S(n), S(n+ 1))
]
, (4.1)
where β is the discount factor and β < 1. In the ﬁnite horizon case the objective
is to maximize the discounted reward until the time horizon T
max
pi:S(n)→xi
E
[
T∑
n=1
βnRxi(S(n), S(n+ 1))
]
, (4.2)
where β ≤ 1. In the inﬁnite horizon average reward criteria the objective is
max
pi:S(n)→xi
lim
T→∞
E
[
1
T
T∑
n=1
Rxi(S(n), S(n+ 1))
]
. (4.3)
Next, we introduce the Bellman Equations, that is, the state-value function
and action-value function which will be instrumental in solving the inﬁnite hori-
zon discounted reward MDP [27]. The state-value function is deﬁned as follows:
V pi(sj) ,
∑
∀sk∈S
ppi(sj)(sj , sk)
[
Rpi(sj)(sj , sk) + βV
pi(sk)
]
. (4.4)
It is, intuitively, the expected discounted sum reward of policy pi when the system
is in state sj . The action-value function, deﬁned as
Qpi(sj , xi) ,
∑
∀sk∈S
pxi(sj , sk) [Rxi(sj , sk) + βV
pi(sk)] , (4.5)
is the expected discounted reward when the system is in state sj , takes action
xi ∈ A, and follows policy pi thereafter. A policy pi is said to be better than
or equal to policy pi′, denoted by pi ≥ pi′, if the expected discounted reward of
pi is greater than or equal to that of pi′ in all states, i.e., pi ≥ pi′ if V pi(sj) ≥
V pi
′
(sj),∀sj ∈ S. The optimal policy pi∗ is the policy that is better than or equal
to any other policy. Eqn. (4.4) indicates that the state-value function V pi(S(n))
can be expressed as a combination of the expected immediate reward and the
state value function of the next state, V pi(S(n + 1)). The same happens with
the action-value function. The state-value function when the node follows the
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optimal policy is
V pi
∗
(sj) = max
xj∈A
Qpi
∗
(sj , xj). (4.6)
From (4.6) we see that the optimal policy is the greedy policy ; that is, the policy
that performs the action with the highest expected discount reward according to
Qpi
∗
(sj , xj). The action-value function, when the optimal policy is followed, is
Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) =
∑
∀sk∈S
pxi(sj , sk)
[
Rxi(sj , sk) + β max
xj∈A
Qpi
∗
(sk, xj)
]
. (4.7)
Similarly to (4.4), (4.7) indicates that the action-value functionQpi
∗
(S(n), xi),
when following pi∗, can be expressed as a combination of the expected immediate
reward and the maximum value of the action-value function of the next state.
In Chapter 3 we have seen that if the state transition probabilities of the MDP
are known, the state and action spaces are ﬁnite, the optimal policy can be
found by numerical methods such as linear programming (LP) [48] or dynamic
programming (DP) [49,70]. In general, inﬁnite and ﬁnite horizon problems with
discounted reward are solvable in polynomial time by LP and DP, respectively.
In the inﬁnite horizon average reward criteria there exist several DP and adaptive
control algorithms to ﬁnd the optimal policy [71].
4.3 System Model
We consider an EH node equipped with a rechargeable battery with limited stor-
age capacity and one AP. The communication system operates in a time-slotted
fashion over TSs of equal duration. We assume that both data and energy arrive
in packets at each TS. The channel state remains constant during each TS and
changes from one TS to the next. We consider strict delay constraints for the
transmission of data packets; that is, each data packet needs to be transmitted
within the TS following its arrival. We assume that the EH node has a certain
small probability (1 − β) of terminating its operation at each TS, and it is in-
terested in maximizing the expected total transmitted data during its activation
time.
The sizes of the data packets and amount of energy arriving at the begin-
ning of each TS are modeled as correlated time processes following a ﬁrst-order
discrete-time Markov model. Let D(n) be the size of the data packet arriving at
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TS n, where D(n) ∈ D , {d1, . . . , dND}, and ND is the number of elements in D.
Let pd(dj , dk) be the probability of the data packet size process going from state
dj to state dk in one TS. At each TS an integer multiple of a fundamental energy
unit arrives at the node. Let Eh(n) denote the amount of energy harvested dur-
ing TS n, where Eh(n) ∈ E , {e1, . . . , eNE}, and pe(ej , ek) is the state transition
probability function. The energy harvested during TS n, Eh(n), is stored in the
battery and can be used for data transmission at the beginning of TS n+ 1. The
battery has a limited size of B energy units and all the energy harvested when
the battery is full is lost. We denote the amount of energy in the battery in TS n
by B(n), with 0 ≤ B(n) ≤ B. Let H(n) be the channel state during TS n, where
H(n) ∈ H , {h1, . . . , hNH}. We assume that H(n) also follows a Markov model;
ph(hj , hk) denotes its state transition probability, and the realization of H(n) at
each TS n is known at the receiver. Similar models have been considered for
EH [37, 38, 72], data arrival [38], and channel state [72, 73] processes. Similar to
our model, [41] also considers a strict deadline constraint and lack of data buﬀer
at the node.
For each channel state H(n) and packet size D(n), the node knows the
amount of minimum energy Et(n) required to transmit the arriving data packet
to the AP. Let Et(n) = fe(D(n), H(n)) : D ×H → Eu where Eu is a discrete set
of integer multiples of the fundamental energy unit. We assume that if the node
spends Et(n) units of energy the packet is transmitted successfully.
In each TS n, the node knows the battery state B(n), the size of the arriving
packet D(n), the current channel state H(n); and hence, the amount of energy
Et(n) required to transmit this packet. At the beginning of each TS, the node
makes a binary decision: to transmit or to drop the incoming packet. This may
account for the case of control or measurement packets, where the data in the
packet is meaningful only if received as a whole. Additionally, the transmission
rate and power are ﬁxed at the beginning of each TS, and cannot be changed
within the TS. The node must guarantee that the energy spent in TS n is not
greater than the energy available in the battery, B(n). Let X(n) ∈ {0, 1} be the
indicator function of the event that the incoming packet in TS n is transmitted.
Then, for ∀n ∈ Z, we have
X(n)Et(n) ≤ B(n), (4.8)
B(n+ 1) = min{B(n)−X(n)Et(n) + Eh(n), B}. (4.9)
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The goal is to maximize the expected total transmitted data over the activation
time of the node, which is given by:
max
{X(i)}∞i=0
lim
T→∞
E
[
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)D(n)
]
,
s.t. (4.8) and (4.9),
(4.10)
where 0 < 1−β ≤ 1 is the independent and identically distributed probability of
the node to terminate its operation in each TS. We call this problem the expected
total transmitted data maximisation problem (ETD-problem) as the node aims
at maximizing the total transmitted data during an unknown activation time.
The EH system that is considered here is depicted in Figure 4.1.
We will also consider the case with β = 1; that is, the node can continue
its operation as long as there is available energy. In this case, contrary to the
ETD-problem, (4.10) is not a practical measure of performance as the node op-
erates for an inﬁnite amount of time; and hence, most transmission policies that
allow a certain non-zero probability of transmission at each TS are optimal in
the expected total transmitted data criterion as they all transmit an inﬁnite
amount of data. Hence, we focus on the expected throughput maximisation prob-
lem (TM-problem):
max
{X(i)}∞i=0
lim
T→∞
1
T + 1
E
[
T∑
n=0
X(n)D(n)
]
,
s.t. (4.8) and (4.9).
(4.11)
In this work we focus on the ETD-problem, therefore, we assume 0 ≤ β < 1 in
the rest of the chapter unless otherwise stated. The TM-problem will be studied
numerically in Section 4.7.
The EH communication system, as described above, constitutes a ﬁnite-state
discrete-time MDP. In our model the state of the system in TS n is S(n), which
is formed by four components S(n) = (Eh(n), D(n), H(n), B(n)). Since all com-
ponents of S(n) are discrete there exist a ﬁnite number of possible states and the
set of states is denoted by S = {s1, . . . , sNS}. The set of actions is A = {0, 1},
where action 0 (1) indicates that the packet is dropped (transmitted). We restrict
our attention to deterministic stationary transmission policies. In our problem,
the immediate reward function is RX(n)(S(n), S(n+ 1)) = X(n) ·D(n), and the
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Figure 4.1: Energy harvesting communication system with energy and data ar-
rival stochastic processes as well as varying channel.
expected discounted sum reward is equivalent to (4.10), where β corresponds to
the discount factor, and X(n) = pi(S(n)) is the action taken by the node when
the system is in state S(n).
Given the policy pi and the current state S(n), the state of the batteryB(n+1)
is ubiquitously determined by (4.9). The other state components are randomly
determined using the state transition probability functions. Since state transi-
tions depend only on the current state and the node's current action, the model
under consideration fulﬁlls the Markov property. As a consequence, we can
take advantage of DP and reinforcement learning (RL) [27] tools to solve the
ETD-problem.
There are three approaches to solve the ETD-problem depending on the avail-
able information at the node. If the node has prior information on the values of
pxi(sj , sk) and Rxi(sj , sk), the problem falls into the online optimisation frame-
work, and we can use DP to ﬁnd the optimal transmission policy pi∗. If the
node does not have prior information on the values of pxi(sj , sk) or Rxi(sj , sk)
we can use a learning theoretic approach based on RL. By performing actions
and observing their rewards, RL tries to arrive at an optimal policy pi∗ which
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maximizes the expected discounted sum reward accumulated over time. Alter-
natively, in the oine optimisation framework, it is assumed that all future EH
states Eh(n), packet sizes D(n) and channel states H(n) are known non-causally
over a ﬁnite horizon.
Remark 4.1. If the node is allowed to transmit a smaller portion of each packet,
using less energy than required to transmit the whole packet, one can re-deﬁne
the ﬁnite action set A. As long as the total number of actions and states remains
ﬁnite, all the optimisation algorithms that we propose in Sections 4.4 and 4.5
remains to be valid. In principle, DP and RL ideas can be applied to problems
with continuous state and action spaces as well; however, exact solutions are
possible only in special cases. A common way of obtaining approximate solu-
tions with continuous state and action spaces is to use function approximation
techniques [27]; e.g., by discretizing the action space into a ﬁnite set of packet
portions, or using fuzzy Q-learning [74].
4.4 Online Optimization
We ﬁrst consider the online optimisation problem. We employ policy iteration
(PI) [70], a DP algorithm, to ﬁnd the optimal policy in (4.10). The MDP problem
in (4.10) has ﬁnite action and state spaces as well as bounded and stationary
immediate reward function. Under these conditions PI is proven to converge to
the optimal policy when 0 ≤ β < 1 [70]. The key idea is to use the structure of
(4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) to obtain the optimal policy. PI is based on two steps: 1)
policy evaluation, and 2) policy improvement.
In the policy evaluation step the value of a policy pi is evaluated by computing
the value function V pi(sj). In principle, (4.4) is solvable but at the expense of
laborious calculations when S is large. Instead, PI uses an iterative method [27]:
given pi, pxi(sj , sk) and Rxi(sj , sk), the state value function V
pi(sj) is estimated
as
V pil (sj)=
∑
sk
ppi(sj)(sj , sk)
[
Rpi(sj)(sj , sk) + βV
pi
l−1(sk)
]
, (4.12)
for all sj ∈ S, where l is the iteration number of the estimation process. It can be
shown that the sequence V pil (sj) converges to V
pi(sj) as l→∞ when 0 ≤ β < 1.
With policy evaluation, one evaluates how good a policy pi is by computing its
expected discounted reward at each state sj ∈ S.
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In the policy improvement step, the PI algorithm looks for a policy pi′ that
is better than the previously evaluated policy pi. The Policy Improvement The-
orem [75] states that if Qpi(sj , pi′(sj)) ≥ V pi(sj) for all sj ∈ S then pi′ ≥ pi.
Policy improvement step ﬁnds the new policy pi′ by applying the greedy policy
to Qpi(sj , xi) in each state. Accordingly, the new policy pi′ is selected as follows:
pi′(sj) = argmax
xi∈A
Qpi(sj , xi). (4.13)
PI works iteratively by ﬁrst evaluating V pi(sj), ﬁnding a better policy pi′, then
evaluating V pi
′
(sj), and ﬁnding a better policy pi′′, and so forth. When the same
policy is found in two consecutive iterations we conclude that the algorithm has
converged. The exact embodiment of the algorithm, as described in [27], is given
in Algorithm 1. The performance of the proposed algorithm and the comparison
with other approaches will be presented in Section 4.7.
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Algorithm 1 PI
1. Initialize:
for each sj ∈ S do
initialize V (sj) and pi(sj) arbitrarily
end for
2. Policy evaluation:
repeat
∆← 0
for each sj ∈ S do
v ← V (sj)
V (sj)←
∑
sk
ppi(sj)(sj , sk)
[
Rpi(sj)(sj , sk) + βV (sk)
]
∆← max(∆, ‖v − V (sj)‖)
end for
until ∆ < 
3. Policy improvement:
policy-stable ← true
for each sj ∈ S do
b← pi(sj)
pi(sj)← argmaxxi∈A
∑
sk
pxi(sj , sk) [Rxi(sj , sk) + βV (sk)]
if b 6= pi(sj) then
policy-stable ← false
end if
end for
4. Check stoping criteria:
if policy-stable then
stop
else
go to 2).
end if
4.5 Learning Theoretic Approach
Next we assume that the node has no knowledge of either the transition probabil-
ities pxi(sj , sk) or the immediate reward function Rxi(sj , sk). We use Q-learning,
a learning technique originating from RL, to ﬁnd the optimal transmission pol-
icy. Q-learning relies only on the assumption that the underlying system can
be modeled as an MDP, and that after taking action X(n) in TS n, the node
observes S(n + 1), and the instantaneous reward value RX(n)(S(n), S(n + 1)).
Notice that, the node does not necessarily know RX(n)(S(n), S(n + 1)) before
taking action X(n), because it does not know the next state S(n+1) in advance.
In our problem, the immediate reward is the size of the transmitted packet D(n);
hence, it is readily known at the node.
Eqn. (4.5) indicates that Qpi(S(n), xi) of the current state-action pair can
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be represented in terms of the expected immediate reward of the current state-
action pair and the state-value function V pi(S(n+1)) of the next state. Note that
Qpi(sj , xi) contains all the long term consequences of taking action xi in state
sj when following policy pi. Thus, one can take the optimal actions by looking
only at Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) and choosing the action that will yield the highest expected
reward (greedy policy). As a consequence, by only knowing Qpi
∗
(sj , xi), one can
derive the optimal policy pi∗ without knowing pxi(sj , sk) or Rxi(sj , sk). Based
on this relation, the Q-learning algorithm ﬁnds the optimal policy by estimat-
ing Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) in a recursive manner. In the nth learning iteration Qpi
∗
(sj , xi)
is estimated by Qn(sj , xi), which is done by weighting the previous estimate
Qn−1(sj , xi) and the estimated expected value of the best action of the next
state S(n+ 1). In each TS, the algorithm
 observes the current state sj = S(n) ∈ S,
 selects and performs an action xi = X(n) ∈ A,
 observes the next state sk = S(n + 1) ∈ S and the immediate reward
Rxi(sj , sk),
 updates its estimate of Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) in (4.7) using
Qn(sj , xi) = (1− αn)Qn−1(sj , xi) + αn
[
Rxi(sj , sk)
+βmaxxj∈AQn−1(sk, xj)
]
,
(4.14)
where αn is the learning rate factor in the nth learning iteration. If all actions are
selected and performed with non-zero probability, 0 ≤ β < 1, and the sequence
αn fulﬁlls certain constraints1, the sequence Qn(sj , xi) is proven to converge to
Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) with probability 1 as n→∞ [76].
WithQn(sj , xi) at hand the node has to decide a transmission policy to follow.
We recall that, if Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) is perfectly estimated by Qn(sj , xi), the optimal pol-
icy is the greedy policy. However, until Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) is accurately estimated, the
1The constraints on the learning rate follow from well-known results in stochastic approxi-
mation theory. Denote by αnk(sj ,xi) the learning rate αn corresponding to the kth time action
xi is selected in state sj . The constraints on αn are 0 < αnk(sj ,xi) < 1,
∑∞
k=0 αnk(sj ,xi) =∞,
and
∑∞
k=0 α
2
nk(sj ,xi)
< ∞, ∀sj ∈ S and ∀xi ∈ A. The second condition is required to guaran-
tee that the algorithm's steps are large enough to overcome any initial condition. The third
condition guarantees that the steps become small enough to assure convergence. Although the
use of sequences αn that meet these conditions assures convergence in the limit, they are rarely
used in practical applications.
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Algorithm 2 Q-learning
1. Initialize:
for each sj ∈ S, xi ∈ A do
initialize Q(sj , xi) arbitrarily
end for
set initial time index n← 1
evaluate the starting state sj ← S(n)
2. Learning:
repeat
select action X(n) following the -greedy action selection method
perform action xi ← X(n)
observe the next state sk ← S(n+ 1)
receive an immediate cost Rxi(sj , sk)
select the action xj corresponding to the maxxj Q(sk, xj)
update the Q(sj , xi) estimate as follows:
Q(sj , xi)← (1− αn)Q(sj , xi) + αn[Rxi(sj , sk) + βmaxxj Q(sk, xj)]
update the current state sj ← sk
update the time index n← n+ 1
until check stopping criteria n = NL
greedy policy based on Qn(sj , xi) is not optimal. In order to estimate Qpi
∗
(sj , xi)
accurately, the node action selection method should balance the exploration of
new actions with the exploitation of known actions. In exploitation the node
follows the greedy policy; however, if only exploitation occurs optimal actions
might remain unexplored. In exploration the node takes actions randomly with
the aim of discovering better policies and enhancing its estimate of Qpi
∗
(sj , xi).
In particular, the -greedy action selection method either takes actions randomly
(explores) with probability  or follows the greedy policy (exploits) with proba-
bility 1−  at each TS, where 0 <  < 1.
The convergence rate of Qn(sj , xi) to Qpi
∗
(sj , xi) depends on the learning
rate αn. The convergence rate decreases with the number of actions, states,
and the discount factor β, and increases with the number of learning iterations,
NL. See [77] for a more detailed study of the convergence rate of the Q-learning
algorithm. Q-learning algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. In Section 4.7 the
performance of Q-learning in our problem setup is evaluated and compared to
other approaches.
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4.6 Oine Optimization
In this section we consider the problem setting in Section 4.3 assuming that
all the future data/energy arrivals as well as the channel variations are known
non-causally at the node before the transmission starts. Oine optimisation
is relevant in applications for which the underlying stochastic processes can be
estimated accurately in advance at the node. In general the solution of the corre-
sponding oine optimisation problem can be considered as an upperbound on the
performance of the online and learning theoretic problems. Oine approach op-
timizes the transmission policy over a realization of the MDP for a ﬁnite number
of TSs, whereas the learning theoretic and online optimisation problems optimize
the expected total transmitted data over an inﬁnite horizon. We recall that an
MDP realization is a sequence of state transitions of the data, EH and the chan-
nel state processes for a ﬁnite number of TSs. Given an MDP realization in the
oine optimisation approach, we optimize X(n) such that the the expected total
transmitted data is maximized. From (4.10) the oine optimisation problem can
be written as follows
max
X,B
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)D(n) (4.15a)
s.t. X(n)Et(n) ≤ B(n), (4.15b)
B(n+ 1) ≤ B(n)−X(n)Et(n) + Eh(n), (4.15c)
0 ≤ B(n) ≤ B, (4.15d)
X(n) ∈ {0, 1}, n = 0, . . . , T, (4.15e)
where B = [B(0) · · ·B(T )] and X = [X(0) · · ·X(T )]. Note that we have replaced
the equality constraint in (4.9) with two inequality constraints, namely (4.15c)
and (4.15d). Hence, the problem in (4.15) is a relaxed version of (4.10). To
see that the two problems are indeed equivalent, we need to show that any
solution to (4.15) is also a solution to (4.10). If the optimal solution to (4.15)
satisﬁes (4.15c) or (4.15d) with equality, then it is a solution to (4.10) as well.
Assume that X,B is an optimal solution to (4.15) and that for some n, B(n)
fulﬁlls both of the constraints (4.15c) and (4.15d) with strict inequality whereas
the other components satisfy at least one constraint with equality. In this case,
we can always ﬁnd a B(n)+ > B(n) such that at least one of the constraints
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is satisﬁed with equality. Since B(n)+ > B(n), (4.15b) is not violated and X
remains to be feasible, achieving the same objective value. In this case, X is
feasible and a valid optimal solution to (4.10) as well, since B(n)+ satisﬁes (4.9).
The problem in (4.15) is a mixed integer linear programing (MILP) problem
since it has aﬃne objective and constraint functions, while the optimisation vari-
able X(n) is constrained to be binary. This problem is known to be NP-hard [78];
however, there are algorithms combining relaxation tools with smart exhaustive
search methods to reduce the solution time. Notice that, if one relaxes the binary
constraint on X(n) to 0 ≤ X(n) ≤ 1, (4.15) becomes an LP problem, which is
solvable in polynomial time. This corresponds to the problem in which the node
does not make binary decisions, and is allowed to transmit smaller portions of the
packets. We call the optimisation problem in (4.15) the complete-problem and
its relaxed version the LP-relaxation. We deﬁne O = {0, 1}N as the feasible set
for X in the complete-problem. The optimal value of the LP-relaxation provides
an upper bound on the complete-problem. On the other hand, if the value of X
in the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation belongs to O, it is also an optimal
solution to the complete-problem.
Most available MILP solvers employ an LP based branch-and-bound (B&B)
algorithm [79]. In exhaustive search one has to evaluate the objective function
for each point of the feasible set O. The B&B algorithm discards some sub-
sets of O without evaluating the objective function over these subsets. B&B
works by generating disjunctions; that is, it partitions the feasible set O of the
complete-problem into smaller subsets, Ok, and explores or discards each subset
Ok recursively. We denote the kth active subproblem which solves (4.15) with
X constrained to the subset Ok ⊆ O by CsP(k), and its associated upperbound
by Ik. The optimal value of CsP(k) is a lowerbound on the optimal value of
the complete-problem. The algorithm maintains a list L of active subproblems
over all the active subsets Ok created. The feasible solution among all explored
subproblems with the highest optimal value is called the incumbent, and its
optimal value is denoted by Imax. At each algorithm iteration an active sub-
problem CsP(k) is chosen, deleted from L, and its LP-relaxation is solved. Let
Xˆk be the optimal X value corresponding to the solution of the LP-relaxation
of CsP(k), and ILPk be its optimal value. There are three possibilities: 1) If
Xˆk ∈ Ok, CsP(k) and its LP-relaxation have the same solution. We update
Imax = max{ILPk , Imax}, and all subproblems CsP(m) in L for which Im ≤ Imax
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are discarded; 2) If Xˆk /∈ Ok and ILPk ≤ Imax, then the optimal solution of
CsP(k) can not improve Imax, and the subproblem CsP(k) is discarded, and 3)
If Xˆk /∈ Ok and ILPk > Imax, then CsP(k) requires further exploration, which is
done by branching it further, i.e., creating two new subproblems from CsP(k) by
branching its feasible set Ok into two.
For the binary case that we are interested in, a branching step is as follows.
Assume that for some n, the nth element of Xˆk is not binary, then we can
formulate a logical disjunction for the nth element of the optimal solution by
letting Xn = 0, or Xn = 1. With this logical disjunction the algorithm creates
two new subsets Ok′ = Ok ∩{X : Xn = 1} and Ok′′ = Ok ∩{X : Xn = 0}, which
partition Ok into two mutually exclusive subsets. Note that Ok′ ∪ Ok′′ = Ok.
The two subproblems, CsP(k′) and CsP(k′′), associated with the new subsets Ok′
and Ok′′ , respectively; are added to L. The upperbounds Ik′ and Ik′′ associated
to CsP(k′) and CsP(k′′), respectively, are set equal to the optimal value of the
LP-relaxation of CsP(k), ILPk .
After updating L and Imax the B&B algorithm selects another subproblem
CsP(m) in L to explore. The largest upperbound associated with the active sub-
problems in L is an upperbound on the complete-problem. The B&B algorithm
terminates when L is empty, in which case this upperbound is equal to the value
of the incumbent. The B&B algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. In principle, the
worst-case complexity of B&B is O
(
2N
)
, same as exhaustive search; however,
the average complexity of B&B is usually much lower, and is polynomial under
certain conditions [80].
Remark 4.2. Notice that, unlike the online and learning theoretic optimisation
problems, the oine optimisation approach is not restricted to the case where
0 ≤ β < 1. Hence, both the B&B algorithm and the LP relaxation can be applied
to the TM-problem in (4.11).
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Algorithm 3 B&B
1. Initialize:
Imax = 0, O0 = O, and I0 =∞
set CsP(0)← {solve (4.15) s.t. X ∈ O0}
L ← CsP(0)
2. Terminate:
if L = ∅ then
Xˆmax is the optimal solution and Imax the optimal value
end if
3. Select:
choose and delete a subproblem CsP(k) from L
4. Evaluate:
solve LP-relaxation of CsP(k)
if LP-relaxation is infeasible then
go to Step 2
else
let ILPk be its optimal value and Xˆ
k the optimal X value
end if
5. Prune:
if ILPk ≤ Imax then
go to Step 2
else if Xˆk /∈ Ok then
go to Step 6
else
Imax ← ILPk and Xˆmax ← Xˆk
delete all subproblems CsP(m) in L with Im ≤ Imax
end if
6. Branch:
choose n, such that Xˆkn is not binary
set Ik′ , Ik′′ ← ILPk , Ok′ ← Ok ∩ {X : Xn = 1} and Ok′′ ← Ok ∩ {X : Xn = 0}
set CsP(k′) ← {solve (4.15) s.t. X ∈ Ok′} and CsP(k′′) ← {solve (4.15) s.t. X ∈
Ok′′}
add CsP(k′) and CsP(k′′) to L
go to Step 3
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4.7 Numerical Results
To compare the performance of the three approaches that we have proposed,
we focus on a sample scenario of the EH communication system presented in
Section 4.3. We are interested in comparing the expected performance of the
proposed solutions. For the online optimisation approach it is possible to evaluate
the expected performance of the optimal policy pi∗, found using the DP algorithm,
by solving (4.4), or evaluating (4.12) and averaging over all possible starting
states S(0) ∈ S. In theory, the learning theoretic approach will achieve the
same performance as the online optimisation approach as the learning time goes
to inﬁnity (for 0 ≤ β < 1); however, in practice the node can learn only for
a ﬁnite number of TSs and the transmission policy it arrives at depends on
the speciﬁc realization of the MDP. The oine optimisation approach optimizes
over a realization of the MDP. To ﬁnd the expected performance of the oine
optimisation approach one has to average over inﬁnite realizations of the MDP
for an inﬁnite number of TSs; however we can average the performance over
only a ﬁnite number of MDP realizations and ﬁnite number of TSs. Hence, we
treat the performances of the proposed algorithms as a random variable, and use
the sample mean to estimate their expected values. Accordingly, to provide a
measure of accuracy for our estimators, we also compute the conﬁdence intervals.
The details of the conﬁdence interval computations are relegated to Appendix C.
In our numerical analysis we use parameters based on an IEEE802.15.4e [81]
communication system. We consider a TS length of ∆TS = 10ms, a transmission
time of ∆Tx = 5 ms, and an available bandwidth of W = 2 MHz. The funda-
mental energy unit is 2.5 µJ which may account for a vibration or piezoelectric
harvesting device [82], and we assume that the node at each TS either harvests
two units of energy or does not harvest any, i.e., E = {0, 2}. We denote the prob-
ability of harvesting two energy units in TS n given that the same amount was
harvested in TS n−1 by pH , i.e., pH , pe(2, 2). We will study the eﬀect of pH and
B on the system performance and the convergence behavior of the learning algo-
rithm. We set pe(0, 0), the probability of not harvesting any energy in TS n when
no energy was harvested in TS n − 1, to 0.9. The battery capacity B is varied
from 5 to 9 energy units. The possible packet sizes are D(n) ∈ D = {300, 600}
bits with state transition probabilities pd(d1, d1) = pd(d2, d2) = 0.9. Let the
channel state at TS n be H(n) ∈ H = {1.655 · 10−13, 3.311 · 10−13} which are
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two realizations of the indoor channel model for urban scenarios in [83] with
d = dindoor = 55, w = 3, WPin = 5, and 5 dBm standard deviation, where d
is the distance in meters, w the number of walls, and WPin the wall penetra-
tion losses. The channel state transition probability function is characterized by
ph(h1, h1) = ph(h2, h2) = 0.9.
To ﬁnd the required energy to reliably transmit a data packet over the channel
we consider Shannon's capacity formula for Gaussian channels. The transmitted
data in TS n is
D(n) = W∆Tx log2
(
1 +
H(n)P
WN0
)
, (4.16)
where P is the transmit power and N0 = 10−20.4 (W/Hz) is the noise power den-
sity. In a low power regime, which is of special practical interest in the case of
Internet-of-Things (IoT) and, in particular, for low-power wireless sensor netorks
(LP-WSN), the capacity formula can be approximated by D(n) ' ∆TxH(n)Plog(2)N0 ,
where ∆TxP is the energy expended for transmission in TS n. Then, the
minimum energy required for transmitting a packet D(n) is given by Et(n) =
fe(D(n), H(n)) =
D(n) log(2)N0
H(n) . In general, we assume that the transmit energy
for each packet at each channel state is an integer multiple of the energy unit.
In our special case, this condition is satisﬁed as we have Eu = {1, 2, 4}, which
correspond to transmit power values of 0.5, 1 and 2 mW, respectively. Numerical
results for the ETD-problem, in which the node might terminate its operation
at each TS with probability β is given in Section 4.7.1 whereas the TM-problem
is examined in Section 4.7.2.
4.7.1 ETD-problem
We generate M = 2000 realizations of T = 100 random state transitions and
examine the performance of the proposed algorithms for β = 0.9. In particular,
we consider the LP-relaxation of the oine optimisation problem, the oine
optimisation problem with the B&B algorithm2, the online optimisation problem
with PI, the learning theoretic approach with Q-learning3. We have considered
2Reference [79] presents a survey on software tools for MILP problems. In this work we use
the B&B toolbox provided in [84]. In particular, B&B is set up with a 20 seconds timeout. For
the particular setting of this chapter, the B&B algorithm found an optimal solution, within
the given timeout, 99.7% of the times.
3We use the -greedy action selection mechanism with  = 0.07, and set the learning rate to
α = 0.5.
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a greedy algorithm which assumes a causal knowledge of B(n), D(n) and H(n),
and transmits a packet whenever there is enough energy in the battery ignoring
the Markovity of the underlying processes.
Notice that the LP-relaxation solution is an upper bound on the performance
of the oine optimisation problem, which, in turn, is an upper bound on the
online problem. At the same time the performance of the online optimisation
problem is an upper bound on the learning theoretic and the greedy approaches.
In Figure 4.2 we illustrate, together with the performance of the other ap-
proaches, the expected total transmitted data by the learning theoretic approach
against the number of learning iterations, NL. We can see that for NL > 200 TSs
the learning theoretic approach ( = 0.07) reaches 85% of the performance
achieved by online optimisation, while for NL > 2 · 105 TSs it reaches 99%. We
can conclude that the learning theoretic approach is able to learn the optimal
policy with increasing accuracy as NL increases. We note that the performance
of the learning theoretic approach increases by 30% from the initial learning iter-
ation (i.e., NL = 200) to the last learning iteration (NL = 2 · 105). Moreover, we
have investigated the exploration/exploitation tradeoﬀ of the learning algorithm,
and we have observed that for low exploration values ( = 0.001) the learning
rate decreases, compared to moderate exploration values ( = 0.07). We also
observe from Figure 4.2 that the performance of the greedy algorithm is notably
inferior compared to the other approaches.
Figure 4.3 displays the expected total transmitted data for diﬀerent pH val-
ues. We consider NL = 104 TSs for the learning theoretic approach since short
learning times are more practically relevant. As expected, performance of all the
approaches increase as the average amount of harvested energy increases with
pH . The oine approach achieves, on average, 96% of the performance of the
oine-LP solution. We observe that the learning theoretic approach converges
to the online optimisation performance with increasing pH , namely its perfor-
mance is 90% and 99% of that of the online approach for pH = 0.5 and pH = 0.9,
respectively. It can also be seen that the online optimisation achieves 97% of
the performance of the oine optimisation when pH = 0.5, while for pH = 0.9
it reaches 99%. This is due to the fact that the underlying EH process becomes
less random as pH increases; and hence, the online algorithm can better esti-
mate its future states and adapt to it. Additionally, we observe from Figure 4.3
that the performance of the greedy approach reaches a mere 60% of the oine
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Figure 4.2: Expected total transmitted data with respect to the learning time
NL, with pH = 0.9, and B =5.
optimisation.
In Figure 4.4 we show the eﬀect of the battery size, B, on the expected
total transmitted data for NL = 104 TSs. We see that the expected total trans-
mitted data increases with B for all the proposed algorithms but the greedy
approach. Overall, we observe that the performance of the online optimisation
is approximately 99% that of the oine optimisation. Additionally, we see that
the learning theoretic approach reaches at least 91% of the performance of the
online optimisation.
4.7.2 TM-problem
In the online and learning theoretic formulations, the TM-problem in (4.11) falls
into the category of average reward maximisation problems, which cannot be
solved with Q-learning unless a ﬁnite number of TSs is speciﬁed, or the MDP
presents absorbing states. Alternatively, one can take advantage of the average
reward RL algorithms. Nevertheless, the convergence properties of these methods
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Figure 4.3: Expected total transmitted data for pH = 0.5, . . . , 0.9 and B = 5.
are not yet well understood. In this chapter we consider R-learning4 [71] which
is similar to Q-learning, but is not proven to converge.
Similarly, for the online optimisation problem, the policy evaluation step in
the PI algorithm is not guaranteed to converge for β = 1. Instead, we use relative
value iteration (RVI) [70], which is a DP algorithm, to ﬁnd the optimal policy in
average reward MDP problems.
In our numerical analysis for the TM-problem, we consider the LP-relaxation
of the oine optimisation problem, the oine optimisation problem with the
B&B algorithm, the online optimisation problem with RVI, the learning theo-
retic approach with R-learning5, and ﬁnally, the greedy algorithm. For evalua-
tion purposes we average over M = 2000 realizations of T = 100 random state
transitions.
In Figure 4.5 we illustrate, together with the performance of the other ap-
proaches, the throughput achieved by the learning theoretic approach against
the number of learning iterations, NL. We observe that for NL > 200 TSs the
4In R-learning Rxi(sj , sk) in (4.14) is substituted by Rˆxi(sj , sk) = Rxi(sj , sk) − ρn, where
ρn = (1− %)ρn−1 + %
[
Rxi(sj , sk)+maxxj∈AQn−1(sk, xj)−maxxj∈AQn−1(sj , xj)
]
, 0 ≤ % ≤ 1,
and ρn is updated in TS n only if a non-exploratory action is taken.
5We use the same action selection method as the Q-learning algorithm in Section 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.4: Expected total transmitted data for B = 5, . . . , 9 and pH = 0.9.
learning algorithm reaches 95% of the performance achieved by online optimi-
sation, while for NL > 2 · 105 TSs the performance is 98% of the performance
of the online optimisation approach. Notably the learning theoretic approach
performance increases with NL; however, in this case the performance does not
converge to the performance of the online optimisation approach. As before the
greedy algorithm is notably inferior compared to the other approaches.
Figure 4.6 displays the throughput for diﬀerent pH values. We plot the per-
formance of the learning theoretic approach for NL = 104 TSs and  = 0.07. As
expected, performance of all the approaches increase as the average amount of
harvested energy increases with pH . It can be seen that the online approach
achieves, on average, 95% of the performance of the oine approach. This is in
line with our ﬁnding in Figure 4.3. The throughput achieved by the learning the-
oretic approach achieves 91% of the online optimisation throughput for pH = 0.5
and 98% for pH = 0.9. Similarly to Figure 4.3, the learning theoretic and the
online optimisation performances, compared to that of the oine optimisation,
increase when the underlying Markov processes are less random. Similarly to the
ETD-problem, the greedy algorithm shows a performance well below the others.
We observe that, although the convergence properties of the R-learning are not
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Figure 4.5: Average throughput versus NL for pH = 0.9 and B = 5.
well understood it has a similar behavior to Q-learning, in practice.
The case in which the data packets do not have a hard deadline and the EH
node has a data buﬀer can be studied using the same techniques described in
this chapter at expenses of a larger state space. In this case, since the system is
energy constrained, the EH nodes would behave as if they were data-backlogged,
and would almost surely have data packets to transmit at each TS. This im-
plies that, if the buﬀer is large, at each TS the EH node would choose which
packet-size to transmit; and hence, how much energy to spend. For the greedy
approach this implies more transmission during bad channel states; and hence,
lower throughput. On the other hand, for the oine, online and learning theo-
retic approaches, this implies that the node can transmit more often in the good
channel states, and can achieve a higher throughput. For small buﬀer sizes, this
implies that the online, learning, and oine approaches, can store a data packet
in the buﬀer and wait for the better channel conditions or a surplus of energy.
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Figure 4.6: Average throughput for pH = 0.5, . . . , 0.9 and B = 5.
4.8 Discussion
The results of this chapter indicate that learning optimisation techniques can be
used for resource allocation in EH communication systems without jeopardizing
resources. Oine and online optimization techniques assume the knowledge of
the EH process statistics (i.e., online optimisation), or on non-causal information
about the exact realisations of the EH process (i.e., oine optimisation). Obtain-
ing the energy arrival proﬁle requires extensive energy measurement campaigns
before deploying the nodes. Moreover, the energy arrival proﬁle can change over
time and the measurements may be not accurate enough, which may invalidate
the measurements. Finally, in order to fully exploit oine and online techniques
a speciﬁc measurement campaign and transmission policy optimization must be
carried out for each possible node location and potential application, which makes
those techniques not adequate for most practical applications.
In this chapter we have proposed learning theoretic scheduling optimisation,
which does not rely on any knowledge about the EH processes, and instead,
learns the optimal scheduling policy by transmitting packets and observing their
rewards. The advantage of the learning optimisation over the oine and online
optimisation is that the transmission policy of the nodes learns and adapts to the
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energy arrival proﬁle, and hence, the same node can be used at diﬀerent locations
and for diﬀerent applications without requiring any measurement campaigns or
complex optimizations. The drawback of the learning optimization is that the
nodes require a learning time in which its performance can be low; however, the
learning time is negligible when compared to the life time of the EH nodes.
We have considered a point-to-point communication system in which a node
has an energy harvester and a rechargeable battery with limited capacity and
transmits information to an AP.We have studied optimal communication schemes
under strict deadline constraints. Our model includes stochastic data/energy ar-
rivals and a time-varying channel, all modeled as Markov processes. We have
studied the ETD-problem, which maximizes the expected total transmitted data
during the node's activation time. Considering various assumptions regarding
the information available at the node about the underlying stochastic processes;
online, learning theoretic and oine optimisation approaches have been studied.
For the learning theoretic and the online optimisation problems the communica-
tion system is modeled as an MDP, and the corresponding optimal transmission
policies have been identiﬁed. A Q-learning algorithm has been proposed for the
learning theoretic approach, and as the learning time goes to inﬁnity its perfor-
mance has been shown to reach the optimal performance of the online optimisa-
tion problem, which is solved here using policy iteration algorithm. The oine
optimisation problem has been characterized as a mixed integer linear program-
ing problem, and its optimal solution through the branch-and-bound algorithm
as well as a linear programing relaxation have been presented.
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Chapter 5
Learning-Based Content-Level
Selective Ooading in
High-Capacity Cellular Networks
5.1 Motivation
A large fraction of the wireless data traﬃc in high-capacity cellular networks
(HC-CN) is served from content delivery networks (CDNs), which are distributed
systems of data centres located in the core network. Content is stored in a CDN's
data servers and delivered to users from the nearest location. Traditional CDNs
reduce latency and alleviate congestion in the core network. Due to the increasing
mobile data traﬃc, the access and backhaul connections of HC-CNs are becoming
the bottleneck for the quality-of-experience (QoE) of wireless users, and there is
a growing pressure to bring the content even closer to the wireless end users.
Pushing CDNs closer to mobile users, that is, caching part of CDN's content
at the network edge, in order to reduce delay, and alleviate congestion in the HC-
CNs backhaul links has received great attention both from the academia [8596],
as well as the industry. Popular content, such as news feeds and YouTube videos,
can be stored in cache memories located at wireless access points, such as base
stations (BSs) and small-cell BSs (sBSs), and this content can be quickly and
reliably delivered to users when requested, without consuming bandwidth in the
backhaul connection. However, the appropriate business model for the imple-
mentation of these network edge CDNs owned by the mobile network operator
(MNO) raises further challenges, as it requires signiﬁcant coordination and data
exchange between the MNOs, traditional CDNs and content providers (CPs).
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In this chapter we study caching as a service, that is, an independent third
party service provider installs wireless infostation terminals, which store high
data rate content (e.g., video), and serve these directly to its users through a
high data-rate connection [26]. Note that, contrary to [26], in our model the
infostations have backhaul connections to the core network and the content of
their cache memories can be refreshed and optimised based on users' requests.
We consider the cost of refreshing the cache content as well as the users' request
in the optimisation problem. These infostations may be installed and managed
by CPs, such as YouTube and Netﬂix, in order to improve the QoE for its users
at locations where cellular traﬃc may be congested, such as metro stations and
stadiums, or by another entity which may charge the CPs or its subscribers for
improving the QoE.
Note that, contrary to multicast or broadcast communication systems, in
which the same content is broadcasted to all users, and the users store the content
or consume it directly; in our model, content is transmitted to the users only
when it is requested, and that the user may request any content in the Internet
at any time. Caching content in the network edge does not require large storage
memories at the user terminals and the users can access any content in the cache,
whereas in broadcast delivery systems the users must have large storage memories
and have access only to those contents that were broadcasted in the past and are
still stored in the user's cache memory.
Most of the existing literature on caching [8593] assumes that ﬁles' popu-
larity proﬁle are known in advance, and the optimization of the cache content
is carried out based on this information. Note that even in scenarios in which
the content popularity is static, obtaining this information for the locality of
each sBS requires signiﬁcant coordination between the MNOs and CPs. We take
a more practically relevant approach and consider that the popularity proﬁles
are not known in advance. Instead, assuming stationary ﬁle popularity, we de-
rive algorithms that learn the best caching strategy over time by observing the
instantaneous demands in real time.
Since the infostation cache capacity is relatively small compared to the set
of all ﬁles available in the Internet, the likelihood that a random request from
a user can be served from the cache is small, and the infostation can be locked
by user requests that can not be served. To avoid this congestion and reduce
the overhead, the infostation periodically broadcasts information about its cache
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content (i.e., a database of the stored ﬁles) to its users. When a ﬁle requested
by a user is located in the cache, the request is ooaded to the infostation,
otherwise it is sent to the HC-CN together with all other requests. This, we call
content-level selective ooading.
The infostation cache controller (CC) is in charge of managing the cache con-
tent. Storing new content in the cache has a cost that is related to the bandwidth
consumption in the infostation backhaul link. The CC can learn/observe the pop-
ularity of each content by storing it in the cache and observing the instantaneous
demands; but, at the same time, it has to take the most out of the scarce cache
capacity by caching the content that it believes to be the most popular. The
objective of the CC is to ﬁnd the best set of ﬁles to cache in order to maximise
the traﬃc ooaded to the infostation without knowing the popularity proﬁle in
advance, and by observing only the requests corresponding to the ﬁles in the
cache. We model this as a multi-armed bandit (MAB) [97] problem, and provide
several algorithms for cache content management. The main contributions of
this chapter can be summarised as follows:
 We introduce the novel concept of content-level selective ooading for the
pressure alleviation in HC-CNs backhaul links.
 We address the optimal content placement problem in an infostation when
the popularity proﬁle of the available content is not known in advance, and
placing new content into the infostation cache has a cost.
 We show that this content placement problem can be formulated as an
MAB-problem. Then we propose an algorithm and prove non-trivial regret
bounds on its performance which hold uniformly over time.
 We propose a number of practical algorithms that eﬃciently learn the pop-
ularity proﬁle and cache the best ﬁles.
 We provide extensive numerical results to study the impact of several sys-
tem parameters (i.e., content popularity proﬁle, cache size, number of users,
and number of ﬁles) on the system performance.
 We measure numerically the loss due to the lack of information about the
popularity proﬁle by comparing the performance of our algorithms with
that of an upper bound that knows the ﬁle popularity proﬁle.
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 When the popularity proﬁle is known, the problem reduces to an instance
of the well-known knapsack problem, whose solution is known to be com-
putationally hard. We ﬁnd that a greedy algorithm can solve our knapsack
problem approximately
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: a survey of the relevant
literature and background is presented in Section 5.2. The system model and the
problem statement are presented in Section 5.3. The optimal caching problem
when popularity proﬁle is known in advance is addressed in Section 5.4. In
Section 5.5 we propose an algorithm for the optimal caching problem when the
popularity proﬁle is not known and prove bounds on its performance. Several
practical algorithms are presented in Section 5.6. Section 5.7 presents extensive
numerical results and, ﬁnally, Section 5.8 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Content Caching in the Network Edges
Considering the huge amount of available content with varying size and popu-
larity, an important problem is to decide which content should be cached in the
limited storage space available at the CDN and cellular BSs.
Content caching has been studied for wired networks and CDNs [8587].
Recently, due to the explosion in wireless data traﬃc, and the introduction of
sBSs with limited backhaul capacity, content caching in wireless networks has
regained popularity [8896].
Considering the huge number of potential content with varying sizes and
popularities, an important problem is to decide which content should be cached
in the limited storage space available. In [85], a cache cluster formed by several
leaf-cache nodes and a parent-cache node is studied. The problem of optimally
placing content in the cache nodes in order to minimise the total bandwidth
consumption is studied, and approximate solutions are given for special cases.
The cache cluster in [85] is further studied in [86] for the case of equal size ﬁles
and when leaf-cache nodes are not interconnected, and a polynomial complexity
optimal algorithm is given for the case of two leaf-cache nodes.
The broadcast nature of the wireless transmission is exploited in [88] by
using coded multicast transmission and storing content into end user devices. A
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caching problem with several caches in a dense wireless network is addressed in
[89]. Each cache aims at maximising the QoE of the users that are connected to
it by allocating some of the available bandwidth to serve its users, and trading
the rest with other caches in an auction-game fashion. Reference [90] considers
a backhaul-constrained small-cell network, in which users can connect to several
storage-enabled sBSs. The cache content placement that minimises the average
system latency is studied and shown to be NP-hard, and approximate algorithms
are given. In [91] users move randomly across a wireless network. At each time
slot, users can access a single sBS, and download only a part of a content from the
sBS cache. Coded content caching in the sBSs is optimised such that the amount
of users that fetch the entire content directly from the sBSs is maximised. Outage
probability and average content delivery rate in a cache-enabled sBS network is
studied in [92]. In [93] authors propose SCORE, a caching algorithm for on-
demand TV services, such as BBC-iPlayer and Sky+. The SCORE algorithm
uses the broadcast nature of the TV services and the history of the ﬁles requested
by a user to optimise the cache content. Content placement with unknown ﬁle
popularity has been studied in [94, 95] and [96] for an infostation and a sBS
network, respectively. We extend the results in [94, 96] and [95] by taking into
account the cost associated to placing content into the cache and by providing a
regret bound for an algorithm as well as extensive numerical results for practical
algorithms, respectively.
5.2.2 Stochastic Multi-armed Bandit Problem
In this section we model the optimal caching problem as an MAB problem [97].
The MAB formulation can be used to model problems in which the system is par-
tially known by the decision maker, and each action provides a diﬀerent balance
between maximising the instantaneous reward and acquiring new knowledge.
The original MAB problem considers a slot machine with several arms. At each
time instant one arm is pulled, and the arm yields a random reward. The arms'
rewards are independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with
unknown means. The expected values of the arms are estimated based on past
observations. The more times an arm is pulled the more reliable its estimate
is, while the more times the arms with higher expected rewards are pulled the
higher the expected accumulated reward is. Hence, there is a tradeoﬀ between
the exploration of new arms and the exploitation of known arms.
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If the arms' expected rewards were known, the optimal algorithm would pull,
at each time slot, the arm with the highest expected reward. The regret of an
algorithm is the diﬀerence between its expected accumulated reward and that
of the algorithm that always pulls the best arm. Hence, the regret is a measure
of the loss due to not knowing the reward proﬁle of the arms. Literature on
the MAB problem studies algorithms to decide which arm to pull at each time
instant in order to maximise the accumulated expected reward, i.e., minimise the
regret, over time while balancing the exploration-exploitation tradeoﬀ.
In [98], Lai and Robbins show that no algorithm can achieve an asymptotic
regret smaller than O(log(t)); that is, if the arms' rewards are not known the
accumulated loss of the best algorithm grows at a logarithmic rate for large t.
Notice that, although the accumulated loss is unbounded, since the logarithm
grows slowly for large t, this bound suggest that the performance of the best
algorithm can be very close to that of the optimal. In [97] one such algorithm,
called the upper conﬁdence bounds (UCB), is presented, and proven to achieve
a regret on the order of O(log(t)) uniformly over t. An extension of the origi-
nal MAB problem in which several arms can be pulled simultaneously is known
as the combinatorial MAB (CMAB) [99]. The combinatorial UCB (CUCB) al-
gorithm proposed in [99] is proven to achieve a regret behaviour of the order
O(log(t)) uniformly over time. In our system model replacing a ﬁle stored in the
cache for a new one has a cost, which we model as an MAB problem with arm
switching costs (MABSC). In [100] an algorithm that groups the arms' samples
in order to minimise the number of arm switches is proven to achieve the asymp-
totic regret of order O(log(t)) for a special case of the combinatorial MABSC
(CMABSC), in which a ﬁxed number of arms is played at each time. In [101] the
MAB problem with lock-up periods is studied. In this problem the arms can be
switched at certain times only, and the regret of UCB-like algorithms is proven
to be O(log(t)+L) uniformly over t, where L is the maximum size of the lock-up
period.
5.3 System Model
We consider the content placement problem in an infostation, assuming that
placing content into the infostation's cache memory has a cost. We assume that
the popularity proﬁle does not change over time and that it is unknown at the CC.
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Figure 5.1: An sBS and an infostation, which consists of a broadband transceiver,
a cache memory, and a CC. The infostation periodically broadcast a ﬁle list
containing the most recent cache content. When a user request a ﬁle, and that
ﬁle is the list, the request is sent to the infostation, otherwise is sent to the sBS
in the HC-CN.
The CC is in charge of deciding which are the best ﬁles to store in the cache. We
consider a discrete time system, in which users in the coverage area can ooad
some of their downlink traﬃc to the infostation by accessing the content stored
in the cache memory. The infostation periodically broadcasts information about
the cache content to its users; hence, the users readily know the cache content.
When a user wants to access a high data rate content, the request is directed to
the infostation, if the content is in the cache; otherwise, it is downloaded directly
from the HC-CN. This process is carried out completely transparent to the users;
for example, through a smartphone application running in the background, that
listens to the infostation broadcast signals and sends the user's request either
to the infostation or to the HC-CN, depending on the cache state. Note that
the CC observes only the requests for ﬁles stored in the cache. An example of
this system model, in which the HC-CN consists of a single sBS, is depicted in
Figure 5.1.
The infostation has a total cache memory of capacity M units. We denote
by F the set of all the ﬁles in the system, by F = |F| the total number of ﬁles,
which may represent the 10% most popular ﬁles in YouTube or Netﬂix The size
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of the fth ﬁle in F is denoted by Sf . Time is divided into periods, and we
denote by dtf the instantaneous demand for ﬁle f , that is, the number of requests
for ﬁle f in period t normalised by U , where U is the maximum number of users
the infostation can serve at any given period. The instantaneous demand, dtf ,
is an iid random variable across time periods with bounded support in [0, 1]
and mean θf . Note that the instantaneous demand represents the aggregated
demand of the users connected to the infostation at each time period normalised
by U . The instantaneous demand can be assumed to be iid across time periods
if a small subset of users randomly selected from a large population connect to
the infostation at each time period. If a user requests a ﬁle f that is stored in
the cache, a hit is said to have occurred, and the ﬁle is downloaded directly
from the infostation. We consider a reward of Sf units when ﬁle f is fetched
from the infostation. This reward can be considered as a QoE gain for the user,
or a bandwidth alleviation on the HC-CN. At each period the CC updates the
cache contents based on the demand history, where adding ﬁle f has a cost of Sf
units. This cost corresponds to the bandwidth consumption on the infostation
backhaul.
The aim of the CC is to optimize the cache content at each time period in
order to maximise the traﬃc ooaded to the infostation, taking into account
the cost associated to placing a ﬁle in the cache, and by simply observing the
requests corresponding to the ﬁles in the cache over time.
A policy pi is an algorithm that chooses the cache content at each time period
t, based on the whole history of the instantaneous demands and cached ﬁles. We
denote the cache content in period t, chosen according to pi, byMtpi. We assume
thatM0pi = ∅, that is, the cache is initially empty. We denote the instantaneous
reward for ﬁle f , stored in the cache, by rtf = Ud
t
fSf .
The expected instantaneous total reward of policy pi in period t is
rΘ(Mtpi) = E
∑
f∈Mtpi
UdtfSf
 = U ∑
f∈Mtpi
Sfθf , (5.1)
where the expectation is taken over the ﬁles' instantaneous demands. The cost
associated with storing ﬁle f into the cache is Sf · I{f ∈Mtpi, f /∈Mt−1pi }, where
I{a} = 1 if a is true, and I{a} = 0 otherwise. The total cost of policy pi in period
t is
c(Mtpi,Mt−1pi ) =
∑
f∈Mtpi
Sf · I{f ∈Mtpi, f /∈Mt−1pi }. (5.2)
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We deﬁne the cache eﬃciency as the total amount of traﬃc ooaded to the
infostation minus the total cache replacement cost. The focus of this chapter
is to ﬁnd a policy pi that maximises the cache eﬃciency over a time horizon T .
This problem can be expressed as follows
max
pi
T∑
t=1
[
rΘ(Mtpi)− w · c(Mtpi,Mt−1pi )
]
s.t.
∑
f∈Mtpi
Sf ≤M, t = 1, . . . , T,
(5.3)
were w is a weighting factor that arbitrates the relative cost of the backhaul and
access bandwidth and can be chosen depending on the network state.
If the popularity proﬁle, Θ, is known, (5.3) is solved for the initial period and
the cache content is not changed in the following periods, as long as Θ remains
the same. This problem is called the single-period optimization (SPO) problem,
and is studied in Section 5.4. Our main focus is on the more interesting case
in which Θ is not known in advance, and has to be estimated. This problem is
challenging since the instantaneous reward for ﬁles not cached in the infostation
is not observed, and the CC can obtain information on the popularity of a speciﬁc
content only by caching it, while caching new content has a cost. The CC wants
to explore as many ﬁles as possible to discover the most popular ones, but it also
wants to exploit the limited storage capacity by caching the ﬁles that it believes
to be the most popular, and keep the cache content static to minimise the cache
cost. This is the well-known exploration vs. exploitation tradeoﬀ
5.4 (α,β)-solver for the SPO-problem
In this section we study the optimisation problem in (5.3) under the assumption
that the popularity proﬁle, Θ, is known. In this case, the optimal cache content
is the same for all the periods, and (5.3) can be simpliﬁed by studying only the
initial period. If the time horizon, T , is large enough, the switching cost in the
initial period can be ignored, and maximising (5.3) is equivalent to maximising
the expected immediate reward (5.1). We denote by x = (x1, . . . , xf ) the indica-
tor vector of the ﬁles stored in the cache, where xf = 1, if ﬁle f is in the cache,
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and 0 otherwise. The SPO-problem is:
max
x
rΘ(x) = U
F∑
f=1
Sfθfxf
s.t.
F∑
f=1
Sfxf ≤M,
xf ∈ {0, 1}, f = 1, . . . , F.
(5.4)
The problem in (5.4) is a knapsack problem, with values vf , U · Sfθf and
weights wf , Sf , which is known to be NP-hard. Knapsack problems can be
solved optimally using branching algorithms, such as branch and bound (B&B)
[79], with an exponential worst case complexity, same as exhaustive search. See
Chapter 4 for a description of the B&B algorithm. In Section 5.5 we assume
the existence of an (α,β)-solver for the SPO-problem. The (α,β)-solver, for
0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, is an algorithm which outputs a set of contents. The expected
reward of the algorithm output is, with probability β, at least α times the optimal
reward.
Due to the special structure of (5.4) an approximate solution can be obtained
using a linear relaxation. By relaxing the binary constraints on xi to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,
(5.4) becomes a linear program (LP), and can be solved in polynomial time. We
denote by xLP = (xLP1 , . . . , x
LP
F ) the solution to the LP-relaxation.
Lemma 5.1. If we reorder Θ such that θi ≥ θj if i < j, ∀i, j ∈ F , then
the optimal solution has the following structure xLP = (1, 1, . . . , 1, κ, 0, 0, . . . , 0),
where κ =
(
M −∑n−1j=1 Sj)/Sn, and n is the coordinate of κ in xLP .
Lemma 5.1 holds since (5.4) fulﬁls the regularity condition, that is, v1/w1 ≥
. . . ≥ vF/wF [102]. Since xLP has a single non-integer element, we use its integer
approximation to approximate the solution to (5.4). Let xG = bxLP c be an
approximation to the optimal solution xΘ, where b·c is the highest previous
integer operator. xG is feasible and diﬀer from xLP in only one element (i.e., the
one equal to κ in Lemma 5.1). Due to its special structure, xG can be obtained
with a greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm starts with the cache memory
empty, and adds ﬁles to the cache sequentially, starting from the ﬁles with higher
popularity, θf , until the cache is full.
We denote by δ = rΘ(x
Θ)
rΘ(xG)
, the ratio between the value of the optimal so-
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lution and that of the greedy approximation. Under the same conditions as in
Lemma 5.1, it can be shown that δ ≤ 2 [103]. If the ﬁle popularity proﬁle is char-
acterised by a Zipf-like distribution with parameter ρ, which is commonly used
to model content popularity in networks [104], we can obtain a tighter bound for
δ as:
δ ≤ 1 + s1
s|S|
1/
⌈
M
s1
⌉ρ
∑⌊Ms1 ⌋
i=1
1/iρ
, (5.5)
where si denotes the ith largest ﬁle size, and S = {s1, . . . , s|S|} is the set of
possible ﬁle sizes. If the cache size is much larger than the maximum ﬁle size,
i.e., M >> s1, then δ ≈ 1, and, hence, α ≈ 1. For the special case in which all
the ﬁles have the same size, i.e., |S| = 1, the solution provided by the greedy
approximation is optimal.
5.5 Learning the optimal cache content: regret bound
5.5.1 CMABSC for optimal caching
In problem (5.3) each ﬁle corresponds to one arm in the MAB problem, and a
feasible cache content allocation corresponds to a feasible arm combination. At
each period the CC decides the cache content according to policy pi (i.e., pulls
the arms in Mtpi), pays a cost Sf for each new content f added to the cache
memory, and observes the instantaneous demands for the ﬁles in the cache, i.e.,
rtf , ∀f ∈Mtpi. Since the instantaneous demand for each ﬁle is iid over time with
an unknown mean value, and only the demands associated toMtpi are observed,
(5.3) is a CMABSC problem.
The regret of a policy pi is the diﬀerence between its expected accumulated
reward and that of the optimal policy, which knows the popularity proﬁle, and
caches the optimal content according to the (α, β)-solver. We divide the regret
into two parts, the sampling-regret and the switching-regret, which account for
the loss due to not knowing the popularity proﬁle, and the loss due to switching
arms, respectively. We deﬁne the sampling-regret of policy pi until period t as
RpiSa(t) = tαβropt − E
[
t∑
i=1
rΘ(Mipi)
]
, (5.6)
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where ropt is the expected reward of caching the optimal set of ﬁles, that is, the
optimal solution of the SPO-problem, and the expectation is taken over pi and
the arms' rewards. Since with probability β the (α, β)-solver ﬁnds a solution
whose reward is at least αropt, and the rewards are iid, the expected reward
of the optimal policy at each period is at least αβropt. The switching-regret of
policy pi until period t is given by
RpiSw(t) = E
[
t∑
i=1
c(Mipi,Mi−1pi )
]
−M. (5.7)
Notice that, since the cache is initially empty, the optimal policy incurs an initial
switching cost of M units. The regret with switching cost, Rpi(t), is the sum of
the sampling and switching regrets:
Rpi(t) = RpiSa(t) + wR
pi
Sw(t). (5.8)
The objective is to ﬁnd a policy pi whose regret is small uniformly over t, i.e.,
grows sub-linearly with t, for all t.
5.5.2 CUCB algorithm with switching cost
Classical algorithms for the MAB problem, such as UCB [97] and CUCB [99], rely
on the fact that an arm is considered well sampled if it has been sampled/played
more than a certain number of times, which depends on time t and the arm's
expected reward. In order to ensure that the arms are well sampled, the sam-
ple mean reward of each arm is perturbed with an additive positive term that
increases the sample mean of the less often played arms. The arms with higher
perturbed mean reward are played at each period. Regret bounds for these algo-
rithms do not depend on the times the arms are played. However, when switching
costs are introduced, the time when an arm is played becomes important for the
computation of the regret bound. We propose an algorithm, called the CUCB
with switching cost (CUCBSC), that groups the samples of each arm into con-
secutive periods, such that the potential number of arm switches is small. The
speciﬁc embodiment of CUCBSC is given in Algorithm 4.
Time periods are divided into switching and non-switching periods. Arms are
switched only in the switching periods, and in consecutive non-switching periods
the same arms are played. The bth switching period occurs at time t=nb, and
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the ﬁrst switching period is n1 = F+1. We deﬁne ∆(b), nb+1−nb. At period
t = nb (bth switching period), some arms are switched and played, and these
same arms are played until period t=nb+∆(b) − 1. Let Tf denote the number
of times arm f has been played so far, Θˆ = (θˆ1, . . . , θˆF ) denote the sample mean
estimate of Θ, and θ˜f be the perturbed version of θ̂f .
Algorithm 4 CUCBSC
1. Initialize:
cache all ﬁles at least once, observe the rewards, rtf , and update θ̂f and Tf , ∀f ∈ F .
set b← 1, and t← F + 1
2. Switching period b (period t = nb) :
θ˜f ← θ̂f +
√
3 log(t)
2Tf
, ∀f ∈ F .
use θ˜f , ∀f, and the (α, β)-solver, to solve the SPO-problem for period t, obtainMt,
and cache ﬁles inMt.
3. Non-switching periods:
for ∆(b) periods do
for all f ∈Mt do
observe reward, rtf
set θ̂f ←
θ̂f ·Tf+
rtf
U·Sf
Tf+1
, and Tf ← Tf + 1
end for
setMt+1 ←Mt, and t← t+ 1
end for
set b← b+ 1, and go to Step 2.
Similar to the UCB and CUCB algorithms, the CUCBSC does not use the
estimates θ̂f to solve the SPO-problem, instead it uses the perturbed versions
θ˜f . The perturbation consists of an additive positive term, whose square grows
logarithmically with t, and the term itself decreases linearly with Tf . The per-
turbation promotes arms that are not played often by artiﬁcially increasing their
expected reward estimates. Notice that in step 2, the best set of ﬁles are cached
by using the (α, β)-solver and assuming θ˜f is the true ﬁle popularity proﬁle. Dif-
ferently from the UCB and CUCB algorithms, in CUCBSC arms are switched
only in a switching period, which reduces the switching-regret. Notice that step 1
in Algorithm 4 can be avoided by using some prior popularity estimates, for ex-
ample, obtained from the content provider.
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5.5.3 CUCBSC regret bounds
In this section we ﬁnd non-trivial regret bounds for the CUCBSC algorithm. A
sketch of the proof is provided in this section and the complete proof is relegated
to Appendix D.
First we introduce some deﬁnitions that will be useful for the proof. We
denote by G the set of good arm combinations, i.e., G = {Mtpi|rΘ(Mtpi) ≥
αropt}, and by B the set of bad arm combinations, i.e., B = {Mtpi|rΘ(Mtpi) <
αropt}. We deﬁne ∆u , α · ropt − minM {rΘ(M)|M ∈ B} and ∆l , α · ropt −
maxM {rΘ(M)|M ∈ B}. Note that there exists a linear function g(·), such that,∣∣rΘ(Mtpi)− rΘ′(Mtpi)∣∣ ≤ g(Λ) if max1≤i≤F |θi − θ′i| ≤ Λ.
Each time a bad arm combination is played we say that a bad period has
occurred. We denote by Nf,t a counter that for each arm is updated only at bad
periods. At each bad period t, if f is the arm in Mtpi with the smallest Nf,t−1
value, we update Nf,t = Nf,t−1 + 1. In case of a draw, only one of the counters
with the smallest value is chosen arbitrarily and incremented. With this update
rule,
∑
f∈F Nf,t corresponds to the number of bad periods until time t, and we
denote its expected value by N t = E
[∑
f∈F Nf,t
]
. Using similar techniques as
in [99] and [101] we can obtain the following bound
N t ≤(1− β)(t− F ) + F
(
K1+
6 log t
(g−1(∆l))2
+ max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)
, (5.9)
where b is the number of switching periods until time t, that is, nb ≤ t < nb+1,
and K1 =
∑∞
j=1 2 ·n−2j ∆(j). The intuition behind (5.9) is that, apart from those
due to the imperfect solver, the total number of bad periods grows with log t.
Hence, for large t, the number of bad periods increases slowly. This guarantees
higher rewards, but also that all the arms, including those in B, are played with a
certain non-zero probability. Using (5.6) and (5.9) we bound the sampling-regret
as follows:
RpiSa(t) ≤
(
K1 +
6 log t
(g−1(∆l))2
+ max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)
F∆u. (5.10)
We denote byMu the maximum cost of switching between two arm combinations,
that is, Mu = max
M,M̂
{c(M,M̂)}, by Ml the maximum cost of switching between
two good arm combinations, that is Ml = max
M,M̂∈G
{c(M,M̂)}. We have Ml ≤
Mu. To compute the switching-regret we count separately the number of switches
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between good arm combinations, and the rest of the arm switches. The switching-
regret is bounded by
RpiSw(t) ≤
b∑
j=1
Nnj+1−1 −Nnj−1
∆(j)
· 2(Mu −Ml) + (b− 1)·Ml + F ·Mu, (5.11)
where nb ≤ t < nb+1.
The growth rate of the sampling- and switching regrets is studied in Ap-
pendix D. We show that both regrets grow logarithmically in t, and have an
additional term that depends on ∆(b). We found that the switching-regret in
(5.11) is bounded by a logarithmic function of t plus the number of switching
periods b, which is due to the fact that each switching period the (α, β)-solver
outputs a bad arm combination with probability 1 − β. If ∆(b) grows rapidly,
then b grows slowly, and it is possible to achieve a sub-linear switching-regret. On
the other hand the sampling-regret in (5.10) grows linearly with max1≤j≤b ∆(j)
plus a logarithmic function of t. Intuitively, this implies that the more switching
periods the better sampled the arms are; however, this implies a larger switching
cost. To reduce the switching cost one can increase the number of non-switching
periods (i.e., increase ∆(j)), which in turn, implies a higher sampling regret.
We conclude that there is a tradeoﬀ between sampling and switching regrets,
and that, if β 6= 1, in order to achieve a sub-linear regret, ∆(j) has to grow
sub-linearly in t.
Theorem 5.1. The regret with switching cost of the CUCBSC algorithm with
∆(j) =
⌈
γ
√
nj
⌉
and F
2+F−1√
F+1
≥ γ ≥ 2 + 1√
F+1
is bounded by
Rpi(t) ≤ log t
[
6
(g−1(∆l))2
(
w +
∆u
2(Mu −Ml)
)
+ w
γ
2
]
· 2F (Mu −Ml)
+
√
t [wMu + w(Mu −Ml)(1− 2β) + F∆uγ]
+
(
pi2
3
+ 4.12γ + 1
)
F∆u + wC,
where C is a constant deﬁned in Appendix D.
We remark that in the CMABSC problem we consider a general class of re-
ward functions which may be computationally complex to solve, and assume that
an (α, β)-solver with a randomised performance is available. This generalisation
combined with the switching cost increases the order of the regret bound, that
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grows from a logarithmic order in [99] to the order of O(
√
t), in Theorem 5.1.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no algorithms that have been proven to
achieve better bounds, uniformly over time, for CMABSC or MAB problem with
switching costs.
Now assume that the (α, β)-solver provides the unique optimal solution, i.e.,
α = β = 1.
Theorem 5.2. If β = α = 1, the regret with switching cost of the CUCBSC
algorithm with ∆(j) = L is bounded by
Rpi(t) ≤ 6F log t
(g−1(∆l))2
(
∆u + w
2Mu
L
)
+ F∆u
(
pi2
3
+L
)
+
wF ·2Mu
L
 pi2
3L
+
3
2L
− 1 +
log
(
1 + L−1F+1
)
(g−1(∆l))2
 . (5.12)
Notice that if ∆(j) = L, the CUCBSC algorithm is the same as the CUCB
algorithm [99], but the arms are switched every L periods, instead of at every
period. In particular, if the switching cost is removed, (i.e., w = 0) and the
arms are switched at each period t (i.e., L = 1) we get the same regret bound in
(5.12) as in [99]. Theorem 5.2 extends the result in [100] by achieving logarithmic
regret uniformly over t. While in the CUCBSC algorithm arms are switched only
at the switching periods, in the MAB problem with lock-up periods arms can
be switched only at certain times [101]. Hence, the regret bound in (5.12) with
w = 0 extends the result in [101] by considering the CUCB algorithm for the
CMAB problem with constant lock-up periods.
5.6 Learning the optimal cache content: practical al-
gorithms
Despite the theoretical bound on the regret growth, CUCBSC can take many
iterations to learn the optimal cache content. In practice, simpler algorithms can
achieve better performance [105]. One example is the -greedy algorithm, which
caches at each iteration the best set of ﬁles according to the demand estimate Θˆ
with probability 1 − , and a random set of ﬁles with probability . Due to the
potentially large number of arm switches the -greedy algorithm induces a high
switching cost; and hence, we propose the (,∆)-greedy algorithm, which, every
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∆ iterations, caches the best set of ﬁles with probability 1 − , and a random
set with probability . Despite the fact that caching a random set of ﬁles with
probability  incurs a linear regret, the -greedy algorithm has been used in many
practical applications.
We propose yet another algorithm, based on CUCBSC, which we call the
modiﬁed CUCBSC (MCUCBSC) algorithm. The performance of the CUCBSC
algorithm depends on the observations of the users' instantaneous demands. The
more users are in the system, the more accurate the observations are, and the
faster the algorithms can learn. The MCUBSC algorithm exploits this fact and
that the popularity proﬁle follows a Zipf-like distribution with parameter ρ. In
MCUBSC the perturbation in step 2 of CUCBSC is modiﬁed as follows
θ˜f ← θ̂f + 1
F ρ
√
3 log(Ut)
2UTf
, (5.13)
where U is the average number of users. The factor 1F ρ promotes exploitation
when the Zipf distribution is skewed, that is, when ρ is large and there are
few popular ﬁles. The index Tf is multiplied by U , that is, exploitation is also
promoted when U is large. This reﬂects the fact that, in each period, U inde-
pendent realisations of the reward distribution are observed. Parameter ρ can
be empirically approximated as in [104].
A well known algorithm for content caching in wired networks is the least
recently used (LRU) algorithm. Each time a ﬁle is requested, if it is not already
in the cache, LRU discards the least recently used ﬁle in the cache and replaces
it with the requested ﬁle. In our model, since demands are observed only for
those ﬁles in the cache, LRU is not applicable directly. We instead consider
the ∆-myopic algorithm, a modiﬁed version of LRU for the case in which some
requests are not observed, which, every ∆ periods, caches the ﬁles that have been
requested at least once within the last ∆ periods, and randomly ﬁlls the rest of
the cache. Note that while the -greedy and the MCUCBSC algorithms learn
from all the past history, the ∆-myopic learns only from the past ∆ periods.
Numerical comparison of these three algorithms is presented in the next section.
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5.7 Numerical Results
In this section the performances of the MAB algorithms presented in Sections 5.5
and 5.6, namely CUCBSC, MCUCBSC, -greedy, (∆, )-greedy, and ∆-myopic,
are studied in an infostation terminal that provides high data rate service to
its users. The greedy approximation is used as the (α, β)-solver. A number of
numerical results involving diﬀerent system parameters, such as the popularity
proﬁle (Θ), the average number of infostation users (U), the cache memory size
(M), and the total number of ﬁles in the system (F ) are presented.
To illustrate our results numerically we consider, unless otherwise stated,
an infostation with a cache capacity of M = 512 units, a total number of ﬁles
F = 400, and a maximum number of users U = 50. We assume that the set of
ﬁle sizes is {2i}, for i = {0, 1, . . . , 7}, and that there are 50 ﬁles of each size.
We assume that each period a random number of users, uniformly distributed
in [0, U ], within the infostation coverage area request a ﬁle following a Zipf-like
distribution with skewness parameter ρ = 0.56 (same as in [90] and [104]). Notice
that, similar to [91], the cache memory can only store approximately 4% of the
total available content at any given time. In the rest of this chapter, if the size
of the cache is given in percentage, it is referred to the percentage of the total
content size that can be stored in the cache memory at any given time. We
consider that the access and backhaul costs are balanced, and assume w = 1
in (5.3). We study the CUCB algorithm as well as the two modiﬁed versions
with reduced switching cost, namely the CUCBSC algorithm with ∆(b) = 10
and ∆(b) = d2√nbe, the -greedy algorithm with  = 0.1, and the (∆, )-greedy
algorithm with (∆, ) = (10, 0.1), the MCUCBSC algorithms with ∆(b) = 10
and ∆(b) = d2√nbe, and the ∆-myopic algorithm with ∆ = 10.
Time evolutions of the regrets for these MAB algorithms are plotted in Fig-
ures 5.2,5.3, and 5.4. In particular, in Figure 5.2 we observe that, besides the
lack of theoretical convergence results, the MCUCBSC algorithms have smaller
regret than the CUCBSC algorithms. The growth of the regret is very small for
the MCUCBSC algorithm with ∆(b) = 10, and it is practically steady after few
periods.
The results in Section 5.5 indicate that there is a tradeoﬀ between sampling
and switching regrets. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the switching and sampling
regret, respectively, over time for the MAB algorithms. We observe that the
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Figure 5.2: Regret with switching cost for the MAB algorithms.
MAB algorithms that have smaller switching regret have larger sampling regret
as well. In Figure 5.2, we observe that CUCBSC and greedy algorithms that have
less switching periods (i.e., (∆, )-greedy and CUCBSC with ∆(b) = d2√nbe)
perform better than their counterparts (i.e., -greedy, CUCBSC with ∆(b) = 10
and CUCB). Hence, for those algorithms, the loss due to not switching arms at
each period is smaller when compared to the reduction in the switching regret.
The opposite holds for the MCUCBSC algorithm, with ∆ = 10, which has smaller
regret than the MCUCBSC with ∆(b) = d2√nbe.
From this point onwards we study the performance of the MCUCBSC with
∆ = 10, the (∆, )-greedy algorithm with (∆, ) = (10, 0.1), and the ∆-myopic
algorithm with ∆ = 10. In addition to the MAB algorithms, we consider an
informed upper bound (IUB) which assumes that the popularity proﬁle is known
in advance, and decides the cache content using the (α, β)-solver. We study the
performance of the MAB algorithms as well as the IUB for a time horizon of
T = 5 · 104 periods, and average the results over 500 experiments. We normalise
the cache eﬃciency (5.3) by the total amount of data requested by the users
until time horizon T , that is, data requested from the infostation as well as the
HC-CN. Hence the cache eﬃciency is measured as the percentage of net traﬃc
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Figure 5.3: Switching regret for the MAB algorithms.
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Figure 5.4: Sampling regret for the MAB algorithms.
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Figure 5.5: Performance comparison of the MAB and IUB algorithms for diﬀerent
Zipf distribution parameters γ.
that is ooaded to the infostation compared to the total traﬃc.
Figure 5.5 shows the eﬀect of the popularity proﬁle on the cache eﬃciency.
Clearly, when the popularity proﬁle is uniform, that is, when ρ is small, all
algorithms have low cache eﬃciency. In particular the IUB has a cache eﬃciency
close to 4%, which is the relative size of the cache memory. This is due to
the fact that, if the demand is uniform the composition of the cache content
is irrelevant. Due to the cache replacement cost the proposed algorithms have
a lower cache eﬃciency compared to IUB. In particular, the MCUCBSC has a
negative cache eﬃciency, that is, the cost of caching ﬁles is superior to the cost
of serving user's requests from the HC-CN directly. As the popularity proﬁle
becomes more skewed, IUB upper bound, and the cache eﬃciency of the proposed
algorithms increase until they reach close to 100% eﬃciency. Notice the gap
between (∆, )-greedy and MCUCBSC, which is due to the constant exploration
term, . The ∆-myopic algorithm follows a similar trend, albeit with a lower
cache eﬃciency when the popularity proﬁle is more uniform.
The cache eﬃciency with respect to the cache size, measured in percentage
of the total content size, is studied in Figure 5.6 for ρ = 0.56. We note that as
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of the MAB and IUB algorithms for diﬀerent
cache sizes, with F = 400.
the cache size grows the cache eﬃciency increases as well, exhibiting a behaviour
slightly below linear. In particular, the IUB upper bound has a cache eﬃciency
of 5% for a cache size of 1%, that is, ﬁve times the cache size, while for a cache
size of 10% the cache eﬃciency ramps up to 27%, that is, only 2.7 times the cache
size. A similar behaviour is observed for other algorithms. This is due to the
Zipf-like popularity proﬁle, in which ﬁle popularity decays rapidly, and the fact
that caching popular ﬁles has higher cache eﬃciency than caching less popular
ﬁles. Hence, for small cache sizes, only popular ﬁles are cached which has a high
cache eﬃciency. In the other hand, for large caches sizes, less popular ﬁles are
cached as well, which has lower cache eﬃciency.
The performances of the MCUCBSC, (∆, )-greedy, and ∆-myopic algorithms
depend on the observations of the users' instantaneous demands. If the number of
infostation users is low, the observations become less accurate, and the algorithms
learn more slowly. Figure 5.7 depicts the performance of the proposed algorithms
for diﬀerent number of users. When the average number of users is low, i.e.,
U = {1, 2}, all the algorithms have negative cache eﬃciency. This is because
the switching cost is high compared to the user data traﬃc for small U . The
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison of the MAB and IUB algorithms for diﬀerent
number of WIN users.
cache eﬃciency of the MCUCBSC and (∆, )-greedy algorithms are negative for
U ≤ 4, and close to the IUB upper bound for U ≥ 16. This conﬁrms that caching
content in the network edges is more eﬃcient in population dense areas. On the
other hand the ∆-myopic policy has negative cache eﬃciency for small values of
U , and positive for U ≥ 16. This is due to the fact that, when U is small, there
are few requests per period, and hence, the ∆-myopic replaces the ﬁles often,
incurring a large switching cost. Note that the total traﬃc increases linearly
with U , and so does the traﬃc ooaded to the infostation.
In Figure 5.8 we study the eﬀect of the number of ﬁles, F . We impose that,
independent of F , the cache size can always hold approximately 4% of the total
available content. The popularity proﬁle is more skewed and has a wider peak
for large and small F , respectively. Since the cache memory can store only 4%
of the ﬁles, when F is small there are popular ﬁles that do not ﬁt into the
cache. The performance of the MCUCBSC and (∆, )-greedy algorithms drop
approximately by 5% when F is small, and grow steadily with F . The cache
eﬃciency of the ∆-myopic algorithm, contrary to that of the others, decreases
with F . This is due to the fact that while both F and the cache size increase,
the average number of users' requests remains constant, hence, less hits occur
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparison of the MAB and IUB algorithms for diﬀerent
ﬁle set size F , with a ﬁxed cache size of 4%.
and more ﬁles are replaced at each period, incurring a larger switching cost for
the ∆-myopic algorithm.
Finally in Figure 5.9, we study the eﬀect of the number of ﬁles F when
the cache size remains constant (i.e., M = 512) units, for w = 0.1 and N =
5 · 105. The cache eﬃciency of the IUB upper bound decreases with F . This
is expected since the more ﬁles there are in the system the less skewed is the
popularity proﬁle. The cache eﬃciency is 10% for F = 1000 (i.e., cache size
of 1.7%) while it is just below 4% for F = 10000 (i.e., cache size of 0.17%).
Note that for F = 10000 the cache size is 10 times smaller than for F = 1000,
however, the cache eﬃciency for F = 10000 is only 3 times smaller than than
for F = 1000. Although the performances of the MCUCBSC and the greedy
algorithms decreases faster with F than that of IUB, they all follow a similar
trend. In principle bandit algorithms can solve problems with large sets of arms
at the expense of larger convergence times. For inﬁnite number of arms, it is
usual to assume certain structure in the arms' rewards, such that the rewards of
some arms inform about the rewards of the other arms.
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparison of the MAB and IUB algorithms for diﬀerent
ﬁle set size F , with a cache size of M = 512, which corresponds to a relative
cache size of 2.7%, 1.7%, 0.17%, and 0.017%, respectively.
5.8 Discussion
In this chapter we have introduced the novel concept of content-level selective
ooading through the introduction of an infostation terminal that stores high
data rate content in its cache, and provides this content to its users directly,
reducing the latency and the pressure on the congested backhaul links of HC-
CNs. The infostations are connected to the core network with a low capacity
backhaul link and can optimize the content of its cache based on the users'
requests. We have studied the optimal content caching problem when the ﬁle
popularity proﬁle is unknown and storing new content in the cache has a cost.
The CC optimises the cache contents based on the demand history for the cached
ﬁles in order to maximise the cache eﬃciency. We have modeled the problem
as a combinatorial MAB problem with switching costs. To solve this problem,
we have proposed the CUCBSC algorithm, and shown non-trivial regret bounds
that hold uniformly over t. We have also proposed the MCUCBSC algorithm,
which adapts to the special conditions of the optimal cache content problem by
taking into account the ﬁle popularity proﬁle and the number of users in the
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system; and the (∆, )-greedy algorithm, a version of the well known -greedy
algorithm that takes into account the switching cost.
The algorithms proposed in this chapter have applications for cache content
optimization problems in which the content popularity is unknown and only
the request for the ﬁles stored in the cache memory are observed by the cache
controller. This case is particularly interesting for BS/infostations with small
coverage areas deployed by a third party operator; because, due to the locality
of the infostation, the popularity of the content within the local users cannot be
inferred from the content popularity among all the Internet users, e.g., the con-
tent popularity proﬁle observed by an infostation located in a university campus
can be quite diﬀerent from that observed by an infostation located in a hospi-
tal. Our results are applicable also to those cases in which the cache enabled
BS/infostation is deployed by a mobile content delivery network or a third party
operator, and hence, the infostation observes only the users' requests for ﬁles
that are stored in the cache.
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Conclusions
6.1 Introduction
This thesis was set out to explore learning-based resource allocation techniques
in future wireless networks (FWNs). Technological trends show that many new
applications and technologies will rely on FWNs, such as low-power wireless
sensor networks (LP-WSN) and in high-capacity cellular networks (HC-CN),
for its communication and control. In this thesis we have focused in energy
harvesting wireless sensor networks (EH-WSN) and HC-CN complemented by
infostation terminals.
Energy harvesting (EH) technology can complement LP-WSNs in order to in-
crease the network life time. Due to the scarce and random availability of energy,
communication protocols that learn, forecast, and adapt the energy availability
proﬁle can increase the quality-of-service (QoS) of EH-WSNs. From the litera-
ture survey of Section 3.2 we have concluded that most of the work on resource
allocation for EH-WSNs assume a certain degree of knowledge about the energy
availability proﬁle (i.e., oine and online optimization frameworks), and that it
often relies on complex numerical optimisations. However, for practical reasons,
it is not possible to use complex numerical algorithms in EH nodes, especially
when they are strictly limited in energy. Similarly, for many practical scenarios
assuming the exact or statistical knowledge about the energy and data availabil-
ity is unrealistic.
In Section 1.2 we have seen that base station (BS) densiﬁcation is one of the
most promising solutions to boost HC-CN capacity at a scale that can match the
growing demand. Caching popular content at wireless infostation terminals, and
ooad users' cellular downlink traﬃc to these infostations can avoid backhaul
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bottleneck as well as alleviate congestion in the cellular network. In the literature
survey of Section 5.2 we have identiﬁed that most of the previous literature
on cache content management in BSs assumes that the content popularity is
known. However, in the case of infostations and sBSs with small coverage area,
to estimate the popularity proﬁle of the ﬁles requires a high degree of cooperation
between content providers, mobile network operators and content distribution
networks. Hence, we have assumed that the cache controller does not know the
popularity of the ﬁles, and studied cache content management algorithms that
learn the ﬁle popularity proﬁle, while at the same time cache the most popular
content.
Learning-based techniques, such as reinforcement learning and multi-armed
bandit algorithms, which predict and learn system's behaviour and adapt to it,
provide the necessary algorithmic techniques and mathematical tools to study
resource allocation in EH-WSNs and optimal cache content management in an
infostation terminal. This thesis has studied the following problems
 Design of learning-based and low-complexity (i.e., practical) resource al-
location algorithms for EH-WSNs that learn, predict, and adapt to the
energy and data availability availability in the system. Assess the loss of
the learning-based algorithms due to the lack of information about the
energy arrival instant and amounts, and the loss of the low-complexity
policies compared to more complex optimal policies.
 Design of learning-based cache content optimization algorithms in an infos-
tation terminal in which the content popularity proﬁle is unknown. Assess
both numerically and mathematically the loss due the lack of knowledge of
the content popularity proﬁle.
6.2 Findings and Implications
In Chapter 3 we have studied a multi-access problem in an EH-WSN. The access
point (AP) is in charge of scheduling a ﬁxed number of EH nodes at each time
slot. The AP knows the characteristics governing the EH processes (i.e., the har-
vesting probabilities) but does not observe the exact realisations of the battery
and EH process state of each node. We have modeled the problem as a rest-
less multi-armed bandit problem, and found the optimality of a low-complexity
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scheduling policy, which has a myopic structure, for two particular cases. The
multi-access EH-WSN problem is computationally hard to solve, and hence, the
low-complexity policy is practically relevant since, it could be more easily embed-
ded in a single energy-limited radio transceiver than the optimal policy. Inspired
by those optimality results the performance of the myopic policy has been ex-
amined numerically for the general multi-access EH-WSN problem. The myopic
policy we have proposed, which schedules EH nodes based on the belief of the
AP about the energy availability of the nodes, has shown to have a better per-
formance than other policies that do not take the energy into account, and has
a performance close to that of a proposed upper bound. Overall, the results of
Chapter 3 show that besides the high numerical complexity of some problems
that arise in EH-WSNs resource allocation, there are simpler and practical re-
source allocation policies that have almost optimal performance. Moreover, the
results of Chapter 3 complement state-of-the-art optimality results of the myopic
policy for EH-WSN by considering batteries of arbitrary capacity.
In Chapter 4 we have considered yet another practical resource allocation
problem for EH-WSNs, by assuming that the EH transmitters do not have any
knowledge about the stochastic processes governing the communication system.
We have studied a point-to-point EH communication system, and proposed the
use of a learning algorithm, i.e., Q-learning, for the system optimization. The
learning algorithm learns the energy availability proﬁle and decides which is the
best scheduling policy accordingly. We have compared the performance of the
learning algorithm with those of an online and an oine algorithm, which as-
sume statistical and non-causal knowledge of the random processes, respectively.
Theoretical results from the literature show that for long learning times the per-
formance of the Q-learning algorithm converges to that of the online algorithm.
Our numerical analysis had shown that the loss due to the lack of knowledge
about the random processes governing the system decreases in time, and that,
after a reasonable number of learning iterations, the learning algorithm has a
performance close to that of the online algorithm. This paves the way for the
use of learning-based resource allocation algorithms in practical applications in
which no knowledge about the random processes can be assumed. To the best of
the authors' knowledge the results of Chapter 4 are the ﬁrst learning-theoretic
approach to EH communication system optimisation, and open a new research
framework in resource allocation for EH-WSNs, which complements the classic
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online and oine optimisation frameworks.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we have introduced the novel concept of content-level
selective ooading through the deployment of infostation terminals in HC-CNs.
The infostation terminal has a cache memory, in which popular content can be
stored, and users in the vicinity of the infostation can ooad part of their traﬃc
to infostation to download high-rate content stored in the cache. We have studied
the problem of optimal content placement into the infostation cache, and con-
sidered the case in which the content popularity proﬁle is not known in advance.
This case is specially relevant for infostations and small base stations with small
coverage areas, in which the necessary coordination between mobile network op-
erators and content providers to compute the local ﬁle popularity proﬁle is not
possible. We have considered caching as a service, that is, the infostation is de-
ployed by an independent mobile content provider, and hence, only the requests
for ﬁles in the cache are observed by the cache controller. We have modeled the
problem as a combinatorial stochastic multi-armed bandit problem with switch-
ing cost (CMABSC). Compared to state-of-the-art, Chapter 5 is the ﬁrst work
that optimises the cache content when the popularity proﬁle is unknown, and
learns the popularity proﬁle by using a multi-armed bandit formulation. We have
proposed a number of practical algorithms that learn the ﬁle popularity proﬁle,
including a modiﬁed version of the well known -greedy algorithm that takes into
account the cost of placing a ﬁle into the cache, and the modiﬁed combinatorial
upper conﬁdence bounds with switching cost algorithm, which is designed to
cope with the skewed distribution of the ﬁles' popularity and takes into account
the switching cost. In addition to the practical algorithms, we have introduced
the combinatorial upper conﬁdence bounds with switching cost (CUCBSC) algo-
rithm and proven small non-trivial regret bounds. This result bounds the loss of
the CUCBSC algorithm due to the lack of the knowledge about the popularity
proﬁle. To the best of the authors' knowledge this is the ﬁrst non-trivial regret
bound for the CMABSC problem that holds uniformly over time, and presents
a contribution to the multi-armed bandit problem literature. Numerical results
have shown that the algorithms quickly learn the ﬁle popularity proﬁle, and cache
the optimal content. Similarly to previous works the results of Chapter 5 have
shown that caching content at the network edge, and in particular in busy HC-
CNs, with large number of users, can bring large beneﬁts and reduce congestion
in the cellular backhaul as well as in the core network. We have observed that
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the cache eﬃciency increases with the content popularity skewness and with the
cache capacity.
6.3 Future Work and Limitations
Results and ﬁndings of this thesis are based on theoretical models and numerical
simulations. We have made an eﬀort to use widely accepted models which capture
the most important aspects of the communication systems at hand. This thesis
should be taken as a fundamental result about the order of magnitude of the gains
that could be achieved by using learning-based resource allocation algorithms in
EH-WSNs and in HC-CNs complemented by infostation terminals.
From a practical standpoint, future work should tackle the gap between the
theoretical and numerical results of this thesis, and aim at implementing learning-
based resource allocation algorithms proposed in real test-beds. A ﬁrst step could
be to complement the numerical analysis of the algorithms proposed in this
thesis with traces obtained from experimental data (i.e., real energy harvesting
traces and real network traﬃc traces) instead of the synthetic data used in the
numerical analysis here. On the other hand, our theoretical ﬁndings could be
extended by considering more complex models. For example, the EH node model
in Chapters 3 and 4 could be complemented by considering battery leakage,
processing energy costs, as well as asymmetric EH processes. In the case of
cache content optimisation, an interesting extension is to consider user social-
context information (i.e., contacts in social networks) to enhance the popularity
proﬁle estimate, as well as considering time-varying popularity proﬁles.
6.4 Final Words
In this thesis we have studied both numerically and analytically learning-based
resource allocation techniques for FWNs. We have focused on two diﬀerent net-
works, namely, EH-WSNs and HC-CNs complemented by infostation terminals,
which are seen as key enablers for most of future technologies and applications,
such as mobile Internet and Internet-of-Things. Our ﬁndings have shown that
by using learning-based techniques, certain assumptions regarding the knowl-
edge about the random processes governing the communication systems can be
relaxed without jeopardising resources. Most of the previous literature in these
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ﬁeld assumes a certain knowledge about the random processes governing the
communication system; hence, this thesis represents a step forward in the design
of EH-WSNs as well as in the cache content optimisation research. Moreover,
the results and the simplicity of some of the proposed algorithms in this thesis
could inspire practical implementations of resource allocation algorithms in real
communication systems.
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Introduction to Computational Com-
plexity
Most resource allocation problems in wireless networks can be reduced to opti-
mization problems, which can be solved using numerical algorithms. Computa-
tional complexity theory studies the diﬃculty of solving optimization problems.
A problem is said to be hard to solve if the computation of its solution requires
signiﬁcant amount of computational resources or memory space. Complexity,
which measures either the computation complexity or the memory space required
to solve a problem, is usually given as a function of the number of input variables
of the problem at hand.
Theoretical computer science has been useful in classifying the problems ac-
cording to their computational hardness into complexity classes [106]. In the
following we outline the complexity classes that are relevant to the optimisation
problems studied in this thesis.
The easy class of tractable problems is known as the complexity class P (i.e.,
polynomial class). Problems in class P can be solved in polynomial time, that
is, there exists an algorithm that can solve any problem in P in a time that is
proportional to a polynomial function of the number of input variables of the
problem. Problems in P are considered to be easily solvable for moderate input
size. In general, linear programming (LP) problems belong the complexity class
P, and can be solved by the Simplex algorithm or Interior point algorithms [107,
108]. Markov decision problems (MDP) can be reformulated into a LP problem
[48], and hence, belong to class P. However, in many practical applications, the
state space of the MDP is very large, and although MDP is in class P, it is
computationally infeasible using LP.
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Most of the problems fall into the NP complexity class (non-randomised
polynomial-time class). The class NP incorporates P and includes problems
that are typically accepted to be hard or intractable. NP problems are easily
veriﬁable, that is, for any given problem input it can be easily veriﬁed whether
this is the optimal or not. A trivial method to solve NP problems is to list
and verify all possible inputs, which is known as exhaustive search. However,
in general the number of possible inputs is exponential in the number of input
variables, and as a result, exhaustive search has exponential complexity. Prob-
lems that are NP-complete are the hardest problems in the class NP and are
problems which are usually assumed to require an exponential amount of time
to be solved. This idea of completeness extends to any of the problem classes:
it is the set of problems that are the hardest to solve in the class. NP-hard
problems are at least as hard as any NP problem. Hence, the NP-hard class
includes all NP-complete problems plus all problems which are not NP but are
at least as complex as NP-complete problems. NP-hard problems are assumed
to take at least exponential time. Integer linear programming and the knapsack
problem fall into the NP-complete class, while mixed-integer linear programming
problems are NP-hard [78].
An important open question in the ﬁeld of computational theory is the P
versus NP problem, that is, to prove or deny that class P and NP are the indeed
the same class. The general belief in the theoretical computer science community
is P 6=NP. However, if this is found to be false, problems in NP would be easily
solvable, which would have tremendous implications in practical ﬁelds such as
cryptography.
A boarder class that includes classes P and NP is the PSPACE (polynomial
space) class, which includes problems that can be solved by using a polynomial
amount of space. The PSPACE-complete class is considered to be computational
infeasible, as well as the PSPACE-hard class, which includes all problems at
least as hard as any problem in PSPACE. Partially observable Markov decision
problems (POMDP) are hard problems and even the simpliﬁed ﬁnite horizon case
is PSPACE-complete [53]. The restless multi-armed bandit problem is at leas as
complex as any POMDP problem, and belongs to the PSPACE-hard class [56].
In general, all problems not in class P are considered hard to solve. However,
even easily solvable problems (i.e., problems in P) are hard to solve when the
number of input variables is large, e.g., MDP.
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Proofs for Chapter 3
B.1
We denote by pnf (n) the probability that the battery of a node is not full if
the node has been idle for the last n TSs, which is a decreasing function in n.
By p0(n) , p10 + p0(n − 1)(p11 − p01) and p1(n) , 1 − p0(n), we denote the
probability of the EH process being in state 0 and 1, respectively, if the node
has been idle n TSs, and p0(0) = e0. It is easy to see that, since p11 ≥ p01
and e0 ≤ p10p01+p10 , p0(n) monotonically increases to the steady state distribution
([57, Appendix B]). By zn we denote the belief state of a node that has been idle
for n TSs. If the node has been idle for n + 1 TSs, the expected battery level
is τ(zn) = zn +
pnf (n)
B (p01p0(n) + p11p1(n)), which is a monotonically increasing
function. We have that if n ≥ m, then zn ≥ zm and τ(zn) ≥ τ(zm). By applying
the deﬁnition of p1(·), we get, τ(zn) = zn + pnf (n)B (p11 − p0(n)(p11 − p00)). If we
assume that n ≥ m, we have
‖τ(zn)− τ(zm)‖ = zn − zm + pnf (n)
B
(p11 − p0(n)(p11 − p01))
− pnf (m)
B
(p11 − p0(m)(p11 − p01))
≤ zn − zm − pnf (n)
B
(p11 − p01)(p0(n)− p0(m))
≤ zn − zm,
where in the ﬁrst inequality we use that pnf (n) ≤ pnf (m), and in the second
inequality that p0(n) is monotonically increasing and that p11 ≥ p01.
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B.2
The proof is done by backward induction. We denote by SK◦
Π
and S˜K◦
Π
the nodes
scheduled from s ◦
Π
and s˜ ◦
Π
, respectively. We ﬁrst observe that (3.13) holds for
n = T . This follows from the bounded regularity of R(·), noting that u(T ) = 1,
and distinguishing four possible cases.
 Case 1: j ∈ SK◦
Π
and j ∈ S˜K◦
Π
, i.e., node j is scheduled in both cases.
WT (s ◦
Π
)−WT (s˜ ◦
Π
)
=R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , sj , . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)−R(s˜ ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , s˜j , . . . , s˜ ◦
Π(K)
)
=sjR(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 1, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
) + (1− sj)R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 0, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)
−s˜jR(s˜ ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 1, . . . , s˜ ◦
Π(K)
)− (1− s˜j)R(s˜ ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 0, . . . , s˜ ◦
Π(K)
)
=(sj − s˜j)
(
R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 1, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)−R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 0, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)
)
≤(sj − s˜j)∆uu(T ),
where in the second equality we use the decomposability of R(·). Since R(·)
is symmetric and the the belief vectors are equal but for node j, we have that
R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , s˜j = k, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
) = R(s˜ ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , s˜j = k, . . . , s˜ ◦
Π(N)
), which we use
in the third equality.
 Case 2: j /∈ SK◦
Π
and j /∈ S˜K◦
Π
, i.e., node j is not scheduled in either case. The
same nodes with the same beliefs are scheduled in both cases, hence, sK◦
Π
= s˜K◦
Π
,
and WT (s ◦
Π
)−WT (s˜ ◦
Π
) = 0.
 Case 3: j ∈ SK◦
Π
and j /∈ S˜K◦
Π
. In this case there exists a node m ∈ S˜K◦
Π
such that
sj ≥ sm ≥ s˜j , and m /∈ SK◦
Π
WT (s ◦
Π
)−WT (s˜ ◦
Π
)
=(sj − sm)
(
R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 1, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)−R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 0, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)
)
≤(sj − s˜j)
(
R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 1, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)−R(s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , 0, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
)
)
≤(sj − s˜j)∆uu(T ),
where in the ﬁrst equality we have used same arguments as in Case 1, in the
second that sm ≥ s˜j , and the boundedness of R(·) in the last inequality. Note
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that node m is the node with the highest belief state that is not scheduled in
WT (s ◦
Π
), and the node with the lowest belief state scheduled in WT (s˜ ◦
Π
).
 Case 4: j /∈ SK◦
Π
and j ∈ S˜K◦
Π
. This case is not possible since the vectors s ◦
Π
and
s˜ ◦
Π
are ordered and sj ≥ s˜j , hence, if s˜j is scheduled then sj must be scheduled
too.
Now, we assume that (3.13) is true from TS n+ 1 until TS T , and show that it
holds for TS n as well. We distinguish three cases:
 Case 1: j ∈ SK◦
Π
and j ∈ S˜K◦
Π
, i.e., node j is scheduled in both cases.
Wn(s ◦
Π
) −Wn(s˜ ◦
Π
)
= R(sK◦
Π
) + (1− p)β
∑
E⊆SK◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)Wn+1([T (sE),0(|E|)])
+ pβ
∑
E⊆SK◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)Wn+1([T (sE∪j),0(|E|+ 1)])
−R(s˜K◦
Π
)− (1− p)β
∑
E⊆S˜K◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)Wn+1([T (s˜E),0(|E|)])
− pβ
∑
E⊆S˜K◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)Wn+1([T (s˜E∪j),0(|E|+ 1)]) (B.2a)
= R(sK◦
Π
)−R(s˜K◦
Π
) + (1− p)β
∑
E⊆SK◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)×
(
Wn+1([T(sE),0(|E|)])−Wn+1([T(s˜E),0(|E|)])
)
(B.2b)
≤ R(sK◦
Π
)−R(s˜K◦
Π
)
+ (1− p)β
∑
E⊆SK◦
Π
\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)
(
∆u(τ(sj)− τ(s˜j))u(n+ 1)
)
,(B.2c)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j) + (1− p)β∆u(τ(sj)− τ(s˜j))u(n+ 1), (B.2d)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j) + (1− p)β∆u(sj − s˜j)u(n+ 1) (B.2e)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j)
(
1 + β(1− p)
T−n−1∑
i=0
(β(1− p))i
)
(B.2f)
= ∆u(sj − s˜j)u(n), (B.2g)
where the summations in the ﬁrst and second line of (B.2a) correspond to the
cases in which node j ∈ SK◦
Π
is idle and active, respectively, in TS n. Similarly,
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the summations in the third and forth line of (B.2a) correspond to the cases in
which node j ∈ S˜K◦
Π
is idle and active, respectively, in TS n. Note that the belief
state vector s˜E∪j includes the belief states of all the nodes in s˜ ◦Π, but those in E
and s˜j , hence, it is equivalent to the belief vector sE∪j . We use this fact to get
(B.2b). Note that the belief vectors in (B.2b) diﬀer only in the belief states of
node j, namely, τ(sj) and τ(s˜j) are the beliefs of node j in vectors [T(sE),0(|E|)]
and [T(s˜E),0(|E|)], respectively, hence, we use the induction hypothesis in the
summation of (B.2b) to get (B.2c). The summation in (B.2c) is over all possible
operative/inoperative combinations of the nodes in SK◦
Π
\{j}, and it is equal to
one, this fact and the boundedness and the decomposability of R(·) are used in
(B.2c) to get (B.2d). The contracting property of τ(·), and the deﬁnition of u(n)
are used in (B.2e) and (B.2f), respectively.
 Case 2:j /∈ SK◦
Π
and j /∈ S˜K◦
Π
, i.e., the same nodes are scheduled from s ◦
Π
and s˜ ◦
Π
,
and node j is not scheduled in either case. Then
Wn(s ◦
Π
)−Wn(s˜ ◦
Π
)
= β
∑
E⊆SK◦
Π
q(|E|,K)×
(
Wn+1([T(sE),0(|E|)])−Wn+1([T(s˜E),0(|E|)])
)
, (B.3a)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j)βu(n+ 1) (B.3b)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j)β
T−n−1∑
i=0
(β(1− p))i (B.3c)
≤ ∆u(sj − s˜j)u(n), (B.3d)
where in (B.3a) we have used that the value of the expected immediate rewards
in TS n are the same. The belief vectors at TS n+ 1 are equal but for the belief
state of node j, that is, τ(sj) and τ(s˜j) are the beliefs of node j in T(sE) and
T(s˜E), respectively. In (B.3a), similarly to (B.2c), (B.2d), and (B.2e), we apply
the induction hypothesis, the contracting map property, and the fact that the
summation is equal to one, to obtain (B.3b). In (B.3c) we use that β ≤ 1, and
the deﬁnition of u(n).
 Case 3: j ∈ SK◦
Π
and j /∈ S˜K◦
Π
, i.e., there exists m ∈ S˜K◦
Π
such that sj ≥ sm = s˜m ≥
s˜j and that m /∈ SK◦
Π
. Hence, SK◦
Π
and S˜K◦
Π
diﬀer only in one element, and we have
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that
Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , sj , . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
−Wn
(
s˜ ◦
Π(1)
, . . . , s˜m, s˜ ◦
Π(K+1)
, . . . , s˜j , . . . , s˜ ◦
Π(N)
)
= Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sj , . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . , sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
−Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . , s˜j , . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
(B.4a)
= Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sj , . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
−Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
+Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
−Wn
(
s ◦
Π(1)
, . . . ,sm, . . . , s ◦
Π(K)
, . . . ,s˜j , . . . , s ◦
Π(N)
)
(B.4b)
≤ ∆u(sj − sm)u(n) + ∆u(sm − s˜j)u(n) (B.4c)
= ∆u(sj − s˜j)u(n), (B.4d)
where to obtain (B.4a) we use the symmetry property of the pseudo value func-
tion and the fact that belief vectors are equal but for node j, in (B.4b) we add
and subtract a pseudo value function, which has two nodes with the same belief
state sm, and one is scheduled while the other is not. We can group the pseudo
value functions, and apply the results of Case 1 and Case 2 above. In particular,
for the pseudo value functions in the ﬁrst and second line of (B.4b), we have that
the belief vectors are equal but for sj and sm, moreover j ∈ SK◦
Π
and m ∈ S˜K◦
Π
,
and sj ≥ sm, so we can apply the results of Case 1. Similarly, for the two pseudo
value functions in the third and fourth line of (B.4a) we can use the results of
Case 2.
B.3
We note that set S = {1, . . . ,K} is the set of nodes K scheduled from s, and that
the set SKΠ is the set of nodes scheduled from sΠ, that is, the ﬁrst K nodes as
ordered according to permutation Π. We only need to study the cases in which
S and SKΠ are diﬀerent, since the claim holds for the others due to the symmetric
property of the pseudo value function, (3.11). We study the case j ∈ S, i ∈ SKΠ ,
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i /∈ S, and j /∈ SKΠ .
Wn(s)−Wn(sΠ)
=R(sK)−R(sKΠ ) + β
∑
E⊆S\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)×(
pWn+1
(
[T(sE∪j),0(|E|+ 1)]
)
+ (1− p)Wn+1
(
[T(sE),0(|E|)]
)
−pWn+1
(
[T(sE∪i),0(|E|+ 1)]
)−(1−p)Wn+1([T(sE),0(|E|)])
)
(B.5a)
=R(sK)−R(sKΠ )− pβ
∑
E⊆S\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)×(
Wn+1
(
[T(sE∪i),0(|E|+ 1)]
)−Wn+1([T(sE∪j),0(|E|+1)])
)
(B.5b)
≥∆l(sj − si)− pβ
∑
E⊆S\{j}
q(|E|,K − 1)×(
Wn+1
(
[T(sE∪i),0(|E|+ 1)]
)−Wn+1([T(sE∪j),0(|E|+1)])
)
(B.5c)
≥∆l(sj − si)−pβ
∑
E⊆S\{j}
(
q(|E|,K−1)∆u(τ(sj)−τ(si))u(n+ 1)
)
(B.5d)
≥∆l(sj − si)− pβ∆u(sj − si)u(n+ 1) (B.5e)
≥∆l(sj − si)− pβ∆u(sj − si)u(0) (B.5f)
=(sj − si)
(
∆l − pβ 1− β(1− p)
T+1
1− β(1− p) ∆u
)
(B.5g)
≥0, (B.5h)
where the summation in (B.5a) is done over all operative/inoperative com-
binations of the nodes in S\{j}. By sE∪j we denote the belief state of all nodes
but those in E and sj , and the belief state of node i in TS n + 1, τ(si), is in
vector T(sE∪j), similarly, the belief state of node j in TS n+1, τ(sj), is in vector
T(sE∪i). In (B.5b) we have applied that the second pseudo value functions in the
second and third line in (B.5a) cancel out. We have applied the decomposability
and boundedness of R(·) in (B.5c). Belief vectors T(sE∪j) and T(sE∪i) in (B.5c)
are ordered and only diﬀer in one element, τ(si) and τ(sj), respectively, where
τ(si) ≤ τ(sj), and, hence, we use Lemma 3.2 to get (B.5d). In (B.5e) we have
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applied that τ(·) is a monotonically increasing contracting map, in (B.5f) the fact
that u(n) is decreasing in n, and in (B.5g) that u(0) is the sum of a geometric
series.
B.4
We use backward induction. Lemma 3.4 holds trivially for n = T . Note that in
(3.18a) the set of nodes scheduled in pseudo value functions Wn(sΠ̂) and Wn(s)
are {1, . . . ,K − 1, N} and {1, . . . ,K}, respectively, that is, node K is scheduled
in Wn(s) but not in Wn(sΠ̂), and node N is scheduled in Wn(sΠ̂) but not in
Wn(s). To proof that (3.18a) holds at TS n we use a sample path argument as
in [59], and assume that the realizations of the EH processes of nodes K and N
are either 0 or 1. There are four diﬀerent cases, but here we only consider one,
since the others follow similarly. We consider the case in which the EH processes
have realizations EsK(n) = 1 and E
s
N (n) = 0. We denote by K = {1, . . . ,K − 1}
the set of nodes scheduled in both sides of (3.18a). If E is the set of active nodes,
by Ki = K\E we denote the set of nodes in K that remain idle. We denote by
Ks = K ∪ {K,N} the nodes that are not scheduled in either side of (3.18a). We
denote the set {0, 1}|E| by B|E|. From the left hand side of (3.18a) we have
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1 +Wn(sN , s1, . . . , sN−1)
=1 +R(sK
Π̂
) + β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs), sN = p01,P01
(
ΣlE
))
+(1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , sN = p01, τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs),P01
(
ΣlE
)) ]
≥p+R(sK
Π̂
) + β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs), sN = p01,P01
(
ΣlE
))
+(1−p)
(
1+Wn+1
(
P11(ΣlE) , sN =p01, τ (sKi), sK =p11, τ (sKs),P01
(
ΣlE
)))]
≥p+R(sK
Π̂
) + β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs), sN = p01,P01
(
ΣlE
))
(1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs),P01
(
ΣlE
)
, sN = p01
) ]
=R(sK) + β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , sK = p11, τ (sKi), τ (sKs), sN = p01,P01
(
ΣlE
))
+(1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), sK = p11, τ (sKs), sN = p01,P01
(
ΣlE
)) ]
=Wn(s),
where we have applied the induction hypothesis of (3.18a), the symmetry of
the pseudo value function, and the deﬁnition of R(·). This concludes the proof of
(3.18a). Now we prove the second part of Lemma 3.4, (3.18b). There are three
cases:
 Case 1: j, i ≤ K, i.e., nodes j and i are scheduled in both sides of (3.18b). The
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inequality is true since the pseudo value function is symmetric.
 Case 2: j ≤ K and i > K, i.e., nodes i and j are scheduled in the left and right
hand side of (3.18b), respectively. To prove the inequality we use the linearity
of the pseudo value function (3.17). Since sj ≥ si, using (3.17), we only need to
prove that Wn(s1, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, . . . , sN ) −Wn(s1, . . . , 0, . . . , 1, . . . , sN ) ≥ 0. We
denote by K = {1, . . . ,K}\{j} the scheduled nodes in both sides of (3.18b), by
Ki = K\E the set of nodes in K that remain idle, and by Ks = K ∪ {j, i} the
nodes that are not scheduled in either side of (3.18b). We denote the belief vector
(s1, . . . , sj = 1, . . . , si = 0, . . . , sN ) by s˜, and its i, j-swap by s˜Π . We have
Wn(s˜) = R(s˜
K) + β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , sj = p11, τ (sKi), τ (sKs∪i),P01
(
ΣlE
))
+ (1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi∪j), τ (sKs∪i),P01
(
ΣlE
)) ]
≥ R(s˜K)− p+ β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
p
(
1 +Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , si = p01, τ (sKi), τ (sKs∪j),P01
(
ΣlE
)) )
+ (1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi∪i), τ (sKs∪j),P01
(
ΣlE
)) ]
≥ R(s˜K)− p+ β
∑
E⊆K
∑
lE∈B|E|
h(lE ,K − 1)×[
pWn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi), τ (sKs∪j),P01
(
ΣlE
)
, si = p01
)
+ (1− p)Wn+1
(
P11 (ΣlE) , τ (sKi∪i), τ (sKs∪j),P01
(
ΣlE
)) ]
= Wn(s˜Π),
where s˜K = (s˜1, . . . , s˜K). We have used the induction hypothesis of (3.18b) and
(3.18a) in the ﬁrst and second inequalities, respectively, and the fact that β ≤ 1.
 Case 3: nodes sj and si are not scheduled. Inequality holds in this case, by
applying the deﬁnition of (3.16) and the induction hypothesis of (3.18b).
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Conﬁdence Intervals of Chapter 4
In the ETD-problem we are interested in estimating
X¯ = E
[
lim
T→∞
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)D(n)
]
, (C.1)
where X(n) is the action taken by the transmitter which is computed using either
the oine optimization, online optimization or the learning theoretic approach,
and D(n) is the packet size in the nth TS. An upper bound on X¯ can be found
as
X¯ ≤ E
[
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)D(n)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
X¯T
+Dmax
βT
1− β︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
, (C.2)
which follows by assuming that after TS T all packets arriving at the transmitter
are of size Dmax ≥ dj for all dj ∈ D, that there is enough energy to transmit all
the arriving packets, and that, 0 ≤ β < 1. Notice that the error T decreases as
an exponential function of T . Then X¯ is constrained by
X¯T ≤ X¯ ≤ X¯T + T . (C.3)
Now that we have gauged the error T due to not considering an inﬁnite number
of TSs in each MDP realization, we consider next the error due to estimating
X¯T over a ﬁnite number of MDP realizations. We can rewrite X¯T as
X¯T = lim
M→∞
1
M
M∑
m=0
(
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)mD(n)m
)
, (C.4)
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where X(n)m and D(n)m correspond to the action taken and data size in the
TS n of the mth MDP realization, respectively. We denote by XˆMT the sample
mean estimate of X¯T for M realizations as:
XˆMT =
1
M
M∑
m=0
(
T∑
n=0
βnX(n)mD(n)m
)
. (C.5)
Using the Central Limit Theorem, if M is large, we can assume that XˆMT is
a random variable with normal distribution and by applying the Tchebycheﬀ
inequality [109] we can compute the conﬁdence intervals for XˆMT
P (XˆMT − M < X¯T < XˆMT + M ) = δ, (C.6)
where M , t 1+δ
2
(M) σˆ√
M
, with ta(b) denoting the Student−t a percentile for b
samples and the variance σˆ is estimated using
σˆ2 =
1
M
M∑
m=0
(
T∑
n=0
X(n)tD(n)t − XˆMT
)2
. (C.7)
Finally, the conﬁdence interval for the estimate XˆTN of X¯ is
P (XˆMT − M < X¯ < XˆMT + M + T ) = δ, (C.8)
where T is deﬁned in (C.2). In our numerical analysis we compute the
conﬁdence intervals for δ = 0.9.
Remark C.1. In the throughput optimization problem we assume that, given
the stationarity of the underlying Markov processes, the expected throughput
achieved in a suﬃciently large number of TSs is the same as the expected through-
put over an inﬁnite horizon. Thus, by setting T to zero, the computation of the
conﬁdence intervals for the TM-problem is analogous to the ETD-problem.
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Proofs of Chapter 5
D.1 Proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2
We introduce the Chernoﬀ-Hoeﬀding's inequality, which will be used in the proof.
Theorem D.1 (Chernoﬀ-Hoeﬀding's Inequality [110]). Let µ be an iid random
variable with bounded support in [0, 1] and mean µ¯, and let µˆn be the mean of n
realizations of µ. Then for any a ≥ 0, we have P{|µˆn − µ| ≥ a/n} ≤ 2 · e−2a
2
n .
In the rest of the proof we ignore the under script pi in Mtpi, since when we
consider any policy other than pi it is clearly stated.
D.1.1 Sampling-Regret
Bound on the expected number of bad periods
Consider a period t, for which nb ≤ t < nb+1 for some b. Deﬁne lt = 6 log t(g−1(∆l))2 .
In addition to the counter Nf,t, which is updated at each bad period, we deﬁne
the counter Tf,t, updated each time the arm f is played Tf,t ≥ Nf,t.
We deﬁne ∆b,t(j), for j ≤ b and nb ≤ t < nb+1, as follows ∆b,t(j) = ∆(j) if
j < b and ∆b,t(j) = t−nb+1 if j = b. We denote the event that the (α, β)-solver
outputs an arm combination that is not α times the optimal in period t = nb,
by χb. Then the number of bad periods up to time t is bounded by
F∑
f=1
Nf,t≤
t∑
n=F+1
I{Mn ∈ B}+ F (D.1a)
=
b∑
j=1
I{Mnj ∈ B}∆b,t(j) + F (D.1b)
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=
b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
I{Mnj ∈ B, Nf,nj > Nf,nj−1}∆b,t(j) + F (D.1c)
≤
b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
I{Mnj ∈ B, Nf,nj > Nf,nj−1, Nf,nj−1 ≥ lt}∆b,t(j)
+F
(
1 + lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆b,t(j)− 1
)
(D.1d)
=
b∑
j=1
I{Mnj ∈ B, Nf,nj−1 ≥ lt,∀f ∈Mnj}∆b,t(j)
+F
(
lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆b,t(j)
)
(D.1e)
≤
b∑
j=1
I{Mnj ∈ B, Nf,nj−1 ≥ lnj ,∀f ∈Mnj}∆b,t(j)
+F
(
lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆b,t(j)
)
(D.1f)
≤
b∑
j=1
(
I{χj}+ I{¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B, Nf,nj−1 ≥ lnj , ∀f ∈Mnj}
)
∆b,t(j)
+F
(
lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆b,t(j)
)
(D.1g)
≤
b∑
j=1
I{χj}∆b,t(j)
+
b∑
j=1
I{¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B, Tf,nj−1 ≥ lnj ,∀f ∈Mnj}∆(j)
+F
(
lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)
, (D.1h)
where (D.1a) follows by assuming that no good arm combination is played in
the initalization of the CUCBSC algorithm; (D.1b) from the fact that arms are
switched only in switching periods; (D.1c) follows since we use that Nf,nj is
updated only once each period; the counters that are larger than lt are summed
in the ﬁrst line of (D.1d), while the second line is an upper bound on the counters
that are smaller than lt; in (D.1e) we use the fact that only the smaller counter
among the played arms is updated at each bad period, in (D.1f) we use the fact
that lt is monotonically increasing in t, and that t ≥ nj ; in the left-hand side of
the ﬁrst line in (D.1g) we count the bad periods due to errors in the (α,β)-solver,
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and in (D.1h) we use that Tf,t ≥ Nf,t and ∆(j) ≥ ∆b,t(j).
To bound the expected number of bad periods, N t, we need to compute the
probability of {¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B, ∀f ∈ Mnj , Tf,nj−1 ≥ lnj} being true. This is,
the probability of the event that all the arms inMnj have been sampled/played
more than lnj times, and the (α, β)-solver has not failed, the switching period nj
is a bad period. To obtain this probability similar arguments as in [99], which are
based on Theorem D.1, can be used. Let a =
√
3 lognj
2Tf,nj−1
·Tf,nj−1 in Theorem D.1.
We obtain P{¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B,∀f ∈Mnj , Tf,nj−1 > lnj} ≤ 2 ·F ·n−2j . Notice that
the probability vanishes proportionally to 1
nj2
. This means that if all the arms are
sampled often enough (more than lnj ) the probability of a having a bad period
vanishes for large t. Summing up these probabilities until switching period b we
get
E
 b∑
j=1
I{¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B, ∀f ∈Mnj , Tf,nj−1 > lnj}∆(j)
 (D.2a)
≤ F
b∑
j=1
2 · n−2j ∆(j) (D.2b)
≤ F
∞∑
j=1
2 · n−2j ∆(j) = F ·K1, (D.2c)
we have deﬁned K1 , 2
∑∞
j=1
∆(j)
n2j
.
To prove (5.9), that is, an upper bound on the expected number of bad
periods until period t, we use (D.1), (D.2), and the fact that E[ I{χj}] = 1− β
N t ≤ E
[
b∑
j=1
I{χj}∆b,t(j)
+
b∑
j=1
I{¬χj ,Mnj ∈ B,∀f ∈Mnj , Tf,nj−1 > lnj}∆(j)
]
+ E
[
F
(
lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)]
(D.3a)
≤ (1− β)(t− F ) + F
(
K1 + lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)
. (D.3b)
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Sampling-regret
To prove (5.10), that is, the sampling regret, we plug (D.3) into (5.6)
RpiSa(t) = t · α · β · ropt −
t∑
i=1
rΘ(Mipi) (D.4a)
≤ tαβropt −
(
tαropt −N t∆u
)
(D.4b)
≤
(
K1 + lt + max
1≤j≤b
∆(j)
)
F∆u. (D.4c)
D.1.2 Switching-regret
Now, we bound the cost related to switching arms. Notice that the cost of
switching occurs only in the switching periods t = nb, and that the switching
cost remains constant until the next switching period t = nb+1. The expected
switching cost until period t, RpiSw(t), with nb ≤ t < nb+1, is bounded by
RpiSw (t) = E
 t∑
i=1
F∑
f=1
Sf · I(Mi,Mi−1)
−M (D.5a)
= E
 b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
Sf · I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj}
+ F ·Mu −M (D.5b)
= E
[ b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
Sf
(
I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj ∈ B}
+ I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj /∈ B})]+ F ·Mu −M (D.5c)
= E
[ b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
Sf
(
I{Tf,nj > Tf,nj−1, f /∈Mnj−1 ,Mnj ∈ B}
+ I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj /∈ B})]+ F ·Mu −M (D.5d)
≤MuE
 b∑
j=1
I

F∑
f=1
Tf,nj >
F∑
f=1
Tf,nj−1, f /∈Mnj−1 ,Mnj ∈ B


+ E
 b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj /∈ B}
+F ·Mu−M (D.5e)
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≤MuE
 b∑
j=1
I

F∑
f=1
Nf,nj >
F∑
f=1
Nf,nj−1


+E
 b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
Sf I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj /∈B}
+F ·Mu−M (D.5f)
= Mu
b∑
j=1
Nnj+1−1 −Nnj−1
∆(j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
SwpiB(t)
+ E
 b∑
j=1
F∑
f=1
Sf I{f /∈Mnj−1 , f ∈Mnj ,Mnj /∈B}
+F ·Mu−M (D.5g)
≤MuSwpiB(t)+(1+SwpiB(t))Mu+(b−2SwpiB(t)−1)Ml+F ·Mu−M(D.5h)
≤ SwpiB(t) · 2(Mu −Ml) + (b− 1) ·Ml + F ·Mu, (D.5i)
where (D.5b) holds since in the algorithm initalization the switching cost is maxi-
mum; in the ﬁrst line of (D.5c) we split the switching periods into those we switch
to a good arm combination (i.e., Mnj /∈ B), and those we switch to a bad arm
combination (i.e., Mnj ∈ B); in (D.5d) we use the fact that Tf,t is updated
each time an arm is played; (D.5e) follows since the cost of a bad is bounded by
Mu; (D.5f) follows since only one counter Nf,n is updated per bad period, and
we sum over all arms instead of summing over the arms that were not played
in the last period, in (D.5g) we use the fact that
∑
Nf,nj+1−1−
∑
Nf,nj−1
∆(j) is one
if
∑
Nf,nj+1 >
∑
Nf,nj , and zero otherwise; the bound in (D.5h) is obtained
by assuming that after each bad period a good arm combination is played (in-
curring a cost of Mu), and hence, the number of consecutive plays of good arm
combinations is minimised, ﬁnally in (D.5i) we use Mu ≤M . This proves (5.11).
We note that SwpiB(t), which represents a bound on the number of switches
between bad arm combinations can be rewritten as
SwpiB(t) =
Nnb+1−1
∆(b)
− F
∆(1)
+
b∑
j=2
Nnj−1∇(j), (D.6)
where, ∇(j) = 1∆(j−1) − 1∆(j) . This expression is used in the rest of the proof.
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D.1.3 Proof of Theorem 5.1
We begin by stating two properties that are used later in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.1.
Property 2. If ∆(j) =
⌈
γ
√
nj
⌉
and γ ≥ 2 + 1√
F+1
, we have ∆(j)nj ≤
∆(j−1)
nj−1 .
Property 3. If ∆(j) =
⌈
γ
√
nj
⌉
and γ ≥ 2 + 1√
F+1
we have b ≤ √nb.
Properties 2 and 3 are proven in Appendixes D.1.4 and D.20, respectively.
Moreover, ∆(j) is a monotonically increasing function of j; and hence, max
1≤i≤j
∆(i) =
∆(j), and γ
√
ni ≤ ∆(i) ≤ γ√ni + 1.
Sampling-regret
Using ∆(j) ≤ γ√nj + 1 in (D.4), we obtain
RpiSa(t) ≤
(
pi2
3
+ 4.12γ + lt + γ
√
t+ 1
)
F∆u, (D.7)
where we have used that K1 = pi
2
3 + 4.12γ, which is obtained as the sum of two
Riemann zeta functions with parameters 2 and 32 .
Switching-regret
Substituting (D.3) into (D.6), we get
SwpiB(t)≤F
 lnb+1−1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
lnj−1∇(j)

+(1− β)
nb+1 − 1− F
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
(nj − 1− F )∇(j)

− F
∆(1)
+ F ·K1
 1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
∇(j)

+F
∆(b− 1)
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
∆(j − 1)∇(j)
 (D.8a)
=F
 lnb+1−1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
lnj−1∇(j)

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+(1− β)
(
nb+1 − 1− F
∆(b)
+
n2 − 1− F
∆(1)
− nb − 1− F
∆(b)
+ b− 2
)
− F
∆(1)
+
F ·K1
∆(2)
+ F
∆(b− 1)
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
∆(j − 1)∇(j)
 (D.8b)
≤F
 lnb+1−1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
lnj−1∇(j)
+ (1− β)( n1
∆(1)
− 1 + F
∆(1)
+ b
)
− F
∆(1)
+
F ·K1
∆(2)
+ F
1 + b∑
j=2
(
∆(j)
∆(j − 1) −
∆(j)
∆(j)
) (D.8c)
≤F
 lnb+1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
lnj∇(j)

+(1− β)√t− F
∆(1)
+
F ·K1
∆(2)
+ F
1 + b∑
j=2
(
nj
nj−1
− 1
) (D.8d)
where (D.8a) follows from (D.3) and (D.6); (D.8b) follows since
∑b
j=2(nj − 1−
F )∇(j) and ∑bj=2∇(j) in the ﬁrst and second lines of (D.8a) are the sum of
telescopic minus a constant series and a telescopic series, respectively; (D.8c)
follows from the fact that ∆(j) is monotonically increasing, and the deﬁnition
of ∇(j); (D.8d) holds since n1 = F + 1, lt is monotonically increasing, and
Property 3 applies to the ﬁrst line of (D.8c) and Property 2 applies to the second
line of (D.8c), and ﬁnally nb ≤ t ≤ nb+1. We study separately the ﬁrst and last
sums in (D.8d). For the ﬁrst sum we have
lnb+1
∆(b)
+
b∑
j=2
lnj∇(j) =
6
(g−1(∆l))2
(
log(n1)
∆(1)
+
b∑
j=1
log(nj+1)− log(nj)
∆(j)
)
(D.9a)
=
6
(g−1(∆l))2
 log(n1)
∆(1)
+
b∑
j=1
log
(
1 + ∆(j)nj
)
∆(j)
 (D.9b)
≤ 6
(g−1(∆l))2
 log(n1)
∆(1)
+
b∑
j=1
log
(
1 +
∆(j)
nj
)(D.9c)
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≤ 6
(g−1(∆l))2
(
log(F + 1)
dγ√F + 1e + log(nb)
)
, (D.9d)
where in (D.9a) we use the deﬁnition of lt and ∇(j), and the fact that the
summation is a telescopic sum; in (D.9c) that ∆(j) ≥ 0; and the last inequality
is proven by induction in Appendix D.21 and holds for γ ≤ F 2+F−1√
F+1
. For the
second summation in (D.8d) we have
b∑
j=2
(
nj
nj−1
− 1
)
=
b∑
j=2
∆(j − 1)
nj−1
(D.10a)
≤
b∑
j=2
γ
√
nj−1 + 1
nj−1
(D.10b)
≤
b∑
j=2
(
γ
j
+
1
j2
)
(D.10c)
≤ γ (1 + log(b)) + pi
2
6
(D.10d)
≤ γ
(
1 +
1
2
log(t)
)
+
pi2
6
, (D.10e)
where in (D.10c) we have used Property 3, in (D.10d) we have applied the diver-
gence rate and the inﬁnite sum of the harmonic series, and in (D.10e) we have
used Property 3.
Using the bounds in (D.9d) and (D.10e) and applying K1 = pi
2
3 + 4.12γ into
(D.8d) we get
SwpiB(t) ≤
6F
(g−1(∆l))2
(
log(F + 1)
dγ√F + 1e + log(t)
)
+ (1− β)√t
+F
(
1+
pi2
6
+γ
(
1+
1
2
log(t)
))
+F
pi2
3 + 4.12 · γ
∆(2)
− F
∆(1)
, (D.11)
Finally, from (D.11) and (5.11) we get
RpiSw(t) ≤
√
t [Mu+(Mu −Ml)(1−2β)]
+ log t
(
6
(g−1(∆l))2
+
γ
2
)
· 2F (Mu −Ml)+C, (D.12)
where C = F
(
6F
(g−1(∆l))2
· log(F+1)dγ√F+1e1 + pi
2
6 + γ +
pi2
3
+4.12·γ
∆(2) − 1∆(1)
)
· 2F (Mu −
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Ml) + FMu −Ml is a constant that does not depend on t.
Regret with switching cost
From (D.12), (D.7), and (5.8), we get the regret bound of Theorem 5.1. We note
that ∀F ≥ 2 there exist a γ such that F 2+F−1√
F+1
≥ γ ≥ 2 + 1√
F+1
.
D.1.4 Proof of Theorem 5.2
We consider the CUCBSC algorithm with ∆(j) = L, ∀j. That is, nb = F + 1 +
L(b− 1), which implies that ∇(j) = 0, ∀j, and max1≤j≤b ∆(j) = L, ∀b.
Sampling-regret
Using ∆(j) = L in (D.4), we get
RpiSa(t) ≤
(
pi2
3L
+ lt + L
)
F∆u, (D.13)
where, K1 = pi
2
3L is obtained from the Riemann zeta function with parameter 2.
Switching-regret
Using (D.3) and the fact that, for ∆(j) = L, ∇(j) = 0 in (D.6), we obtain
SwpiB(t) ≤
F
L
 pi2
3L
+
6 log t+ log
(
1 + L−1F+1
)
(g−1(∆l))2
+ L− 1
 , (D.14)
where we have also used lt =
6 log t
(g−1(∆l))2
, β = 1, and that nb+1 ≤ t+L. To obtain
the sampling regret we use the fact that the (α, β)-solver always ﬁnds the unique
optimal solution, and hence, β = 1 and Ml = 0, and plug (D.14) into (D.5).
Regret with switching cost
We obtain the results of Theorem 5.2 by plugging into (5.8) the switching regret
obtained from (D.13), and (D.14).
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D.2 Proof of Property 2
Property 2 can be expressed as
∆(j) ≤ ∆(j − 1) + ∆(j − 1)
2
nj−1
. (D.15)
Using ∆(j) ≤ γ√nj−1 + ∆(j − 1) + 1, we can show that if
γ
√
nj−1 + ∆(j − 1) ≤ ∆(j − 1) + ∆(j − 1)
2
nj−1
− 1, (D.16)
then (D.15) holds. Both sides of (D.16) are positive, taking the square power,
we obtain
γ2(nj−1 + ∆(j − 1))≤∆(j − 1)2 + ∆(j − 1)
4
nj−12
−2∆(j − 1)
2
nj−1
+ 2
∆(j − 1)3
nj−1
− 2∆(j − 1) + 1.(D.17)
From the left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of (D.17) we get
{LHS of} (D.17) ≤ γ2(nj−1 + 1) + γ3√nj−1 (D.18)
{RHS of} (D.17) ≥ γ4 +√nj−12γ(γ2 − 1) + γ2(nj−1 − 2)
− 4γ√
nj−1
− 2
nj−1
− 1, (D.19)
where (D.19) follows since −∆(j − 1) ≥ −γ√nj−1 − 1, and ∆(j − 1) ≥ γ√nj−1.
Subtracting (D.18) from (D.19) we get
(D.19) − (D.18) = γ4 +√nj−1γ
(
γ2 − 2− 4
nj−1
)
− 3γ2 − 2
nj−1
− 1 (D.20a)
≥ γ4 − 3γ2 − 2
nj−1
− 1 (D.20b)
≥ γ4 − 3γ2 − 2
F + 1
− 1 (D.20c)
where in (D.20b) we have used that since γ ≥ 2 + 1√
1+F
, we have γ ≥
√
2 + 4F+1
for F ≥ 2; and in (D.20c) that nj ≥ F + 1. Note that (D.20c) is a polynomial
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of order four with a single real root. Since we assume that γ ≥ 2 + 1√
1+F
, γ is
always greater than
√
13+ 8
F+1
−3
2 and (D.20c) is positive. This proves that (D.17)
holds, and the proof is completed.
D.3 Proof of Property 3
This is proven by induction. For b = 1 it is clear since n1 = F + 1. We have
√
nb+1 − 1 ≥
√
nb + γ
√
nb − 1 (D.21a)
=
√
nb
(√
1 +
γ√
nb
− 1√
nb
)
(D.21b)
≥ b
(√
1 +
γ√
nb
− 1√
nb
)
(D.21c)
≥ b, (D.21d)
where (D.21c) follows from the induction hypothesis; (D.21d) holds since γ ≥
2 + 1√
F+1
ensures that γ ≥ 2 + 1√nb .
D.4
We need to show that
∑b
j=1 log
(
1 + ∆(j)nj
)
≤ log(nb), ∀b. We use induction
again. For b = 1, the inequality holds if γ ≤ F 2+F−1√
F+1
. We also have
b+1∑
j=1
log
(
1 +
∆(j)
nj
)
=
b∑
j=1
log
(
1 +
∆(j)
nj
)
+ log
(
1 +
∆(b+ 1)
nb+1
)
(D.22a)
≤ log(nb) + log
(
1 +
∆(b+ 1)
nb+1
)
(D.22b)
≤ log
(
nb +
nb∆(b)
nb
)
(D.22c)
= log(nb+1), (D.22d)
where we have used the induction hypothesis in (D.22b),and Property 2 in
(D.22c).
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